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PROGRAMMABLE SCANNING RECEIVERS 

THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR HOME OR CAR 

[Al Realistic PRO-2004. The ultimate in today's solid-state 
high-technology scanners! Delivers a wide range of 
frequencies not found on most scanners. Search mode finds 
new channels, selectable scan and search speeds, two-
second scan delay. Lock-out key for temporarily bypassing 
channels. Squelch control and priority function. Continues 
tuning from 25-520 MHz and 760-1300 MHz. 300 channels for 
storing frequencies. Large LCD channel/frequency display 
with electroluminescent back lighting, built-in speaker, 
telescoping aerial. Jacks for external aerial, headphone, 
external speaker, tape record and DC power supply. 
Measures: 23/16x 10 11 /16 x 811 /16. Mains operation (or 13.8 
VDC neg. gnd. power cord, extra). Memory back-up requires 
9v battery, 20-9119   £329.95 

Tagal 

g Realistic PRO-2021. Features direct keyboard entry, 
search and scan in two speeds and two-second scan delay. 
Priority function will automatically switch to the priority channel 
when a call is received on it and individual lock-outs for 
temporarily bypassing channels. Scan up to 200 channels in 
these bands: VHF Lo 68-88 MHz, VHF AIR 108-136 Mhz, VHF Hi 
138-174 MHz, UHF Lo 380-470 MHz and UHF Hi 470-512 MHz. 
Easy-to-read  LCD  channel/frequency  display  with 
electroluminescent back-lighting, squelch control and built-in 
speaker, telescoping aerial. Jacks for external speaker, 
external aerial, tape recorder and DC power supply. Size: 31/8 
x 10 1/4 x Er. Includes mounting bracket for mobile use and DC 
power cord. Mains operation (or 13.8 VDC neg. gnd.). 
Memory back-up requires 9v battery. 20-9113   £199.95 

Over 400 Stores And 
Dealers Nationwide 

Prices may vary at Dealers. Offers subject to availability. 

Tandy, Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Bloxwich, Walsall, West Midlands. WS2 7PS 
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SPECIAL FEATURES 

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS 
PHASER METAL DETECTOR by the Prof   12 
Seek it here, then seek it there— PE's detector will phase 
to treasure almost anywhere. 
ELECTRONIC BAROMETER — PART TWO by John Becker   24 
Setting out how setting up can screen the millibars and 
display degrees without being graduated. 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS — PART TWO by Owen Bishop   35 
Owen takes his OR in AND paddles up the data stream 
to show how gates are locked and how a probe can find 
the XOR for GCSE students. 

SUBMARINE CABLES by Mike Sanders   19 
Despite the advent of satellites, submarine cables remain 
vital to communications across lakes, seas and oceans. 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT — PART TWO 
by Tim Watson   27 
Eproms offer the home constructor an inexpensive 
method of emulating microprocessor systems. 
SEMICONDUCTORS — PART TEN by Andrew Armstrong   42 
Logic rules ok, but only if the design techniques conform 
to standard development principles. 
INFRA-RED ASTRONOMY WITH ARRAYS by John Davies   49 
Across the cold expanses of the universe even the faint 
heat of darkened stellar dust reveals secrets to infra-red 
detectors. 

REGULAR FEATURES 
EDITORIAL by John Becker — Safely does it   9 

LEADING EDGE by Barry Fox — Satellite battles   8 

SPACEWATCH by Dr. Patrick Moore — the Phobos probes   46 

INDUSTRY NOTEBOOK by Tom Ivall — Should engineers care?   57 

READERS' LETTERS — and a few answers   56 

PRODUCT FEATURES 
MARKETPLACE — what's new, where and when   4 

ARMCHAIR BOOKSHOP — Have you browsed our new book list?. 54 

BOOKMARK — reviews of newly published books   60 

PCB SERVICE — professional PCBs for PE projects   61 

TRACK CENTRE — the PCB track layout page   52 

BAZAAR — Readers' FREE advertising service   53 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX   62 

POINTS ARISING   47 

NEXT MONTH ... 
BY POPULAR REQUEST WE'RE PLEASED TO BRING YOU — 

* A DUAL-BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE  *  SURFACE MOUNTING 
TECHNOLOGY * PLD PROGRAMMER * AND A GREAT DEAL MORE 

REQUEST YOUR POPULAR NEWSAGENT 
TO RESERVE YOUR COPY 

OF OUR NOVEMBER 1988 ISSUE 
ON SALE FROM FRIDAY OCTOBER 7th 

THE SCIENCE MAGAZINE FOR SERIOUS ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 
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We have recently received the following catalogues and 
literature: 

CATALOGUES 
We have recently received the following catalogues and 
literature: 

Omni's 56 page catalogue is tightly packed with the components 
and hardware vital to anyone interested in diy electronics. Omni 
offer a counter sales service from their shop as well as an 
efficient mail order delivery service, both accompanied by a 
helpful, personal attitude towards customers. Omni Electronics, 
174 Dalkeith Road. Edinburgh, EH16 5DX. 

Hitachi has published a 16-page brochure describing its range of 
ZTAT semiconductor devices. A ZTAT(ZeroTurn A roundTime ) 
is a single chip microcomputer in which the mask rom is 
replaced by a cmos eprom that may be one-time programmed 
using a standard prom programmer. Hitachi Europe Ltd, 21' 
Upton Road, Watford, Herts. WD1 7113. Tel: 0923 246488 

Master Heat Tools have announced a new brochure on their full 
range of butane powered soldering irons and heat tools. Among 
the range is the Ultratorch soldering iron which is available in 
sizes ranging from a miniature pen-clip pocket unit, to a heavy-
duty 3-in-I heat tool for work on large power cables. Master 
Heat Tools, Unit M, Portway Industrial Estate. Andover, Hants, 
SPIO 3LU. Tel: 026451347. 
Ambar Cascom have an excellent selection of liturature 
covering many semiconductor products relating to EPLDs, their 
characteristics, design criteria, simulations and applications. 
This information will be of great interest to those who have 
been following our PLD and Microprocessor Development 
articles. Ambar Cascom Ltd, Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks, 
HP19 3RS. Tel: 0296 434141. 

ICW will be delighted to supply serious enquirers with a 
catalogue covering an extensive variety of specialist capacitors, 
ranging from miniature polycarbonates to high-voltage and 
high capacitance metal cased can-types. Values of up to 400µF at 
1500Vdc are stocked. Industrial Capacitors (Wrexham) Ltd, 
Miners Road, Llay Industrial Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 
OPJ. Tel: 097883 3805. 
Acrom has published a 24-page catalogue detailing its most 
recent STEbus board, software and enclosure instructions. 
Entitled 'The News', the guide covers their pc-compatible 
board set, including 8088 graphics, disk controller and serial-
parallel i-o, a new 80188 cpu board for low cost target systems, 
and a general purpose colour video controller based on the 
ACRTC chip. Arcom Control Systems Ltd, Unit 8, Clifton 
Road, Cambridge, CB1 4WH. Tel: 0223411200. 

Epson have sent information about their printer mechanism 
range. They claim to have a miniprinter for every application 
and although they are basically intended for professional 
applications, anyone looking to make their own custom-built 
printer will find Epson's information of considerable interest. 
Epson also have a good range of large lcd modules, including a 
new Super TN high contrast version with 640 x 200 dots. The 
products are sold through Epson's distributors, details of which 
and the hardware available, can be obtained from Epson (UK) 
Ltd, Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley, Middx, HA9 
6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892. 

WHAT'S NEW 

bp Analyst 

Asophisticated new system of 
spectral analysis equipment 

has been announced by Bruel 
and Kjaer. It offers a wide range 
of facilities for noise and 
vibration measurement in real 
time, together with post-
processing power and storage 
capacity to make a computer 
redundant in most applications. 
The basis of the system is a 

powerful narrowband analyser 
suitable for coventional noise 
measurement or for accurate 
pinpointing of machinery noise 
and vibration sources. A second 
channel is added to offer the 
additional benefits to two 
channel and cross channel 
functions for measurement of 
sound intensity, particle velocity 
and the complex cross-spectrum. 
Bruel and Kjaer say this 
instrument is the most powerful 
intensity analyser on the market. 
Contact: Alan Gibson, Bruel 

& Kjaer (UK) Ltd., 92 Uxbridge 
Road, Harrow, HA3 6BZ. Tel: 
01-954 2366. 

version and 70mA for the 2-font 
2 x 40 device. 
In the same series is a 

'compact' 1 x 20 unit costing less 
than £40 and measuring 150 x 32 
x 24mm.This has an 8-bit parallel 
and serial input (1200bps) and a 
command base 8-step dimming 
function. Other features include 
a user-programmable font; a 
uni-directional data bus; and a 
5V, 100mA (typ) power 
requirement. 
Contact: STC Mercator, South 

Denes, GreatYarmouth, Norfolk 
NR30 3PX Tel: 0493 844911. 

mow 

W W1 
Super-slim 

STC Mercator has launched a new 'super-slim' range of 
dot character display modules. 
The CU-SCPB Series includes 

devices measuring just 176 x 44 
x 28mm featuring an 8-bit 
bi-directional parallel data bus 
and user definable 
programmable fonts. Working 
from a 5Vsupply, power usage is 
300mA for the 5-font 2 x 20 

Switching Debits 

Amajor new debit card 
scheme called 'switch', 

which enables customers to 
make payments electronically in 
retail outlets has been announced 
by three leading UK banks — 
Midland, National Westminster 
andThe Royal Bank of Scotland. 
The joint scheme is expected 

to be operating this autumn and 
to have at least ten million 
cardholders by the middle of 
next year. 
It differs from other card 

systems as the processing will be 
entirely electronic, which brings 
the benefits of speed and 
convenience to customers and 
retailers alike by cutting waiting 
time at checkouts. It will also 
remove much of the paper and 
associated backroom work of 
alternative payment methods. 
The system will involve 

ATM/cheque guarantee cards 
issued by the members being 
'swiped' through point-of-sale 
terminals which store the details 
of the transaction after 
verification by customer 
signature. The information will 
be subsequently passed to the 
members on tape or via 
telecommunication links for the 
appropriate debits and credits to 
be completed in the normal 
cheque clearing cycle. 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

Retex Cases 

Retex UK are now stocking 
the top quality instrument 

case range manufactured by their 
Spanish counterpart in Barcelona. 
The ever increasing range has 

twelve desk console styles and 
fifteen instrument case styles in 
varying sizes plus a 
comprehensive Eurocard system. 
Included are three ranges with 
anodised aluminium front panels 
and moulded cases. The Abox 
desk consoles have single or dual 
front panels. Elboxes are 
rectangular with intergral tilt feet 
and Polyboxes are also 
rectangular with internal pcb 
guides. 
To minimise transit damage 

and storage space, all of the large 
sized and some small desk 
consoles and instrument cases 
are supplied flat-packed. 
Prices are very competitive 

and quality excellent because of 
the high level of automation in 
the Retex factory. Exports to 
many European countries, 
North America and Australia, 
already accounts for over 70% of 
their production. 
Contact: Retex UK, 

Electronic Distribution Services, 
8 Trehaven Parade, Woodhatch, 
Reigate, Surrey, RH2 7LL. Tel: 
034284 2879. 

Optical Waveform 
Analyser 

The Photodyne 1500XP optical 
waveform analyser is a 

compact and versatile unit that 
converts optical input signals 
from lasers, leds and fibre optic 
cables, etc into electrical signals. 
These can be fed directly into a 
wide range of electronic 
measuring instrumentation such 
as oscilloscopes, waveform 

analysers, lock-in voltmeters, 
spectrum analysers, distortion 
analysers. 
In the case of an oscilloscope, 

the optical waveforms displayed 
can be direclty calibrated in units 
of optical power: AW, mW,W. 
Frequency response is flat from 
dc to 200MHz. 
Each analyser is factory-

calibrated at 820nm, and an 
accompanying detailed chart 
gives full information for 
applying correction factors 
enabling it to cover a wide 
variety of other wavelengths. 

A large rod lens ensures easy 
and efficient input coupling 
while output is taken from a 
standard BNC connector. No 
tuning is required; the unit just 
needs switching on and one of 
four ranges selecte by 
pushbuttons. 
The 1500XP is completely 

self-contained and powered by 
two 9Vbatteries. Measuring only 
3.4 x 4.8 x 1.5in. (94 x 122 x 
38mm) it weighs just 6Ib (3Kg). 
A range of threaded input 

adaptors is available as is an 
input attenuator giving 10,000X 
attenuation - especially useful 
when working with laser sources. 
Contact: Lambda 

Photometrics Ltd., Lambda 
House, Batford Hill, 
Harpenden, Herts, AL5 5BZ. 
Tel: 05827 64334. 

COUNTDOWN 
If you are organising any event to do with electronics, big or 
small, drop us a line - we shall be glad to include it here. 
Please note: Some events listed here may be trade or restricted 
category only. Also, we cannot guarantee information accuracy 
so check details with the organisers before setting out. 

Sep 6-8. Coil Winding. Wembley Conference Centre. 0799 
26699. 

Sep 8-12. Sim-HiFi-Ives. International video and consumer 
electronics show. Milan. 02-4815541. 

Sep 27-30. DES. Design Engineering Show. National 
Exhibition Centre. Birmingham. 

Oct 11-13. British Laboratory Week. Grand Hall, Olympia. 
0799 26699. 

Oct 18-20. Brighton Electronics Show. Metropole Hotel. 
Brighton (filling the slot vacated by Internepcon). 0822 614671. 

Nov 1-3. Custom Electronics & Design Techniques Show. 
Heathrow Penta. 0799 26699. 

Nov 29-Dec 1. DMC-PC. Drives, motors, programmable 
controllers etc. National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham. 0799 
26699. 

Dec 11. Satro Annual .Computer and Technology Show. Music 
Hall, Aberdeen. 0224 273161. Satro, the Science and 
Technology Regional Organisation is a non-profit making 
organisation dedicated to supporting and enhancing science 
and technology education. Profits from the show will be 
devoted to developing computer and electronics clubs. V* hope 
it will be well supported. 

1989 

Apr 5-6. Laboratory Science and Technology Show, Kelsey 
Kerridge, Cambridge. 0799 26699. 

Apr 25-27. British Electronics Week. Olympia. 0799 26699. 

Super Power 

New from Bonar Advance is 
a range of up to 1800W 

single output SuperSwitcher 
power supplies which have 
ratings of 2V/200A up to 48V/ 
36A and are designed to meet the 
tough safety and emission 
specifications of VDE, IEC, 
CSA, UL, and FCC. 
Features include user 

selectable input voltage of 90-132 
or 180-264V ac (47-63Hz); 
output voltages of 2-48V dc 
which are user adjustable via a 
front panel potentiometer; an 
efficiency of typically more than 
75%; and overvoltage and 
thermal shutdown protection as 
standard. 
The psus also have a line 
regulation of 5mVor 0.1% and a 
load regulation of 10mVor 0.2% 
at any load up to 100% of rated 
load with remote sensing. Ripple 
and noise are 1% or 50mV 

peak-to-peak, whichever is 
greater and the temperature 
coefficient is better than 
0.02%/°C. 
The Series 9 range of 

SuperSwitcher power supplies 
are supplied in industry standard 
case sizes and have an operating 
temperature range of 0-70°C. 
Contact: Bonar Advance 

Limited, Raynham Road, 
Bishop's Stortford, Herts, CM23 
5PF. Tel: 0279 55155. 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

100MHZ Storage 
Scope 

STC has introduced the Hitachi VC-6165 digital 
storage oscilloscope which 
provides high-speed sampling of 
up to 100M samples/s via two 
channels simultaneously, and 
enables storage or single-shot 
events up to 25MHz. 
Storage of repetitive events up 

to 100MHz (-3dB) by equivalent 
sampling is possible and the 
scope can be used for 100MHz 
bandwidth real-time monitoring 
with such facilities as delayed 
sweep, sweep time autoranging, 
trigger lock and crt readout. 
Its many features include 

independent 4K word memories 
for both channels; two 4K word 
battery-backed memories which 
last for up to 72h from the last 
power on; an 'envelope mode' 
which enables the user to capture 
the glitch and to extract the 
envelope; an 'averaging mode' to 
permit observation of signals 
buried in noise; a 'roll mode' for 
continous observation of a 
stored waveform on the crt; 
post-trigger (Ips to 5s by time 
base B sampling) and pre-trigger 
(0 to 9.9div) facilities; a crt 
acceleration potential of 
approximately 17kV; and vertical 
system sensitivity of 2mV/div to 
5V/div ±3%. 
A built-in plotter interfaces 

can be used to provide a hard-
copy of the waveform with the 
necessary scales and settings 
while the CP-IB(IEEE) interface 
and a switchable probe are 
standard. 
Contact: STC Instrument 

Services, Dewar House, Central 
Road, Harlow, Essex CM20 2TA 
Tel: 0279 641641. 

Atari Oscilloscope 

K-Scope and K-Spect, two 
new products from Kuma 

Computers Ltd, enable Atari ST 
microcomputers to be used as an 
oscilloscope or spectrum 
analyser. 

Both products consist ot an 
interface box which connects to 
the rom port of the ST together 
with the relevant software. Both 
software packages operate under 
GEM, making control of the 
various settings and easy to 
adjust and clearly displayed. 
K-Scope provides the 

necessary hardware and software 
to convert the ST into an audio 
frequency oscilloscope. The 
specification is: dual port (BNC). 
3mVto 30Vper division software 
selectable, ac/dc to 30KHz, 
signal invert, sync or trigger, X10 
on timebase option, 1/256 
vertical resolution. The primary 
purpose of K-Scope is to provide 
a route for displaying, capturing. 
analysing and manipulating 
repetitive audio signals. 
K-Spect turns the STinto a low 

frequency dual channel 
Spectrum Analyser. The 
provisional specification is: 
Channel AB input (BNC) which 
can be used asAor B,A+B,B/A 
coupled ac or dc, normal or 
inverted. The signal can be 
locked or free running with a 
frequency range: Fmax 1 to 
35KHz in 1KHz steps, Fmin 0 to 
24KHz in 1KHz steps, bandwidth 
(Hz) 781, 390, 195, 98, 49, 24, 12. 
Scale: Linear or Log. 
Both K-Scope and K-Spect are 

available now, the price for each 
is just £149.95 including vat.The 
K-Spect software is available 
separately to K-Scope purchasers 
at a cost of f89.95 including vat. 
Jon Day, Marketing Director 

of Kuma said, "These products 
are especially suited to 
educational establishments 
which need computing and 
scientific instrumentation, but 
have restricted funds. K-Scope 
and K-Spect give added 
functionality to an Atari ST 
purchase and give a unique price/ 
specification combination." 

For full details of these and the 
complete range of Kuma 
products for the Atari STcontact: 
Kuma Computers Ltd, 12 
Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne. 
Berks, RG8 7JW. Tel: 07357 
4335. 

CHIP COUNT! 
This month :s list of new component details received. 

A11639. Universal trigonometric .function generator. A 
complete fully calibrated synthesis sstem including all 
tandard functions of sin. cos. tan. cosec. sec. cot. 
arosin. arccos. arctan etc. and with a 1.5MHz bandwidth 
(AD). 

AU2901-2904 series.  Extended temperature  range 
crsions (-41EC to - 125'(') of the LM2901-4 series of 

linear ics already used 1)N the automotive industry for 
,:lectronic engine management system circuits. (PI.) 

DH-0A32. A state-of-the-art hybrid thick film audio 
opamp designed for professional audio and precision 
instrumentation. (DP) 

HA19214. Low power 10-bit video ADC that combines a 
20 msps conversion rate with an unusually low power 
dissipation of only 900m W. and containing an internal 
s&h and ttl-cmos compatible i-o lines (HT) 

HD153201 and HI) 153202. A pair of devices that simplify 
the design of high speed optical data links. Consisting of 
a codec and pll respectively, the pair can perform 
simultaneous conversion in both directions, at data ratc-. 
up to 32 Mb per sec. (HT) 

H1)404808 and HI)4074808. 4-bit ZTATmicrocontrol Ic is 
which combine an on-board, one-time programmable 
prom with 8K x 10 min. an integral led driver-controller 

and  three timers, including a watch clock. The 
11D404808 is a mask-programmed version. (HT) 

HD63143. Universal pulse processor containing the U PP 
core. 1K x 8 ram. a microprocessor interface. 16 
bidirectional i-o lines and two serial communications 
ports. (HT) 

(AD) Analogue Devices — contact Verospeed. Boy alt 
Wood. Eastleigh. Hants, SOS 4ZY, (1703 644555. (DP) 
Deltec Precision Audio,  16 Claude Road. Rooth. 

Cardiff. CF2 3PZ. 0222 482818. (HT) Hitachi. 21 Upton 
Road, Watford, Herts. WDI 7TB. 0923 246488. (PL) 
Philips Components. Mullard House. Torrington Place. 
London, WCI E 7HD. 01-580 6633. 

Turbo Modem 

The new range of Enterprise 
modems from Anglo 

Computers has been designed to 
cate for the needs of every user, 
from a simple V21/V23 version, 
to the top of the range 'Hayes' 
compatible V21 N22N23 
Enterprise II Turbo modem. 
Unique features on most 

modules are auto—adaptive 
dialling, automatic Mecury 
log—on facilities (including a 
secret password store), 8K ram 

and an 80 entry battery backed 
number store, in addition to 
on—board speaker etc. 
All modems are fully BABT 

approved for PABX and PSTN 
use, and use cmos technology for 
low power comsumption and 
cool continuous running. Prices 
range from £99.95 plus vat to 
f229.95 plus vat. 
For Further Details Contact: 

Anglo Computers Ltd, Unit 3, 
Cefn Llan Science Park, 
Llanbadarn Fawr, Aberyswyth, 
SY23 3AH. Tel: 0970 624321. 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

Mainly Curly 

Anew range of mains sockets 
announced by Briticent 

features curly leads and meets 
the latest safety standards. They 
provide safe and portable power 
in commercial, industrial and diy 
applications. The British made 
products incorporate the best in 
quality, toughness and thoughtful 
design. 
Curly cables are used on the 

entire range with two lengths 
options, 2.5 and 5 metres 
(extended). Four-square, 
fourline, twinline and monoline 
socket options are offered, 
providing wide applications 
potential. The four-and twin 
outlet sockets feature mains-on 

Re-Recordable cd 
rrandy have announced a 
1 revolutionary development 
on optical disc media, Tandy 
Thor-CD. With the introduction 
of this technology, it is now 
possible to record and erase 
digital information on a cd-
compatible optical disc. 
Using a laser beam, the system 

can repeatedly record, playback, 
store and erase music, data or 
video on a disc that can be used 
with all existing cd audio and 
cd-rom players. 
Just as important, it is 

expected to be less expensive 
than alternative digital audio 
formats, including digital audio 
tape (dat). 
Thor-Cd will have applications 

Thermal Digitising 

The new Therma B40 bench 
thermometers have been 

designed as general purpose 
mains operated units for the 
electronic engineer or technician 
who requires a digital 
thermometer which can measure 
a varible number of different 
thermocouples continuously, 
within a temperature range of 
—50 to +1150 degrees with one 
degree Celsius resolution, 
repeatability and accuracy. 
By simply plugging in up to 12 

neon indicators and easy wire 
terminal covers. The four-in-line 
models are also switched and 
fused. All the sockets have mains 
cable grommets and are supplied 
with sleeved 13A plugs meeting 
the new BS1363/A. 
Fully shuttered live and 

neutral terminals are standard 
and the socket bodies are 
designed to discourage the 
dangerous practice of inserting 
plugs from the wrong side of the 
socket (with just the earth pin 
inserted so as to open the 
shutters). 
Contact: Trevor Parvin, 

Briticent International Limited, 
Crow Arch Lane, Ringwood, 
Hampshire, BH24 1NZ. Tel: 
0425 474617. 

in several fields of electronics, 
stated John V Roach, Tandy's 
President, and its 
commercialisation in audio 
should be rapid. Its applicability 
in mass memory is long sought 
after, and it may have video 
applications as well. 
Thor-CD playback technology 

follows the same technique used 
in conventional optical discs: 
using a laser beam to read a 
series of microscopic pits in a 
light reflecting disc. 
What brings the technology 

breakthrough in optical media is 
that the pits, while 
environmentally stable and 
permanent in nature, can be 
erased, allowing editing and 
re—recording. over and over 
again. 

temperature probes, the unit 
with its inbuilt selector can read 
any desired probe temperature. 
The instruments are housed in 
sturdy ABS cases and come 
complete with a dual purpose 
carrying handle/adjustable 
stand. 
The price range is from £135.00 
and a wide range of probes are 
available. 
Contact: Electronic 

Temperature Instruments Ltd.. 
PO Box 81,Worthing,W. Sussex, 
BNI3 3PW. Tel: 0903 202151. 

Because the optically-formed 
pits resemble those in a 
conventional, molded cd in fit, 
form and function, the technique 
retains all of the extraordinary 
qualities of current cds. 
The technology is the result of 
years of research and 
development at the Tandy 
Magnetic Media Research 
Center in Santa Clara. 
California. Exhaustive testing 
has confirmed Thor-CD's ability 
to record, erase and play back 
digital information that is 
vitually indistinguishable from 
the original source material. 
What's more, erasing a previously 
recorded signal instantaneously 
returns the media to its original 
state, ready for the next 
recording. 

British Students 
Awarded 

At the recent prize-giving 
ceremonies at the 

International Science and 
Engineering Fair in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, two British students 
won honours for their projects. 
Nicole Ballantyne (aged 17) of 

Crosspool, Sheffield, South 
Yorkshire, received a second 
grand award in behavioual and 
social sciences for her project 
which is a music notation aid. 
Her prize is $350. 
Nick Rose (aged 19) of _ 

Cublington, Leighton Buzzard, 
Beds, won two awards for his 
digital electronic map measurer 
— a second award in electrical 
engineering, worth $50, from the 
Patent and Trademark Office of 
the US Department of 
Commerce: and a third grand 
award in engineering, prize $200. 
Nicole and Nick were among 

teenagers from six nations 
sponsored by Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation to 
participate in the 39th annual 
worldwide competition. 
The UK students are selected 

from competitors in science and 

The first commercial use will 
be cd-audio, for which there 
appears to be a substantial 
market for a recordable cd disc. 
CD—audio is also the least 
demanding on the hardware and 
the mcdia.The additional cost in 
electronics and drive 
mechanisms should permit play 
and record decks to be offered in 
the early years of development 
for under $500. 
The next likely commercial 

product ,Tandy believe, is a data 
storage device which requires 
greater precision and error 
checking capabilities. Thor-CD 
technology will fit well in the 
high-density storage field with 
storage capabilities in the 
hundreds of megabytes per 
five-inch disc. 

technology fairs and 
competitions throughout the UK 
by the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
Contact: Ruth Woodhead, 

Westinghouse PR, 13 
Knightsbridge Green, London, 
SW1X 7QL. Tel: 01-581 4393. 

No More Sore 
Fingers 

The ne‘‘ DCFT wire twister 
can be hand held or bench 

mounted with footswitch control 
and has its own set of fingers 
mounted on a centrigugal head 
to twist stranded wires neatly and 
pracisely all day long without the 
need to raid the medical 
cupboard for plasters. 
Contact: Rush Wire Strippers, 

Unit M. Hunting Gate, Andover, 
SPIO 3LU. Tel: 0264 51347. 
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LEADING EDGE 

SATELLITE BATTLES 
BY BARRY FOX 

Winner of the 1987 UK Technology Press Award 

MAC PATENTS MISS OUT 

As D-MAC flounders in a slough of politics and indecision, it looks as 
though dear, decrepit PAL is going to take the winners' stand once more. 

In a classic case of free enterprise run riot, BritishTelecom is helping to split 
the  previously  agreed  transmission 
standard for satellite broadcasting across 
Europe. On the very day when Rupert 
Murdoch announced that he was leasing 
four channels on Luxembourg's Astra 
satellite through British Telecom, and 
will start broadcasting this winter using 
the PAL transmission system and £199 
dish systems made by Amstrad, British 
Telecom  announced  a deal  with 
Murdoch's rival Robert Maxwell and 
W.H. Smith to offer a quite different 
package of programmes to be broadcast 
next year from the same satellite using 
the quite different D-MAC transmission 
system. 
Murdoch's surprise move completely 

re-writes the rules of the satellite game 
and neatly avoids the tangled web of 
technical problems which are currently 
stymying the new MAC technology. But 
it pulls the rug from under Europe's 
carefully constructed plans to create a 
single pan European standard for direct 
broadcasting  by  satellite,  lay  the 
foundation for a future high definition 
tv system and use patents to shield 
Europe from a flood of low cost imports 
from the Far East. It also cripples 
Britain's own national satellite service, 
BSB, which is due to start broadcasting 
late next year and is compelled by the 
government to use the MAC tv system. 
British Telecom is a partner to the Sky 

plan because BT International had 
previously bought control of 11 out of 
the 16 transponders on the Astra 
satellite.  Previously  BT had  rec-
ommended that the new MAC tv system 
should be used on Astra because of its 
ability to carry digital data piggy back 
on the picture signal. The belt hedging 
spoiler plan by BT, Maxwell and W H 
Smith to transmit a rival package of 
programmes  in the  MAC  system 
prefaces the Astra — BSB standards 
battle — and looks certain to end in tears 
for the Maxwell camp. 
Although all parties refuse to discuss 

prices charged by Astra, BTI has been 
asking over £4 million per year per 
channel; by buying first and in bulk, Sky 
has secured four channels for the price 
of three. By buying first, Murdoch has 

secured the four transponders on Astra 
which will give the strongest signal for 
Britain. 
The  MAC  system  (multiplexed 
analogue components) was developed 
by  the  Independent  Broadcasting 
Authority and adopted by the European 
Broadcasting Union as a standard for all 
satellite broadcasting in Europe. 
MAC uses 625 line pictures, like PAL, 

but improves quality by transmitting the 
colour and black and white information 
separately. The  sound  is digitally 
encoded, with room in the bit stream for 
up to 8 simultaneous channels or a rapid 
stream of data, eg teletext or business 
information. 

...on technical grounds Murdoch's 
approach offends, on commercial 
grounds he's a sure-fire winner... 

The  EBU  and  all  European 
governments saw the adoption of MAC 
as a golden opportunity to set a single, 
improved  quality,  tv  transmission 
standard for the whole of Europe. A 
Eureka project is already developing 
technology to upgrade MAC into a high 
definition wide screen system, while still 
retaining compatibility with conven-
tional MAC. By spurning MAC for Sky 
channel, Murdoch, Astra and BTare also 
spoiling the plan to use patents on MAC 
to protect the European electronics 
industry against a flood of low cost 
imports from the Far East. The PAL 
patents were for 20 years used in this 
way, but are now dead and MAC was 
seen as their legal replacement. 
A year ago the IBA, Thomson of 

France, Philips of the Netherlands and 
the French Government broadcasting 
research centre at Rennes, pooled their 
patents on MAC technology and set up 
a licensing authority in Paris called MAC 
Packet. Any manufacturer wanting to 
make MAC receivers must buy a licence, 
and they only get favourable terms if 
they manufacture in Europe. 
A squabble between Britain and the 

Continent over which variant of MAC 
to use has delayed the supply of chips 
for receivers.There is also no agreement 

yet on a standard for encryption to let 
only paying viewers watch. D-MAC, as 
chosen by Britain, will not be ready until 
well after Astra starts broadcasting. 
"MAC is a millstone round BSB's 

neck", says Marcus Bicknell, Commer-
cial Director of Societe Europeenne des 
Satellites, the Luxembourg company 
backing Astra. "It's technology invented 
at a broadcasting conference ten years 
ago". 
"PAL is the best existing technology 

available", says Rupert Murdoch. "The 
so-called wizard MAC technology is just 
a conspiracy amongst manufacturers to 
sell more tv sets". 
"MAC doesn't exist", says Amstrad 

Chairman Alan Sugar. "If you wish to 
enter the market quickly, you should do 
it via PAL". 
Alan Sugar says he hopes the 60cms 

metal dish can be made in Britain and 
he is negotiating with Marconi to make 
the amplifier and frequency converter 
which must be built into the dish. The 
set top tuner will use components made 
in Japan, with final assembly in Britain. 
The Astra satellite is due for launch 

on Ariane rocket Flight 27 on 4 
November and should be ready to start 
broadcasting by the beginning of 1989. 
Rather than wait for MAC receivers and 
de-scramblers Sky decided to fund all 
four channels with adverts and broadcast 
all four channels "clear" and in PAL. So 
anyone can watch on a conventional tv 
set equipped with a dish aerial and set-
top turner. 
Amstrad will make 100,000 dish and 

tuner systems a month, to sell through 
Dixons and Currys high shops for £199. 
Rupert Murdoch predicts that by the 
time his rival BSB starts broadcasting, 
at least a million homes in Britain will 
be equipped with PAL systems to watch 
Sky on Astra. They will not then be 
interested in buying a second dish aimed 
at a different satellite, with MAC 
electronics and de-encryption circuitry, 
for the chance to pay a subscription and 
watch BSB's 3 channels. In all standards 
battles someone always wins in the end. 
Although on technical grounds Murdoch's 
approach offends, on commercial grounds 
it makes him the sure fire winner. 

EU 
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SAFELY 
DOES IT 

he editorial desk is the focus for many tales - of pleasure 
and delight, of woe and distress, and of errors and 

thoughtlessness. 
A reader rang me not so long ago about his drinking problem. 

His beer mug was on top of the PE Minisonic he'd built many 
years back. He'd knocked the tankard over, stumbled while trying 
to retrieve it - and collided with the synthesiser. Falling, the 
machine pulled on its mains lead, which he'd not secured properly 
inside. The internal live lead detached itself and touched the low 
voltage circuitry. Fuses blew, but not before the chips were 
cooked at 240 Vac. Where, he asked, could he buy a new set of 
components, and could he still get hold of the pcbs? 
Another fellow, ignorant of Telecom's restrictions to the 

contrary, had been experimenting by trying to couple his 
computer to the telephone line. He had breadboarded the circuit 
and was using a high impedance interface. But he'd built up a 
good bird's nest of components and in making a component 
change had managed to touch a Telecom 50V lead to a computer 
input lead. Buzby seemed not to notice, but a ttl port doesn't like 
voltages over about 5V and the VIA chip died. At least they're 
cheap - he's lucky to have got away so lightly. 
Someone else was repairing a scope. He thought it was 

switched off. It was, but in connecting a bare metal croc-clipped 
meter probe to the eht point on the tube he had forgotten to 
allow time for the capacitively-stored voltage to discharge 
naturally. He had his other hand on the chassis. The current was 
only small, and the charge soon ebbed, but even a momentary 
2000Vdc across you can be a provocative surprise. Irrespective 
of other considerations, maintenance of high voltage circuits 
should be done with one hand in a pocket, not on an earth point. 
A most potentially horrendous situation was recounted by a 

school pupil. He'd rung to ask why his circuit board layout had 
spat sparks and hot metal at him. On questioning, he revealed 
that he was building a mains ac ammeter. Assembling his circuit 
on Veroboard, he plugged it into the mains. Inadequate cleaning 
and removal of solder debris from the board had caused a direct 
short across the tracks. They had reacted like a fuse, and had 
vaporised. At least he wasn't touching it. I pointed out the dangers 
of having live mains open to public view, and of not checking 
solder tracks. Then I was amazed to learn that the circuit idea 
had his teacher's approval, and that he was intending to produce 
a project capable of monitoring 100 amps at 240 Vac. The mind 
boggles, even though an ordinary UK mains plug will normally 
restrict current flow to 13 amps max. 
I applaud experimentation and diy construction, but it must 

be done within the bounds of common sense safety precautions. 

THE EDITOR 
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01-208 1177 TE.cHNomATIK LID 01-208 1177 
BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre 

AM815 BBC MASTER £346 la) 
AMC06 Turbo I65C -02) Expansion Module 

A MOS 
ADF14 
40322 

512 Protessor 
Rom Cartridge 
Ref EA, ii Pant 

£195 (b) 
£13 09) 
£14 lc) 

AMBI2 BBC MAS I Ell Lconel £315(ai 
£99 

ADJ24  Advanced Pet Manual  £19.50 IC I 
ADF 0  Econel Mocluie  £41101 
ADJ23  lie) Manual Part it  tie ic 
BBC Mc1S1e , Dust Cmier  £4.75 (di 

BBC MASTER COMPACT 
A tree packet ol ten 3 5 DS discs with 1,1ln Comps 
SYSTEM I 128K Single 640K DIWC and bundled ,011 N.1'4  £385 (a) 
SYSTEM 2 System 1 with a12 Hi Res HOB Monitor £469 (a) 
SYSTEM 3 System 1 with 414 Med Res ROB Monitor (599(a) 
SeC Ond D.C. Kit £99 (c) S xtensan Cable tom ex! 5 25 drive 12 50)4) 

View 30 User Guide (10(d) 
BBC Oust Cover (4.50 Id) 
ADES ROM dor Swirl, 1770 DES?. B Pius, £26 (d) 
ACORN /130 2n0 Processors (329(a) 
MULTIFORM 280 2nd Processor 289 (b) 
TORCH 180 2nd Processor ZIP 100 

I 770(31 S Upgrade lor Model U £43.50 HII 
I 20S ROM £15101 

ACORN 6502 200 Processor (173 (151 
ACORN IEEE Interlace C269 

C£423299 i(aa TIDP 240 LEP 100 with I echnomaik PDKOOF' dual  011, bud, rn monitor slam, 

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that wii, 
asse mble 27 different processors at the price offered  Supplied on two  16K 

ro ms and two discs and fully co mpatible with all BBC m odels  Please phon, 

for co mprehensive leaflet £145 (b). 

We stock the full range of ACORN hardware and linnware and a vi•f.  •. 
peripherals for the BBC For detailed specifications and pricing please send to, 

DISC DRIVES 
5.25" Single Drives 40/50 switchable 

TS400 4001(640K 
PS400 4001<3640K with integral mains power supply 

5.25 Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: 
TD800 8001(1280K 
P0800 800K212130K with integral mains power supply 
PD800P 800K 1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand 

3.5- 801 DS Drives: 
1S351 Single 4001(•640K 
PS351 Single 4001<36401< with integral mains power supply 

T0352 Dual 8001(1280K 
P0352 Dual 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply 

PD853 Combo Dual 5 2573 5- drive with p s 

(114 (b) 
£129 (b) 

E199 (a) 
E229 (a) 
£249 (a) 

(b) 

(119 (b) 
£170 (b) 
£187 Op) 
£229 (a) 

3M FLOPPY DISCS 
Industry Standard floppy discs with a lifetime guarantee Discs in packs 0110 

51/4 • Discs  31/2  Discs 

40 T SS DD  C10.00 (d)  40 T DS DD  (12.00 (d)  80 T SS DD  E20.00 (d) 
80 T SS DD  (14 50 (d)  80 T DS DD  £15 501d)  80 T DS DD  (25 00(d) 

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS 
EPSON  STAR 1,110 (Parallel interface) ..  £209 lei 
EPSON 1086  Elite (a)  STAR NLIO ISenal interface)   £279 IC 

Optional Tractor Feed 1080 86  £20 lc)  STAR Power Type   £229 lal 

Sheet Feeder LX80 86  £49 lc) 
F X800  (319(a)  BROTHER HIR20  £329 (a) 

FX1000  £449)a( 
E X800  £409 la)  COLOUR PRINTERS 

L0800 180 coii  £439 (a) 
L01000  (589(a) 

TAXAN 
KP815 (160 cps) 
kP915 (180 cps) 

E249 (a) 

E369 (a) 

Dotprint Plus NLO Porn (or 

Epson versions for FX. RX. MX 

and GLP (BBC only) 

PLOTTERS 
JUKI  Hitachi 672 
6100 (Daisy Wheel)  £259 (a)  Graphics Workstation 

1A3 Plotter) 
Pinfmate A4SM NATIONAL PANASONIC 

KX P1080)80 col) £149 (a) 

(28(d) 

£459 (a) 

£599 (ai 
£450 (al 

Single Disc Cable £6 (d) 

10 Disc Library Case (1.80(d) 

50  5'.  fick,ihie Brix £9.00 (Cl 

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT 
FL OPPI CLE NE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs 

ensures continued opti mu m perfor mance of the drives  6'  £12.50 (d) 
£14.00(d) 

DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
Dual Disc Cable E8.50(d) 

30 - 5'  Disc Storage Box E6(c) 

,r)o • 5'  Disc Lockable Box E13 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
W e hold a wide range of printer attach ments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc) 

in stock. Serial. parallel. IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons 

available for all above plotters  Pens with a variety of tips and colours also 

available. Please phone for details and prices. 

Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge): 
2000 sheets 95' x 11' £13(b) 2000 sheets 14 5' x 11' £18.50(b) 
Labels per 1000s Single Row 3 " x 1 7/16" £5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16' x 1 7/16' £5.00(d) 

ROB 14" 
1431 Sid Res 

1451 Med Res 
1441 Hi Res 

(179(a) 

£225 (a) 

E365 (a) 

MICROVITEC 14" RGB/PAL Audio 
1431AP Std Res  (199(a) 
1451AP Std Res  E259 (a) 
All above monitors available in plastic or 

metal case 

TAXAN SUPERVISION II 
12  Hi Res with ambergreen options 
IBM compatible  £279 (a) 
Taxan Supervision III  (319(a) 

MITSUBISHI 
TC1404 14 Med Res ROB IBM & BBC 
• dmpatible  £219 (a) 

MONITORS 
MONOCHROME 
TAXAN 12 HI RES 
KX120I G green screen 
KX1203A amber screen 

PHILIPS 12 HI RES 
BM7502 green screen 
8M7522 amber screen 

8501 RGB Std Res 

ACCESSORIES 
Microvitec Swivel Base 
Taxan Mono Swivel Base A .̂ 
clock 
Philips Swivel Base 
BBC ROB Cable 
Microvitec 
Taxan (5(d) 
Touchtec - 501 

£90 (a) 
E95 (a) 

E75 (a) 
£79 (a) 
£139 (a) 

£20 (c) 

E22 (c) 
£14 (c) 
(5(d) 

(3.50 (d) 
Monochrome (3.50 (d) 

E239 (b) 

MODEMS 
All mode ms carry a full BT approval 

MIRACLE TECHN OLOGY W S Range 

W S4000 V21/23 (Hayes Co mpatible. 

Intelligent Auto Dial, Auto Answer)  £149 (b) 

W S3000 V21/23 Professional As ws4000 
and with BELL standards and battery back up 

for me mory  £245 (b) 

W S3000 V22 Professional As W S300 V21/23 

but with 1200 baud full duplex  £450 (a) 

WS3000 V22 bis Professional As V22 and 
2400 baud full duplex  £505 (a) 

W S3022 V22 Pr wessional As W S3000 but 

with only 1200-1200   £350 (a) 

W S3024 V22 Professional As W S3000 but 

with only 2400/2400  (450(b) 

W S2000 V21/V23 Manual Mode m  £95 (b) 

DATA Cable for W S seriesPC or XT  £10 (d) 

DATATALK Co m ms Package 

' If purchased with any of the above 

moderns '    'C70 (c) 

PACE Nightingale M ode m V21 V23 

Manual  £75 (b) 

(Offer limited to current stocks) 

RT256 3 PORT SWITCHOVER 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
3  /output 
mars  •  •  input 
output Lou(,  ,Or.pondently 
selectable 7 0iE8 Oil odd even none 
parity Hardware or software 
handshake 2566 butler mains 
powered  £37516) 

PS BUFFER 
Internal butler tor most Epson 
printers Easy to install Ins' 
supplied 
P8128 128K  (99(01 

UVERASERS 
UV1T Erase, n  Cu • •  -ams indicator 
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental exposure 
.0 the harmful UV rays 

It can handle up to 5eproms at a ti me with an average 
erasing time of about 20 mins £59 + £2 p&p. 

uYI as above but without the timer E47 + £2 p&p. 
For Industrial Users we offer UV140 S UV141 era-
sers with handlingcapacity of I4e910m5 UV141 has 
a bull) in timer Both otter full built in safety features 
UVI40 E69. UV141 £85. p&p £2.50. 

EXT SERIAL PARALLEL 
CONVERTERS 

Mains powered converters 
Serial to Parallel 
Parallel to Serinl 
Bidirectional Converter 

(48 (c) 
(48 (c) 
E105 (b) 

Serial Test Cable 
ierial Cable switchable at both ends 

Allowing pin options to be re-routed Ti' 
,nked at either end - making it possiE 

fo produce almost any cable 

_onfiguration on site 

Available as M/M or M 1  (2475 Id , 

Serial Mini Patch Box 
Allows a easy meth od 10 

/000n(ig 'epic tunctronS 

without rewiring the cable 

assay J mpers can be used 

and reused  £22 (d) 

Serial Mini Test 
Mon•fors R5232C and CC1 -

.  -fansmssions 
• 1: at,ic status w!" dud 

Par LEDs on  mos! 

',cant ',nes Connects 
E22.50 (d) 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 

I.D. CONNECTORS 
iSpeedbiock Typo) 

No of  Header Recep  Edge 
tS  Plug  •ac4  Conn 
,;  8   
20  ldSp  125p  I 9Sp 
26  1785  150p  240p 
34  200p  160p  320p 
40  220p  190p  3,10p 
50  2350  2000  390p 

SOFTY II 
This low cost rntelhgent epoarn prOgraMMer Can program 2716 2516 
2532 2732 and win an adaptor 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte 
page  on  TV  has  a  serial  and  par 
allel I/0 routines Can be used as an emulator cassette interlace 
SOhyll  E195.00(b) 
Adaptor  loi  2764 
2564  £25e0 

S PE CI AL O FFE R 

2764-25 £3.00 (d); 

27128-25 £5.00 (d); 

6264LP-15 £4.00 (d); 

D CONNECTORS 
No of Ways 
9  15  25  37 

MALE: 
Ang Pins 120 
Solder  60 
IDC  175 

FEMALE: 
St Pin  100 
Ang Pins 160 

Solder  90 
IDC  195 
St Hood  90 
Screw  130 
Lock 

180 
135 
275 

140 
210 
130 

325 

95 
150 

230 
125 
325 

350 
170 

EDGE 

CONNECTORS 
2 '6 way Icommodmel  -  300p 
2 • 10 was 

'.5CIP 35 4 20 12 1VaV 1..1  20t 
2c 18 war  -  140p 
2c 23 was i25811  175p  220p 
7 . 25 was  225p  220p 
. • 28 W an IS M, 1, urv,  g gri, _ 

. . 36 was 
• . 43 was  260p 
. . :2 way  190p 
. . 43w4,  395p  - 
, . 77 war  400p  5000 
2 . 50 wariS 100i iii,ii  woe  - 

f• • 550p ,̀ 
.  1.  E 

475p  475p 
IEEE 

500p IL(  500p 
PCB Mtg SET Ang Pin 

s,i , 700p 36 was, 750p 

AMPHENOL 
CONNECTORS 

500p ':  475p 

500p 

RIBBON CABLE 

no,  40p  34  .4. 
605  4: ea. 

05P  72 .1. 
1205  4̂  . 

160p 
100p 
200p 
2000 

210 380 
275 440 
195 290 
375  -  , 

100  120 
175  - 

TEXT O OL ZIF 
socKE15  24-pin s7.50 
28 or rit 10  40 pin El2 10 

EURO CONNECTORS 
DIN 41612  Plug  Skt 
2 x 32 way St Pin  230p  275p 
2 x 32 way Ang Pin  275p  320p 
3 x 32 way St Pin  2609  300p 
3 x 32 way An Pin  375p  400p 
lDC SktA + B  400p 
IOC Skt A + C  400p 

For 2 x 32 way please specify 
spacing (A • B. A • C) 

GENDER CHANGERS 
25 way 0 type 

E10 
CIO 
(10 

4 pin 
6 pin 
7 , 

OIL HEADERS 
Solae, IDC 
40p  100p 
50p  110p 
60p 
75p 

100p  150p 
160p  200p 
200p  225p 

A S 232 JU M P E R S 

125 was Di 
24 Single end Male 
24 Single en0 Female 
24 Female Female 
24 Male Male 
24 Male Female 

CS 00 
CS 25 
f 10 00 
f 9 50 
f 9 50 

M SC CONNS 
21 pin Scan Connector  200p 
8 pin Video Connector  2000 

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764 

DIL S WIT C H E S 
away  gipp  1. A. ,  105 P 

8-way  120p  1/' si.  150p 

ATTENTION 
Al pnces in this double page 

advertise ment are subiect to 

change without notice. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

Please add carnage 50p 

unless indicated as folows: 

(a) (8(b) £2.50 (c) E1.50 (d) 

1.00 

Using 'Prestel' type protocols. For information 
and orders - 24 hour service, 7 days a week 
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/409 
7410 
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7417 

7420 

7421 

7422 

7423 
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7426 

7427 
7428 

7430 

7432 
7433 
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7439 
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74424 
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1451 
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7480 
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74644 

1415 
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749, 

74924 

74134 
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74.4 
7466 
7497 

7.700 

'4, 07 
.4,09 

.4 • 'CI 

4.23 
4 • 25 

426 

4'32 
4.36 
4.41 

4'42 

4'45 
4.47 

4-50 
4.51,4 
4-53 

s4 
1- 55 

4'56 

4.50 

4-62 

4'53 

412 
4' 2 

4.74 
4-15 

4.76 

4.78 

4'82 

4.00 

4.02 
.193 
su n 

74195 
7.96 

741 9 
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74221 
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SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NWIO 

Td: 01 208 1 177 1 Tel  922SOC IA: 01 -723 0233 
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INVESTIGATIVE PROJECT 

"PHASER" 
METAL DETECTOR 

BY THE PROF 

THE SOUND OF XNORING 
The Prof's experimental design irons out the ground effect, but 
can't quite grind out the iron effect! Using very low frequencies 
(for a metal detector) it uses small phase shifts in the search 
signal to trace useful objects. 

producing a new metal detector design 
1 for the home constructor is not an 
easy task these days. There have been a 
large number of metal detector projects 
published in the last fifteen to twenty 
years, making it much easier to come up 
with a revamped circuit than one of a 
totally new type. I will not claim that 
this detector relies on a totally new sys-
tem as it works on a principle that has 
certainly been known for many years. 
On the other hand, I have not seen a 
previously published design of this type. 
The basic requirements for this project 
were as follows:-
1. It should not be of a "standard 

(bfo, ib, or pi) type. 
2. It should be free from the "ground 

effect without using any special shield-
ing. The ground effect is one that results 
in an indication being produced by cer-
tain types of detector even when no 
metal is present in the ground.To combat 
this effect either the search coil must be 
suitably shielded, or the coil must be 
kept a fixed distance above the ground. 
3. Construction of the search coil 

should be non-critical, and any elec-
tronic setting up should be simple and 
straightforward. 
4. The unit should be easy to use, hav-

ing a method of indication that is very 
obvious even for someone without a 
good sense of pitch (many designs indi-
cate the presence of metal by giving a 
small change in the pitch of an audio 
tone). 
5. It should have a level of perform-

ance at least as good as most simple bfo 
and ib designs. 

PHASED OUT 

When looking at the available options, 
the only kind of detector which seemed 
likely to fit these requirements was the 
very low frequency MO phase detector 
type. This operates by detecting small 
phase changes in the signal in the search 
coil when metal is brought near to the 
coil. "Very low frequency" in metal 
detector terms generally means a fre-
quency at the upper end of the audio 
spectrum, with something around 17kHz 
being quite typical. The point of using 
relatively low operating frequencies in 

metal detectors is that it avoids problems 
with the ground effect. 
Practical experiments with vlf phase 

detector circuits proved quite encourag-
ing, and the final design is quite simple 
but effective. In terms of performance 
it falls some way short of a kit-built ib 
unit that I have, but it can be built for 
what I would estimate at little more than 
a tenth of the price of this commercial 
unit. The higher sensitivity of ultra-sensi-
tive detectors is often unusable anyway, 
due to problems with small amounts of 
iron or other metals in the soil giving a 
sort of pseudo-ground effect. 
The performance of the unit is quite 

good for such a simple design. It will 
detect a 20p coin at a maximum range 

of about 60 to 80 millimetres. Larger 
pieces of metal can be detected at longer 
ranges, with a 50p coin being detectable 
at about 100 to 150 millimetres. Large 
chunks of metal can be detected at a 
maximum range of around 500 milli-
metres. This is better than most bfo 
designs, but is perhaps a little inferior 
to some simple ib circuits. This design is 
more simple than an ib design though, 
and in particular, the search coil does 
not need to be made very accurately. In 
this respect the unit is even less critical 
than a bfo design. Sensitivity is certainly 
high enough to provide good results. 
Note that the quoted sensitivities were 
obtained from "in-air" tests. Perform-
ance in practice depends on the charac-
teristics of the soil, and the exact orien-
tation of many objects seems to signifi-
cantly affect how well (or otherwise) 
they are detected. 
The block diagram of Fig.1 shows the 

arrangement used in this detector. The 
search coil is actually a twin type, and 
is really a form of transformer. An audio 
oscillator drives the primary winding by 
way of a buffer amplifier. The purpose 
of the buffer is to ensure that metal close 
to the search coil does not "pull" the 
oscillator and affect the phasing of its 
output signal. It is not to produce a high 
drive current in the search coil, which 
only requires a very low drive level. A 
(more or less) squarewave signal is pro-
duced by the oscillator. 
The output from the secondary wind-

ing is fed to a high gain amplifier and 
then to a trigger circuit. This gives a 
roughly squarewave signal at logic com-
patible signal levels. A form of mixer 
circuit processes the output of the audio 

Fig 1. Block diagram for the VLF phase detector. 
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Fig 2. XOR phase detector waveforms. 

oscillator and the output of the trigger 
circuit. This mixer is actually a 2 input 
xnor gate. XOR and xnor gates are prob-
ably the least used types, and some 
readers may not be familiar with their 
operation. An ordinary nor gate has an 
output which goes low if either input 1 
OR input 2 is taken high. The output 
also goes low if both input AND input 
2 are taken high. An xnor gate differs 
from a nor type only in that taking both 
inputs high does not take the output low. 
An xnor gate therefore provides what 
could reasonably be regarded as the true 
nor action. 
What we require in this application is 
a mixer circuit that converts phase lag 
into a proportional output voltage, 
because the output from the secondary 
winding slightly lags the input signal, but 
if metal is brought near the search coil 
the phase lag increases and decreases for 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals respec-
tively. XOR and xnor gates may not 
seem to be of much use as phase detec-
tors, but they can in fact operate very 
well in this mode. The waveforms in 
Fig.2 help to explain the way in which 
this type of detector operates. Here we 
are assuming that an xor gate is used. 
The top set of three waveforms are 
those obtained with the two input signals 
perfectly in-phase. Both inputs of the 
gate are low, then they are both high, 
then low again, and so on. A state is 
never reached where the inputs are at 
opposite states, and so the output goes 
continuously low. In the middle set of 
waveforms the second input lags the first 
one by about 45 degrees. The two inputs 
are now at opposite states twice on each 
cycle, although only briefly. The output 
is high for about 25% of the time, giving 
an average output voltage of around one 
quarter of the supply voltage. In the bot-

tom set of waveforms the phase lag has 
been increased to 90 degrees. This 
lengthens the periods during which the 
input signals are at opposite states, and 
gives longer output pulses, still with two 
per input cycle. The average output volt-
age is increased to about 50% of the 
supply voltage. By taking the two input 
signals 180 degrees out of phase the two 
signals would always be at opposite 
states, and the output would go perman-
ently high. An xnor gate is effectively 
an xor type with its output inverted. 
Results using an xnor gate are therefore 
essentially the same, but the output is 
of the opposite logic state. 
By smoothing the output pulses to 

obtain a reasonably ripple-free output 
equal to the average output potential, 
the required phase lag to voltage conver-
sion is obtained. However, the phase 
changes produced by even quite large 
pieces of metal very close to the search 
coil are quite small. At most they seem 
to be just a few degrees, and small target 
objects more than a few millimetres from 
the search coil produce a phase shift of 
only a fraction of a degree. A high gain 
dc amplifier is therefore needed in order 
to produce a reasonably strong output 
signal to drive the subsequent stages. 
There is quite a large phase lag under 
stand-by conditions, giving a strong 
quiescent output voltage from the unit. 
A variable bias circuit in the dc amplifier 
enables this quiescent output voltage to 
be nulled. 
The output stages of the unit are used 

to produce an audio tone that rises or 
falls in volume when metal is detected. 
Even people who have a good sense of 
pitch generally find a change in volume 
much more noticeable than a change in 
pitch. The output from the dc amplifier 
could be used to drive a panel meter if 

this method of indication is preferred. 
However, in my experience it is neces-
sary to concentrate on control of the 
search head, making any form of visual 
indicator difficult to use properly. 
A tone at a frequency of a few hundred 

Hertz is obtained by feeding the output 
of the audio oscillator stage through a 
frequency divider circuit. This drives a 
chopper circuit which produces an audio 
output signal having a peak to peak 
amplitude equal to the output voltage 
from the dc amplifier. This signal is fed 
to a buffer stage which drives the output 
socket. A crystal earphone and most 
types of headphone are suitable for use 
with this project. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
The full circuit diagram for the 

"Phaser" metal detector appears in 
Fig.3. The audio oscillator is a humble 
555 astable circuit. A low power version 
of the 555 (the TLC555CP) is used in 
the IC1 position in order to reduce the 
current consumption and extend the bat-
tery life. The operating frequency of the 
circuit is roughly 16kHz. The primary of 
the search coil (T1) is driven via an emit-
ter follower buffer stage based on TR1. 
R3 limits the drive current to just a few 
milliamps. Both the primary and second-
ary windings ofT1 are fitted with parallel 
"tuning" capacitors, and these seem to 
be essential if reasonable sensitivity is 
to be achieved. IC2 amplifies the output 
of the secondary winding, and the high 
gain of this amplifier gives a severely 
clipped output signal. VR1 is adjusted 
to give an output waveform having a suit-
able mark-space ratio. 
This signal-is processed by IC3a which 
is a cmos xnor gate which functions here 
as a simple inverter stage. IC3b is the 
xnor gate which functions as the phase 
detector, and it is fed from the outputs 
of IC1 and IC3a. Its output is smoothed 
to a reasonably low ripple dc signal by 
the single pole lowpass filter comprised 
of R6 and C6. IC4 acts as the basis of 
the dc amplifier, and this has a voltage 
gain of around 300 to 400 times. I cut 
down the voltage gain from its original 
level as I preferred lower drift to 
increased sensitivity. If you prefer higher 
sensitivity, then R7 can be made higher 
in value and (or) R8 can be replaced 
with a shorting link. Remember though, 
that the increased gain will result in any 
drift being amplified by a larger amount, 
and more frequent readjustment will be 
needed in order to keep the circuit 
adjusted for optimum sensitivity. Also, 
accurate adjustment of the bias controls 
becomes more difficult. These controls 
are VR2 ("fine") and VR3 ("coarse"). 
C7 provides additional filtering which 
provides a very low ripple dc output 
signal. 
The frequency divider is a cmos 

4040BE 12-stage binary type (IC5). In 
this circuit only five stages are used.This 
gives a divide by 32 action, and an output 
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Ng 3. The full circuit diagram for the "Phaser" metal detector. 

frequency of about 500Hz. This signal is 
used to drive common emitter switching 
transistor TR2, which chops the output 
of IC4. VR4 is the collector load forTR2, 
and this acts as the volume control. TR3 
is an emitter follower output stage. 
A very stable supply in the range 9 to 

15 volts is required. A single 9 volt bat-
tery is unsuitable as it would provide 
totally inadequate stability. Instead, two 
9 volt batteries wired in series are used 
to provide a basic 18 volt supply, and 
monolithic voltage generator IC6 then 

provides a well stabilised 12 volt output 
from this. R14 reduces the dissipation in 
IC6 slightly, so that it operates slightly 
cooler and gives a more stable output. 
The current consumption of the circuit 
is about 17 milliamps. This can be pro-
vided by two high power PP3 size bat-
teries or rechargeable PP3 size nickel-
cadmium batteries. If the unit is likely 
to receive a great deal of use it would 
probably be better to opt for higher 
capacity batteries, such as two sets of 
six HP7 size cells in plastic holders. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 

Fig.4 shows the component layout for 
the printed circuit board. IC1 to IC5 are 
all mos types and consequently require 
the normal mos anti-static handling pre-
caution to be observed. Note that IC1 
has the opposite orientation to ICs 2, 3, 
and 4.Three link wires are required, and 
these can be made from 22 swg tinned 
copper wire (or trimmings from resistor 
leadout wires). The capacitors are all 
miniature  printed  circuit  (vertical) 
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Fig 4. (left) Printed circuit 
board details. 
Hg 5. (above) Pots and socket 
wiring details. 
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mounting types. It could be difficult to 
use capacitors having the wrong physical 
characteristics, especially in the case of 
the polyester capacitors which should 
have 7.5 millimetre lead spacing. Be care-
ful to fit the electrolytic capacitors with 
the correct polarity. At this stage of the 
proceedings only fit single-sided pins to 
the board at the points where connec-
tions to off-board components will even-
tually be made. Once fitted, generously 
tin the pins with solder. 
The unit will fit into a case having 
dimensions of about 150 by 80 by 50 
millimetres, but this assumes that two 
PP3 size batteries will be used as the 
power source. If you opt for larger bat-
teries such as a number of HP7 size cells 
a substantially larger case will be 
required. The case will eventually be 
fixed vertically on the stem of the unit. 
The controls and output socket are 
mounted on what becomes the lower sec-
tion of the removable front panel. This 
leaves sufficient space for the batteries 
in the top section of the case. The com-
ponent panel is mounted on the rear 
panel of the case using M3 or 6BA fix-
ings, including some extra nuts or short 
spacers to hold it slightly clear of the 
rear panel. Note though, that printed 
circuit board can not be finally fitted in 
place until the case has been mounted 
on the stem of the unit. 
All the point-to-point style wiring is 

quite straightforward and should not 
give any great difficulties. Fig.5 in con-
junction with Fig.4 shows the intercon-
nections between the three potentio-
meters, the output socket, and the cir-
cuit board. SK1 is a 3.5 millimetre jack 
socket on the prototype. I use the unit 
with a crystal earphone, or "Walkman" 
type headphones having their original 
(stereo) plug replaced with an ordinary 
mono type. The latter, with the two ear-
phones wired in series, seem to give bet-
ter volume and better results than a crys-
tal earphone, and are probably worth 
the extra cost. Of course, rather than fit 
a different plug to the phones you might 
prefer to fit a stereo 3.5 millimetre jack 
in the SKI position, but sockets of this 
type can be difficult to obtain. The unit 
seems to work with most types of head-
phone,  incidentally.  For low and 
medium impedance types it is best to 
use series connection, but for high impe-
dance headphones parallel connection 
will probably be better. A low impedance 
magnetic earphone is unlikely to give 
satisfactory results. 

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION 
Mechanically, construction of the 

detector is non-critical. You can opt for 
a fairly basic method of construction (as 
I did), or adopt more advanced tech-
niques to give a more professional finish. 
Results using the unit will be exactly the 
same either way, and it is only the quality 
of finish that will be different. The 

method of construction suggested here 
is a basic one that anyone who is reason-
ably practical should be able to tackle 
without any real difficulty. It uses in-
expensive and readily obtainable parts. 
It is up to you whether you follow this 
method of construction or try something 
a bit more difficult. If you do try out 
some ideas of your own there are a few 
points to bear in mind. 
Unlike some types of metal locator, 

with a vlf phase detector a certain 
amount of metal within or near the 
search head is quite acceptable.The elec-
tronics can be adjusted to null this metal, 
and there is no obvious loss of sensitivity 
even with quite large amounts of metal 
close to the search coil. It is therefore 
quite in order to have a metal stem fixed 
to the search head by a metal bracket. 
It might even be acceptable to have the 
search head constructed from metal, but 

Fig 6. Suggested mechanical 
construction for the detector. 
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I have not tried this and cannot guaran-
tee that it will provide satisfactory 
results. Physical balance is important as 
the unit will be difficult to use for long 
periods if it is top or bottom heavy. It is 
possible to produce a very neat search 
head using fibreglass, but as I know from 
previous experience, this can result in a 
very bottom heavy and unwieldly 
finished unit. If you use a heavy-weight 
material for the search head use as little 
of it as possible! The handle should be 
as close to the centre of balance as pos-
sible. 
The method of construction I adopted 
is as outlined in Fig.6. The stem is a piece 
of wooden dowel about 20 to 25 milli-
metres in diameter and around 1.2 to 1.3 
metres long. Suitable dowels are readily 
available as replacement broom handles! 
The bottom end of the stem is angled at 
about 55 degrees to the search head, and 
it must be cut at the appropriate angle. 

The search head is made from thin hard-
board or particle board. The material I 
used was thin particle board with a white 
plastic veneer on both surfaces. Apart 
from giving a neat finish the veneer also 
helps to make the unit weather-proof. 
The search head is really just an outsize 
bobbin on whichT1 is wound.'Rvo pieces 
of the board about 200 by 150 milli-
metres form the top and bottom cheeks, 
while one or two pieces about 140 by 
100 millimetres form the middle section 
of the bobbin. It is advisable to trim off 
the corners of the larger pieces and then 
round them off using a sander. This gives 
a neater appearance and avoids having 
sharp corners which can tend to get 
tangled in the undergrowth when search-
ing overgrown ground. The three or four 
pieces of the bobbin are held together 
by a good quality adhesive such as an 
epoxy resin type. Drill three or four 

ixing Screws 

For  Case 

Stem 

Handle Section 

Bobbin 

small holes (about 1.6 millimetres in 
diameter) well towards the front of the 
top panel. These are where the leads of 
the connecting cable will pass through 
the top panel. The search head is fas-
tened to the stem using a woodscrew and 
some epoxy resin adhesive. 
The case is fixed at the top end of the 
stem using three small woodscrews. The 
case must protrude slightly beyond the 
end of the stem, or the stem will get in 
the way and make it impossible to fit 
one of the circuit board's mounting 
screws in place. Having the case as high 
up on the stem as possible is a good idea 
anyway. It gives a better balance and 
keeps the case clear of the handle section 
of the stem (the section just beneath the 
case). An entrance hole for the cable 
which connects Ti to the circuit board 
is required in the bottom panel of the 
case, and a grommet should be fitted 
into this hole. 
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Case interior showing tnounting details. 

Twin individually screened cable is the 
obvious type to use for these inter-
connections. I found that twin overall 
screened cable was also perfectly suit-
able, with the outer braiding carrying 
the earth connections for both windings 
of T1. Ti consists of 100 turns of 36 swg 
enamelled copper wire for the primary 
winding, with 25 turns of the same wire 
laid on top of this to act as the secondary 
winding. The windings do not need to 
be particularly neat, but try to wind them 
quite tightly. Any turns left flopping 
around could cause spurious indications 
from the unit. Prepare the ends of the 
screened cable's leads so that they can 
be passed through the holes in the top 
panel of the search head and connected 
to Ti. At this stage it is probably best to 
leave these connections bare, but once 
the unit has been tested and is fully work-
ing it would be advisable to use some 
fibreglass filler paste or epoxy adhesive 
to cover them over and protect them. A 
cable grip secures the cable to the top 
of the search head, and some tape can 
be used to cover over the cable and pro-
duce a neat finish. 
Some bands of insulation tape are 

used to fix the cable to the front edge 
of the stem. If you have a suitable tool 
for the purpose it would be a good idea 
to make a groove for the cable in the 
front edge of the stem. About half a 
dozen bands are sufficient to hold the 
cable in place. I used a couple of layers 
of tape over practically the entire stem 
in order to give a neat finish and a degree 
of weather-proofing. I used white tape 
for most of the stem, with black for the 
handle section. To finish off the unit, 
thread the twin screened cable through 
the hole in the case and connect it to 
the printed circuit board, and paint or 
varnish around the edges of the search 

head so that the hardboard or particle 
board is sealed against moisture absorp-
tion. 

ADJUSTMENT AND USE 

If you have access to an oscilloscope. 
VR1 can be adjusted so that the output 
from IC3b is reasonably symmetrical 
pairs of pulses. In the absence of suitable 
test equipment it is just a matter of trying 
VR1 at various settings in an attempt to 
find one that gives good results. Fortun-
ately, adjustment of this preset seems to 
be far from critical, and any roughly cen-
tral setting seems to give satisfactory 
results. 
When using the unit, set VR2 at a 

roughly central setting, and turn the con-
trol knob ofVR3 fully counter clockwise. 
With the volume control well advanced, 
adjust the control knob of VR3 slowly 
in a clockwise direction until a loud tone 
is heard from the headphones. Then 
adjust VR2 to reduce the volume of the 
tone so that it is quite quiet but still 
clearly audible. Placing the search coil 
close to a metal object should result in 
the tone increasing or decreasing in 
volume. Conventionally, the detector 
should be set up so that the tone 
increases in volume for non-ferrous 
metals, and decreases in volume for ferr-
ous types. This is the action that will be 
obtained if you have the windings of Ti 
connected in-phase. I preferred to have 
items of interest (which mostly means 
non-ferrous metals) produce a drop in 
volume, as I found a small drop in 
volume to be much more apparent than 
a small increase. I therefore wired the 
windings of T1 out-of-phase (ie, one 
"start" lead earthed and one used as the 
non-earthy lead). You might like to try 
out the unit one way, and then reverse 

COMPONENTS 

RESISTORS 
R I , R8  4k7 (2 off) 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R9 
R1O,RI3 
R11 
R12 
R14 
R15 
All resistors 

33k 
2k2 
390 
22k 
10k 
3M3 
47k 
3k3 (2 off) 
1 k8 
100k 
10OR 
330k 

VI watt 5% carbon film. 

POTENTIOMETERS 
VR I  22k sub-min hor preset 
VR2  1M tin carbon 
VR3  10k lin carbon 
VR4  47k log carbon 

CAPACITORS 
CI,C11  100µF 25V radial elect 

(2 off) 
In polyester 
(7.5mm pitch) 

C3  33n polyester 
(7.5mm pitch) 

C4,C6  I µF 63V radial elect 
(2 off) 

C5  22n polyester 
(7.5mm pitch) 

C7  15n polyester 
(7.5mm pitch) 

C8  100µF 10V radial elect 
C9,C10  100n ceramic (2 off) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
ICI  TLC555CP 
IC2,1C4  CA3140E (2 off) 
IC3  4077BE 
IC5  4040BE 
IC6  uA78LI2 (l 2V 100mA 

pos reg) 
TR1,TRITR3 BC547 (3 off) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
B I,B2  9 volt (high power PP3 

size, 2 off) 
S I  spst sub-min toggle 
SKI  3.5mm jack 
TI  36 swg enamelled copper 

wire (see text) 
Plastic case about 150 x 80 x 50mm, 
printed circuit board, control knob (3 
off), 8-pin dil ic holder (3 off), 14-pin 
dil ic holder, 16-pin dil ic holder, battery 
connector (2 off), twin screened lead, 
insulation tape, wooden dowel, hard-
board, cable grip, fixing screws, etc (see 
text). 

the connections to one winding of T1 so 
that you can try it out the other way, to 
see which system you find easiest to use. 
As a point of interest, I found that 

ferrite rods and pieces of iron had the 
opposite effect to most other metals, but 
steel (which I would have thought 
counted as a ferrous metal) usually did 
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METAL DETECTOR 

not. Note that for optimum sensitivity 
you must keep VR2 adjusted so that the 
tone from the earphones is fairly quiet 
under stand-by conditions. The unit in-
evitably drifts slightly, and VR2 will 
accordingly need to be periodically trim-
med in order to keep the unit at optimum 
sensitivity. Eventually you will find that 
very frequent adjustment of VR2 and 
VR3 is required, and this indicates that 
the batteries are nearing exhaustion. 

There seems to be no problem at all with 
the ground effect. If an area of ground 
always gives a small indication from the 
unit, this indicates that the soil has a 
significant metal content.This phenome-
non is not as rare as you might think, 
and can occasionally make an effective 
search very difficult. 

FINALLY 
There are a few final points that it is 

worth mentioning. I believe that licenses 
are no longer needed for metal detec-
tors. To be legally usable in the UK they 
must fall within certain restrictions, but 
to the best of my knowledge this design 
falls comfortably within all these restric-
tions. Constructors outside the UK 
should ascertain that the unit can be used 
legally in their country, and should 
obtain any necessary permit prior to con-
structing and using the unit. You should 
obtain permission before searching any 
land that you do not own. Any sites of 
historic interest are out-of-bounds to 
treasure hunters. If you should find 
something that is likely to be of signifi-
cant historic interest you should take it 
to your local museum and give them full 
details of where it was found.Try to leave 
places you search as unspoiled as poss-
ible. Fill in any holes you dig, and gen-
erally disturb the soil as little as possible 

1311 

NEW 

FROM 
EASY-PC 

NUMBER 
EASY-PC  EASY-PC  EASY-PC 

ONE SYSTEMS 
NEW 

PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT, THAT YOU CAN AFFORD 
Have you been putting off buying PCB CAD software? 
Are you still using tapes and a light box? 
Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc. Amstrad 1512 or 1640? 
Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square? 
With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers? 
Plus drill template and solder resist? 

up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002 to .531 7  
With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range? 
With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole, and 

edge connector fingers? 
With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines? 
With auto repeat on tracks or other features — ideal for memory planes? 
That can be used for surface mount components?  
With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or 

to .002" resolution? 
With an option auto-via facility for multilayer boards? 
With the ability to create and save your own symbols? 
That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's? 
That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse? 
Which with "EASY PLOT" can also output to a pen plotter? 

(A photoplot driver will be available shortly) 
Where you can learn how to use it in around half an hour? 

THAT ONLY COSTS £275.00 + VAT? Please contact us for further information 
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Output on dot matix printer reduced from 2:1 

EASY-PC  AFFORDABLE  PCB CAD IS HERE!  EASY-PC 

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LIMITED 
REF PE. 
HARDING WAY 
SOMERSHAM ROAD 
ST. IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE 17 4WR  TEL: 0480 61778 
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ELMASET INSTRUMENT CASE 
300 x 133 x 217mm deep  £10 ea (C2.20) 

REGULATORS 
LM317T PLASTIC T0220 variable   £1 
LM317 METAL   £2.20 
7812 METAL 12V IA   Cl 
7805/12/15/24V plastic   45p 100+209 1000 , 15p 
7905/12/15/24 plastic   45p 100+20p 1000+ 15p 

CA3085 1099 variable reg    2/C1 
LM338 5A VARIABLE   £5 

COMPUTER ICS 
4164-15 ex equipment  CI 
27128A 250nS EPROM NEW  £3.20 
1770 FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER CHIP  £10 
68008 PROCESSOR EX-EOPT   
27256-30 ex-egpt   £3.00 
2764-30   £2 
2732-45 USED  £2 100+ Cl 
2716-45 USED  £2 100+ Cl 
1702 EPROM EX EOPT   
2114 EX EQPT 60p 4116 EX EOPT   70p 
6264-158k static ram   £6 
6116-3 (0444C)   £1.50 

4416 RAM   £3.50 
ZN427E-8   £4.00 
7N428E-8   £4.00 

1.8342 MHz   2/C1 

CRYSTALS 
2.77 MHz/4.9152 MHz/49.045   £1 each 

TRANSISTORS 
BC107. BCY70 PREFORMED LEADS 
full spec    20/C1 C4,100 £30 1000 

SIL RESISTOR NETWORKS 
8 PIN 10k 22k     5/C1 
9 PIN 22k     5/C1 
10 PIN 68R 180R 22k....    5/C1 

POWER TRANSISTORS 
0C35 (Marked CV70841  £1 
POWER FET IRF9531 8A 60V    2/CI 
2N3055H RCA HOUSE NUMBERED   5/C2 
2SC1520 sim BF259  3 C1 100/C22 
TIP141/2 £1 ea TIP110/125/42B     2/C1 
TIP35B TIP35C   £1.50 
SE9301 100V 10A DARL. SIM TIP121   2/CI 

2N3055 EX EQPT TESTED   47[1 
PLASTIC 3055 OR 2955 eguiv 50p   100/C35 
2N3773 NPN 25A 160V f1.80   10/C16 
BD132   5/CI 

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS 
A1/216 24V 150 WATTS   £2.25 

H1 12V 50W (CAR SPOT)   £1.50 

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
17.2 volts 1.8 AJhr.0 CELLS IN PACKS OF 6 .  p&p Et 
ZIF SOCKETS   2/C1.50 
TEX-TOOL single in line 32 way. Can be ganged for use with 
any dual in line devices. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
4700uF 16v AXIAL DUBILIER 20K AVAILABLE   
  £1 5/1 00 £12011000 

BNC 50 OHM SCREENED CHASSIS SOCKET   3/E1 
BNC TO CROC CLIPS LEAD 1 metre   Cl 

MOULDED INDUCTOR 470,‘H 
we of a 1 watt film resistor   5/C1 

TO-220 HEAT SINK sim RS 403-162   10/C2.50 
SMALL MICROWAVE DIODES AEI DC1028A   2/CI 
OIL. SWITCHES 10 WAY Cl 8 WAY 80p 4/5/6 WAY  50p 
180 volt 1 watt ZENERS ALSO 12v   20/C1 
OLIVETTI LOGOS CALCULATOR KEYBOARD (27 KEY) PLUS 
12 DIGIT FLUORESCENT DISPLAY ON DRIVER BOARD (i.e. 
CALCULATOR LESS CASE, TRANSFORMER AND PRINTER) 
  £1.30 

PLASTIC EQUIPMENT CASE 9 s6 x 1.25 in. WITH FRONT 
AND REAR PANELS CONTAINING PCB WITH EPROM 2764-
30 AND ICS 7417 LS30 LS32 LS74 LS367 LM311 7805 REG, 9 

WAY D PLUG. PUSH BUTTON SWITCH, DIN SOCKET . £1.90 
VN1OLM 60v VA 505m TO-92 mosfet   4/C1 100/C20 
MIN GLASS NEONS   10/C1 
RELAY 5v 2 pole changeover looks like RS 355-741 marked 
STC 47WB05T   2/CI 
OMRON RELAY 3.6 volt coil 2p do contacts marked G4D-287P-
BT2.   2/C1 
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071   2/C1 
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE SKT. RS 456-273   2/C1.50 
OIL REED RELAY 2 POLE nib CONTACTS  Cl 
RS 348-649   £1.50 100+ Cl 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

PCB WITH 2N2646 UNIJUNCTION with 12v 4 POLE RELAY Cl 
400m 0 5w thick film resistors (yes four hundred megohms) 4/C1 
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071   2/C1 
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE SKT.RS 456-273   2/C1.50 
STRAIN GAUGES 40 ohm Foil type polyester backed balco grid 
alloy   £1.56 ea 10 • C1 
ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT   C0.90 
Linear Hall effect IC Micro Switch no 613 SS4 sim RS 304-267 
 £2.50 100+ £1.50 
HALL EFFECT IC UGS3040 + MAGNET  Cl 
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBE SWITCHED X1 X10  CI 
CHEAP PHONO PLUGS  100/C2 1000/C1 8 
1 pole 12 way rotary switch   4/81 
AUDIO ICS LM380 LM386   Cl ea 
555 TIMER 5/C1 741 OP AMP   5/C1 
ZN414 AM RADIO CHIP  80p 
COAX PLUGS nice ones   4/C1 
COAX BACK TO BACK JOINERS   4/C1 
4 x 4 MEMBRANE KEYBOARD   £1.50 
15 000uF 40V   C2.50 (C1.25) 
INDUCTOR 20uH 1.5A   5/C1 
NEW BT PLUG + LEAD   £1.50 
1 25" PANEL FUSEHOLDERS   5/C1 
CHROMED STEEL HINGES 14.5 x 1" OPEN   CI ea 

TOK KEY SWITCH 2 POLE 3 KEYS ideal for car/home alarms 
  C3 
12v 1.2w small wire ended lamps fit AUDI VW TR7 SAAB VOi oLVE01 

12V MES LAMPS   10/CI 
STEREO CASSETTE HEAD  C2 
MONO CASS HEAD £1 ERASE HEAD  50p 
THERMAL CUT OUTS 50 77 85 120°C   £1 *a 
THERMAL FUSE 121°C 240V 15A   /CI 
TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS TO-5/T0-18   C3/15000 
TO-3 TRANSISTOR COVERS   10/C1 
STICK ON CABINET FEET   30/C1 
PCB PINS FIT 0 1" VERO   200/C1 
TO-220 micas - bushes   10/50p 100/C2 
TO-3 mica + bushes   20/C1 
kynar wire wrapping wire   2oz/C1 
PTFE min screened cable   10m/Cl 
Large heat shrink sleeving pack   £2 
CERAMIC FILTERS 6M3M/10.7M   50p 100/C20 
TOKIN MAINS RFI FILTER 250v 15A   C3 
IEC chassis plug Hi filter 10A   C3 
Potentiomenters short spindles values 2k5 10k 25k 1m 
2M5 lin   

45/111 500k lin 500k log   
40Khz ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS EX-EOPT NO DATA 
 C1/pr 
PLESSEY INVERTER TRANSFORMER  50 CYCLES 
ii 5-0-11.5V to 240v 200 VA   CS (C3) 

ZENERS 
56V 1W3 SEMIKRON 50K AVAILABLE (ti £25/1000 
SUPRESSOR 0F606 120V BI DIRECTIONAL ZENER 
IN 3 AMP W/E PACKAGE   5/C1 

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS 
BAW76 EQUIV 1N4148   C60/10,000 
1N4148   100/C1.50 
1N4004/SD4 1A 300V   100/C3 
1N5401 3A 100V   10/C1 
BA158 1A 400V fast recovery   100/C3 
BA159 1A 1000V fast recovery   100/C4 
120V 35A STUD  65p 
BY127 1200V 1.2A   10/C1 
6Y254 800V 3A   8/C1 
BY255 1300V 3A  6 
6A 100V SIMILAR MR751   4/1:1 1 

VM88 800mA 100y DIL B/REC   5/CI 
1A 800V BRIDGE RECTIFIER   4/CI 
4A 100V BRIDGE   3/C1 
6A 100V BRIDGE    2/C1 
8A 200V BRIDGE   2/CI.35 
10A 200V BRIDGE   £1.50 
25A 200V BRIDGE C2   10/C1 8 
25A 400V BRIDGE C2.50   10/C22 

SCRS 
2P4M EQUIV C106D  3/C1 100/C20 
MCR72-6 10A 600V SCR   CI 
35A 600V STUD SCR   £2 
TICV106D 800mA 400V SCR  3'C1 100 1E15 
MEU21 PROG UNIJUNCTION   3 Cl 

TRIACS   DIACS 4/£1 
NEC TRIAC ACO8F 8A 600V T0220  5 £2 100 £30 
TXAL225 8A 400V 5mA GATE  2t1 100 £35 
TRAL2230D 30A 400V ISOLATED STUD   £4 each 

CONNECTORS 
34 way card edge IDC CONNECTOR (disk drive type) 
CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC PLUG   

KEYTRON ICS 
TEL. 0279-505543 
FAX. 0279-757656 
P0 BOX 634 

BISHOPS STORTFORD 
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2RX 

CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC SKT   £4.00 
BBC TO CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD 1.5M   £3.50 
CENTRONICS 36 WAY PLUG SOLDER TYPE  £4 
USED CENTRONICS 36W PLUG+ SKT   £3 

USED D CONNECTORS price per pair 
D9 CI , 015 C1.50,025 £2, D37E2,050E3.50 covers 50p ea. 

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
W21 or sim 2.5W 1Q01 one value   Cl 
R10 0R15 0R22 2R0 2R7 4R7 5R0 5R6 8R2 1OR 12R 15R 
18R 20R 22R 27R 33R 36R 47R 56R 62R 91R 120R 180R 
390R 430R 470R 680R 820R 910R 1K15 1K2 1K5 1K8 2K4 
2K7 31(3 3K0 5K0 10K 
R05 (50 milli-ohm) 1% 3w   4 FOR Cl 
W22 or sim 6W 7 OF ONE VALUE   Cl 
R47 R62 1R0 1R5 1R8 3R3 6R8 9R1 12R 20R 24R 27R 33R 
51R 56R 62R 68R 100R 120R 180R 220R 270R 390R 560R 
620R 910R 11(0 11(2 1K5 1K8 21(2 2K7 3K3 3K9 4K7 8K2 10k 
15K 161< 20K 
W23 or sim 9W 6 of one value   Cl 
R22 R47 1R0 1R1 15R 56R 62R 100R 1213R 180R 220R 3GOR 
390R 680R 1K0 1K5 5K1 10K 
W24 or sim 12W 4 OF ONE VALUE   Cl 
R50 2R0 9R1 10R 18R 22R 27R 56R 68R 75R 82R 100R 15OR 
180R 200R 220R 270R 400R 620R 11(0 6K8 8K2 10K 15K 

PHOTO DEVICES 
SLOTTED OPTO SWITCH OPCOA OPB815   £1.30 
2N5777  50p 
TIL81 PHOTO TRANSISTOR   Cl 
TIL38 INFRA RED LED   /CI 
0P12252 OPTO ISO LATOR  50p 
PHOTO DIODE 50p LA  5    6/C2 
MEL12 (PHOTO DARLINGTON BASE nic)   50p 
RPY58A LDR 50p 0RP12 LDR  70p 
LEDs RED 3 or 5mm 12/CI   

100/1CD°6./5C06 LEDs GREEN OR YELLOW 10/C1 

0 
LEDS ASSORTED RD/GNNW • INFRA/RED  2 1E 

55 3 FLASHING RED OR GREEN LED 5r, r, 50p  10 

SUB MIN PRESETS HORIZONTAL 
15/£1 100/£5 
11(41(7 10K 22K 47K 1M 10M 

STC NTC BEAD THERMISTORS 
G22 220R. G13 11<, G23 2K, G24 20K, G54 50K, G25 200K 
G16 1M. RES in 20°C DIRECTLY HEATED TYPE   Cl ea 
FS22BW NTC BEAD INSIDE END OF 1" GLASS PROBE 
RES  20°C 200R   Cl ea 

CERMET MULTI TURN PRESETS 3/4 " 
1OR 20R 100R 200R 250R 500R 2K 2K2 2K5 5K 10K 22K 471< 
50K 100K 200K 500K 2M2  50p each 

IC SOCKETS 
6 pin 15/C1 8 pin 12/C1 14/16 pin 10/C1 18/20 pin 7/C1, 
22/24/28 pin 4.C1 40 pin 30p 

SOLID STATE RELAYS 
Zero voltage switching Control voltage 8-28v dc   £2.50 
40A 250V AC SOLID STATE RELAYS   £18 

POLYESTER/POLYCARB CAPS 
1n/3n3/5n6/8n2/10n 1% 63v 10mm   

100/1C003./C506 bon/15n/22n/33n/47n/68n 10mm rad   
100n 250v radial 10mm   100/C3 
100n 600v sprague axial 10/CI   100/C6 (Cl) 
2u2 160v rad 22mm   100/C10 
1On/33n/47n 250v ac x rated 15mm   10/C1 
4700pF Y RATED   10/C1 
470n 250v ac x rated rad   4/C1 
1U 600V MIXED DIELECTRIC   50p ca. 

TRIMMER CAPACITORS all types 5/50p 
SMALL 5pf 2 pin mounting 5mm centres 
grey larger type 2 to 25pF 
TRANSISTORS 2N4427  60p 
FEED THRU CERAMIC CAPS 1000pF   10/CI 

MINIATURE RELAYS Suitable for RF 
5 volt coil 1 pole changeover   Cl 
5 volt coil 2 pole changeover   Cl 
12 volt coil 1 pole changeover  Cl 

MONOLITHIC CERAMIC 
CAPICITORS 
10n 50v 2.5mm   100/C4.50 
100n 50v 2.5mm or 5mm   100/C6 
100n ax short leads   100/C3 
100n ax long leads   100/C6 
10n 50v dil package 0.T rad  £4/100 £351000 
100n 50v dil package 0.3" rad    £10/100 

STEPPER MOTORS 4 PHASE 2 9V 
C1.25 WINDINGS  £3.50 10/£30 C2.50 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
MIN CASH ORDER £3.00  OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME 
UNIVERSITIES COLLEGES SCHOOLS GOVT DEPARTMENTS 

MIN. ACCOUNT ORDER £10.00 

P&P AS SHO WN IN BRACKETS (HEAVY ITEMS) 
65p OTHER WISE (LIGHT ITE MS) 

ADD 15 % VAT TO TOTAL 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
BOUGHT FOR CASH 

Access 
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COMMUNICATIONS FEATURE 
••• 

SUBMARINE 
CABLES 

PART ONE BY MIKE SANDERS 

THE SEA CAN HEAR YOU FROM HERE 

They say sound travels well underwater So does light, power, data, 
anything that can be carried by cable. Here's the proof. 

C ubmarine cables are not used for 
reeling in submarines as! was led to 

believe in my school days. 
Submarine cables are used to carry 

telephone circuits from one continent to 
another or power from a mainland to an 
offshore island eg. UK to the Isle of 
Wight. 
Any cable immersed in water is a 

submarine cable so in addition to 
communicating across oceans, 
submarine cables find useful application 
inland if a river has to be crossed. Many 
countries have large lakes and it is 
quicker to lay a cable on the bed of the 
lake than to try to circumvent it. 
It all started in 1819 when it was found 

that a magnetic needle was deflected by 
current carried in a nearby wire and that 
was the beginning of electrical 
transmission as we know it today. This 
fascinating story covers more than a 
century and is now giving way to optical 
transmission, ie information carried on 
light waves instead of electric waves. 
In 1837 Charles Wheatstone andW.E 

Cooke patented a communications 
system using five pointers and six wires. 
At this time Samuel Morse also patented 
a telegraph system using the Morse 
code. Things moved quite rapidly from 
this stage. Having communicated 
inland, man wanted to communicate 
ovtrseas to prove that no man is an 
island. 
In 1850, the first submarine cable was 

installed between England and France. 
This cable was 46 km long and was made 
water resistant by gutta percha — a 
combination of hessian fibres and gum 
from the Malayan rubber plant. (1 
thought it was a fishing term! Ed). This 
cable did not have armour protection 
and was cut by a fisherman's anchor in 
the same year. 
The next year, another cable was laid 
between England and France, this time 
protected by layers of galvanised wires. 
Other cables around Britain and the 
Mediterranean soon followed and 
survived many years. 
In 1866 the first transatlantic telegraph 

cable was laid and at this stage it was 
even possible to grapple for the ends, if 
a cable was severed, and reattach them. 
By 1888, the world had already spent 

Preliminary submarine cable laying 
activity. Reproduced by kind permission 
of British Telecom. 

more than £40 million on cables. 
Submarine cable is quoted as two 

quantities, the ratio of the weights of 
conductor to insulator per nautical mile 
(6080 feet or 1.852km). For instance 
107/140 means 107Ib of copper to 1401b 
of gutta percha per nautical mile. 
It can be seen that the insulator is the 

greater weight but as the insulation 
techniques improved, this trend was 
reversed and in 1881 130/130 cable was 
used. The 400/360 was introduced in 
1888 and the 175/140 in 1889. 

CABLE AND TRAFFIC 

Submarine cables may be divided into 
power  cables  and  communications 
cables. Power cables are usually short, 
between two and twenty kilometers and 
carry thousands of volts. 
Communications cables on the other 

hand may range from a hundred miles 
to thousands of miles and link several 
countries and even continents. These 
cables carry telegraph, telephony, data, 
music programmes and even television. 
To understand how communications 

cables  work,  it is necessary  to 
understand the nature of the signals 
carried. Television is not usually carried 
by  submarine cables.  It is more 
convenient to set up a television link via 
satellite since such links are 'occasional', 
ie serving a particular purpose, like 
Olympics coverage, coronations, etc. 

Television links are unilateral, ie. the 
transmission is in one direction only and 
usually required in a hurry to cover some 
event like motor racing. That is why it 
is quicker to set it up via satellite. 
However there are television-carrying 
cables and the typical bandwidth of a tv 
signal is about 6 MHz, Fig. 1. 
By comparison a speech circuit needs 

only  about  4kHz  including  the 
guardband, ie spaces between adjacent 
channels, Fig. 2. Most of the power in 
speech is contained in the frequencies 
between 300Hz and 3400Hz, therefore 
this  bandwidth  is sufficient  for 
intelligible  communications.  These 
circuits are called 4kHz circuits. 
On a cable that crosses the oceans, 

bandwidth is expensive and every effort 
is made  to  utilise  bandwidth  as 

Fig 1. (Top) Television bandwith 
Fig 2. (Middle) 4kHz speech bandwith 
Fig 3. ( Bottom) 3kHz speech bandwidth 
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SUBMARINE CABLES 
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Hg 4. Translation of channels into a group 

MODULATING 
CARRIERS 
IN kHz 

economically as possible. Therefore in 
some instances, cables carry what are 
called 3kHz circuits where by a filter 
design the cut—off is made sharper than 
for 4kHz circuits, Fig. 3. In addition the 
speech band is from 200Hz to 3050Hz. 
Twelve 4kHz channels are translated 

into a group 60kHz to 108kHz. If 3kHz 
channels are used, sixteen of these fit 
into the same group bandwidth of 60kHz 
to 108kHz. The term translation is only 
another term for modulation where each 
channel is modulated by a carrier to give 
it its rightful position in the larger bands, 
Fig. 4. Allocating portions of a frequency 
spectrum in this manner is called 
frequency division multiplex (fdm). 
Modulation produces upper and lower 

sidebands Fig. 5. Only one sideband is 
chosen to save bandwidth but in radio 
applications both sidebands may be 
transmitted to overcome fading. The 
former is called single sideband (ssb) 
transmission, and the latter double 
sideband (dsb) transmission. 

LOWER 
SIDE 
BAND 

QOM 

0  4kHz 

CARRIER 

in n 60   68kHz 

UPPER 
SIDE 
BAND 

Fig 5. Upper and lower side bands 

Five groups are then translated into a 
supergroup. These supergroups (up to 
69 on large cables) are then transmitted 
on submarine links. However on inland 
links these supergroups may be built up 
into larger blocks. The Consultative 
Committee for International Telegraphy 
and Telephony (CCITT) has approved 
two formats, Fig. 6. 
In  the  hypergroup  format,  15 

supergroups  are  translated  into a 
hypergroup. In the supermastergroup, 

I 
CHANNEL 

I 
CHANNEL 

CROUP 

GROUP 

five supergroups are first translated into 
a mastergroup.Then three mastergroups 
are translated into a supermastergroup. 
To summarise then, the basic format 
is 12 or 16 channels into a group and five 
groups into a supergroup. After that 15 
supergroups make a hypergroup or five 
supergroups make a mastergroup and 
three mastergroups make a supermaster 
group. A hypergroup and supermaster-
group are both roughly 4MHz wide if 
4kHz channels were used as basic 
building blocks. 
Equipment which translates 3kHz 

channels into groups also has facilities 
for  carrying  music  and  sound 
programme circuits. The channel filters 
are bypassed and the group bandwidth 
60kHz to 108kHz, ie 48kHz is chopped 
into four programme circuits each 
approximately 12kHz wide. These can 
' be used to carry music in stereophonic 
sound. 
Data is carried at speeds of 50, 120, 

200, 600, 1200 and 2400 bit/s. These can 
be carried over a 4kHz channel and 
require modems at the customer's 
premises and the exchange to convert 
the digital signals back to analogue 
signals, since the present network carries 
analogue signals, mainly. Higher bit 
rates require wider bandwidths, eg 
48Kbit/s requires a group bandwidth of 
48kHz. 
Telegraph circuits are also carried by 

submarine cable and though the man 
with the sun visor tapping out a 
telegraph message is a thing of the past, 
telex machines transmit much the same 
signals. 
The five unit Murray code is used, 

Fig. 7. Five units gives 32 different 
combinations  (25).  These  32 
combinations are required to cover all 
the letters of the alphabet as well as 
punctuation marks. In addition to the 
information code, a start signal of one 
pulse width is added and a stop signal 
of one and a half pulse width. 

1 
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SUPERGROIP 
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NTPERGRCOP 
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Fig 6. Supermastergroup and hypergroup formats 
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+80V 

-80V 

START 
SIGNAL 

=1 
5 UNIT 
CODE 

(a) 

STOP 
SIGNAL 

-80v-

(b) 

Fig 7. (A) Double current working 
(B) Single current working 

The mark to space ratio is 1:1 and 
each is 20ms long. The waveform in Fig. 
7a is known as double current working 
where the positive pulses represent the 
space and negative pulses the mark. Fig. 
7b shows single current working where 
zero voltage represents spaces and 
negative  voltage  represents  marks. 
Although double current has opposite 
polarities, the transition from mark to 
space is more distinct. 

UK TELEPHONES 

In 1868 a lot of private companies 
were competing in the field of telegraph 
communications. Then in 1870 an Act of 
Parliament unified all the telegraph 
companies. But it was not until 1912 that 
the National Telephone Company was 
absorbed giving a united telephone 
service. 
The size of the UK telephone network 

in 1982 was 6600 exchanges with 28 
million telephones serving 18 million 
customers.  This  massive  network 
handled more than 280 million outgoing 
international calls and 20 billion inland 
calls in 1982. From the UK one can dial 
more than half the 220 different 
countries. 

SUBMARINE CABLES 

The first cable across the Atlantic was 
TAT 1, in 1956, and carried 36 circuits. 
In 1959 TAT 2 was laid and both TAT 1 
and TAT 2 had one cable for each 
direction of transmission.  In  1961 
CANTAT 1 used the same cable for both 
directions of transmission by sharing the 
available bandwidth. 
TAT stands for Trans—Atlantic and 
CANTAT for Canadian Trans—Atlantic. 
The TAT cables land in the USA and the 
CANTAT cables land in Canada. The 
European ends land in the UK, Spain 
and France. 
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SUBMARINE CABLES 
:•:. 

TABLE 1: SOME SUBMARINE CABLES AND CAPACITIES 

SG = Supergroup, MG = Mastergroup, C = Circuit 

SYSTEM TERMINALS 
NAUTICAL 
MILES  CAPACITY  DATE 

CANTAT1 
CANTAT2 
TAT3 
TAT4 
TATS 
TAT6 
TAT7 

UK-Germany 2 
UK-Germany 3 
UK-Germany 4 
UK-France 1 
UK-France 2 

UK-
Netherlands 8 
Netherlands 9 
Netherlands 10 
Netherlands II 
UK-Belgium 2 
UK-Belgium 3 
UK-Belgium 4 

UK-Denmark 2 
UK-Denmark 3 
UK-Norway 2 
UK-Portugal 1 
UK-Spain I 
UK-Spain 2 
UK-Spain 3 

UK-Faroes 1 
UK-Faroes 2 
UK-Channel 1s4 
UK Channel 1s5 
UK-Channel Is 6 
Kirkwall-
Lerwick 
Barrow-
Lancaster 
Lancaster-
Colwyn Bay 
Colwyn Bay-
Douglas 
ATLANTIS 
Sect 1 
ATLANTIS 
Sect 2 
SECOM 1 
SECOM 2 
TRANSPAC I 
TRANSPAC 2 

COMPAC 
COLUMBUS 
TRIBEN 
MERIDIAN 
TEPAL 

Oban - Cornerbrook (UK-Canada) 
Widemouth-Beaverharbour (UK-Canada) 
Widemouth-Tuckerton (UK - USA) 
St Hilaire-Tukerton (France-USA 
Spain - USA 
St Hilaire-Greenhill (France-USA) 
Lands End -Tuckerton (UK - USA) 

Winterton - Leer 
Winterton - Leer 
Winterton - Fedderwarden 
Eastbourne - Courseulles 
Eastbourne - St Valery 

Aldeburgh - Dom burg 
Broadstairs - Domburg 
Lowestoft -Alkamaar 
Aldeburgh - Domburgh 
St Margarets Bay - La Panne 
Broadstairs - Ostende 
St Margarets Bay -Venue 

Scarborough -Thisted 
Winterton - Romo 
Scarborough - Kristiensand 
Goon hilly - Sesimbra 
Goonhilly -Algorta 
Goonhilly - Sopelana 
Lands End - Rodiles 

Gairloch -Torshavn 
Lerwich -Torshavn 
Tuckerton Bridge - St Helier 
Tuckerton Bridge - St Peter Port 
Stoke Fleming - St Helier 

Same as system name 

Same as system name 

Same as system name 

Same as system name 

Dakar - Recife 

Dakar - Lagos 
Singapore - Hong Kong 
Australia - New Guinea 
Hawaii -Japan 
Hawaii - Japan 

Canada -Australia 
Venezula - Canary Is 
Tripoli - Benghazi 
Veurne - Rodiles 
Tel Aviv- Palo 

MAT1  Italy - Spain 
Florida-
Bahamas 
USA-Bermuda  USA- Bermuda 
Denmark-
Netherlands 3 

Florida - Bahamas 

Romo - Leeuwarden 

2072  80c  1961 
2800  23SG  1974 
3518  138c  1963 
3596  138c  1965 
3461  845c  1970 
3396  4000c  1976 
3277  4200c  1983 

251  2 SG  1964 
251  2 SG  1964 
28  21 SG  1971 
107  43 SG  1976 
60  14 SG  1978 

83  21 SG  1972 
83  23 SG  1974 
119  14 MG  1979 
84  14 MG  1984 
48  7 SG  1964 
64  21 SG  1972 
59  14 MG  1977 

381  21 SG  1973 
296  13 SG  1980 
392  8 SG  1968 
951  8 SG  1969 
482  8 SG  1971 
465  23 SG  1975 
430  69SG  1980 

288  235G  1963 
230  8 SG  1971 
137  8SG  1968 
89  29SG  1972 
109  235G  1982 

108  8 SG  1971 

20  8 SG  1971 

72  2 SG  1962 

77  2 SG  1962 

1846  1380c  1982 

1532  43 SG  1982 
4080  80c  1964 
3005  160c  1966 
5282  142c  1964 
5015  845c  1976 

8233  80c  1963 
3239  1840c  1978 
376  900c  1979 
720  43 SG  1983 
1470  1320c  1975 

986  640c  1970 

222  1380c  1972 
750  80c  1962 

171  9 MG  1983 

TAT 3, 4 and 5 followed quickly and 
then CANTAT 2 carrying 1840 circuits 
of 3kHz bandwidth. CANTAT 2 used 
900 tons of aluminium, 600 tons of 
copper, 7000 tons of steel in the core to 
act as a strength member and 6000 tons 
of polythene insulation and sheathing. 

Table 1 shows some of the cables that 
have been installed over the years and 
how the capabilities have grown. Typical 
bandwidths are 1.2, 5, 14, 25, 29.5 and 
45MHz carrying circuits ranging from 
about 100 to over 5000. 
Fig. 8 shows some of the cables 

landing in the UK and Western Europe. 
During the 1970s cable bandwidths 
tripled from 5MHz to 12MHz. This 
represents a tripling of circuits from 480 
(4kHz) to 1380 circuits. Present day 
45MHz circuits can carry 4140 4kHz 
circuits or 5520 3kHz circuits. 
A cable must have repeaters along its 

length  to amplify the signal and 
therefore overcome cable attenuation. 
It is a fact of life that the greater the 
bandwidth, the greater the amplification 
required to maintain the signal level. 
This can be achieved by more powerful 
amplifiers or amplifiers spaced closer 
together. 
Since the amplifiers (repeaters) are 

dropped on the seabed it is necessary to 
keep the number to a minimum to 
reduce the fault liability. Therefore the 
45MHz systems have come to be 
associated with short haul routes, eg UK 
to Europe, and the 14MHz systems with 
long haul routes UK to the USA. 
However, with improving technology, 

the distinction between long haul and 
short is becoming less important. What 
matters is the demand for traffic. For 
instance TAT 7 carries 4200 circuits and 
TAT 8 will be optical fibres. Up to now 
electrical techniques have been used but 
optical fibres will use light technology 
which offers much larger bandwidths 
and larger spacing between repeaters. 

CABLES V SATELLITES 

Of the satellites that have gone up 
over the years Intelsat IV, V have had 
capacities of about 5000 and 10,000 
circuits respectively and submarine 
cables have not lagged far behind. 
(Satellites were covered in depth in PE 
Mar—Apr 88. Ed.) There is no direct 
comparison of course since the total 
satellite capacities quoted above usually 
serve several countries in the area of 
coverage, whereas cables are restricted 
in  connecting  any  two  countries 
together. Any traffic coming off one 
cable and destined for another is called 
transit traffic. 
The above illustrates the flexibility of 

satellites for setting up circuits quickly 
to geographically distant countries. 
Circuits via cables are useful when there 
is a gale blowing and the earth station 
aerial for receiving via satellite has to be 
stowed vertically. Circuits via submarine 
cable are also cheaper and promise to 
become even cheaper with the advent 
of optical fibre. 

CIRCUIT MULTIPLICATION 

Circuits via cables and satellite can 
both be multiplied. This is achieved by 
installing  circuit  multiplication 
equipment (cme) at the terminals to take 
advantage of the silent periods in 
speech. If two people are holding a 
conversation, Fig. 9, one speaks and the 
other listens, therefore at any given 
moment one path is redundant or spare. 
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The cme snatches this path and 
allocates it to another talker. The cme 
computer is fast enough to snatch a path 
even during pauses in conversation and 
this means that twice as many people 
can use the speech paths. This is said to 
give a 2:1 advantage at little cost. For 
instance if a transatlantic cable provides 
circuits at £35,000 each then instead of 
running a new cable when this one is 
full, cme will provide extra circuits at 
only 0000 each. 

EARLY CABLES 

Fig. 10 is a diagram of an early 
telegraph cable. In comparison Fig. 11 
shows the construction of a modern 
lightweight telephone cable. Both used 
the technology of the day and it can be 

FRANCE 

Malmo 

Hg 8. Some submarine cables 
around the UK. (Figures are 
circuit quantities) 
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Hg 10. Telegraph cable 

Hg 11. Lightweight telephone cable 

seen how the wax tape and gutta percha 
has given way to polythene. 
One of the disadvantages of having 

two metal conductors separated by an 
insulator is that a capacitor is formed. 
The inner and outer conductors of a 

coaxial  cable  with  the  separating 
insulation gives rise to capacitance which 
leaks away signals. 
A  British  mathematician  and 

physicist, Heaviside, showed in 1866 
how this capacitance could be reduced, 
by loading a cable at regular intervals 
along its length with inductors. 
In 1951 the UK Post Office developed 

the unarmoured cable of Fig. 11. On 
continental shelves, in fishing areas, in 
the English Channel or any other 
shallow water area of intense shipping 
activity, armoured cable is used. These 
cables have steel strands on the outside 
as well as in the core. 
Unarmoured cable is used to span the 

oceans and has torsionally balanced steel 
wires in the centre. Armoured cable 
tends to loop on the sea bed as a result 
of water pressure. These loops cause 
kinks and damage the cable ultimately. 
Whereas the armoured cable would twist 
by one turn per fathom of depth, the 
unarmoured one twists by only 0.0001 
turn. 
Coaxial cables replaced wire pairs 

around 1937 and a submerged repeater 
was first used during the Second World 
War. 
TAT 1 and TAT 2 have already been 

mentioned. CANTAT 1 was the first 
cable  to  use  the  lightweight, 
unarmoured  design,  and  in  1964 
transistorised repeaters were used for 
the first time. 

TABLE 2: 
COMPARISON OF CANTAT 1 

AND CANTAT 2 

CANTAT I  CA NTAT 2 

Circuits 
Year In Service 
Cost per circuit 
Lengths 

No. of repeaters 
Power 

1961 
£100,000 
3636 km 
90 

9.5kV. 415mA 

1840 
1974 
£16500 
5620km 
490 

I 2k V. 500mA 

Table 2 shows the difference between 
CANTAT 1 and CANTAT 2 and how 
technology had progressed over 13 years 
from 1961 to 1974. Wideband amplifiers 
were developed and there was also the 
traffic demand to justify 1840 circuits for 
CANTAT 2. 
CANTAT 2 is about 25% longer but 

the number of repeaters is five and half 
times more to cope with the bandwidth. 
CANTAT 2 used transistors whereas 
CANTAT 1 used valve amplifiers. 
Thermionic valves did not have 

sufficient gain at the high frequency end 
of the bandwidth required for CANTAT 
2. This would have required more 
repeaters which meant that line voltages 
of the order of 20kV would have been 
required to feed the whole string of 
repeaters. It can be seen from Table 2 
that the valve repeaters of CANTAT 1 
required about 100V each whereas the 
transistor repeaters of CANTAT 2 need 
only around 20V each. 

Continued Next Month. = 
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THE 'ALADDINS' CAVE OF ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

COLOUR MONITORS 
16' Decca, 80 series budget range. colour monitors, features in-
clude PIL tube, attractive teak style case. guaranteed 80 column 
resolution, only seen on monitors costing '3 times our price, ready 
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs Manufacturers 
fully tested surplus, sold in little or hardly used condition with 90 day 
full RTB guarantee 1000's Sold to date. 
DECCA 80 RGB - TTL • SYNC input for BBC type interface etc 
DECCA 80 COMP 75 I composite video input With integral audio 
amp & speaker ideal for use with video recorder or TELEBOX ST or 
any other audio visual use  Only £99.00 (E) 

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR 
BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14" monitors in attractive st.e moulded 
case featuring hi res Mitsubushi 0 42 dot pitch tube with 669 a 507 
pixels. 28Mhz bandwidth Full 90 day guarantee 
Order a51004-N2 for TTL + sync RGB for BBC etc £159.00 ri 

1003-N1 for IBM PC etc fully CGA equiv  £189.00 E 
1005-N2 RGB interface for OL 85 columns.  £169.00 E 

20" & 22" AV Specials 
Superbly made, UK manufacture. PIL tube, all solid state colour 
monitors, complete with composite video and sound inputs. attrac-
tive teak sryle case. Ideal for a host of applications including Schools, 
Shops. Disco's. Clubs etc Supplied in EXCELLENT little used con-
dition with 90 day guarantee 

20' Monitor £165.00 (F)  22' Monitor £185.00 (F) 

MONOCHROME 
MOTOROLA M1000-100 5" CRT black & white compact chassis 
monitor measuring only cm 11 6h .12w. 22d, ideal for CCTV or com-
puter applications Accepts standard Composite video or individual 
H & V syncs Operates from 12v DC at apprx 0 8a Some units May 
have minor screen marks, but still in very usable condition Fully 
tested with 30 day guarantee & full data  Only £29.00 (C) 
Full), cased as above, with attractive moulded, desk standing swivel 
arid tilt case Dim cm 12h.14 5w.26d  £39.00 (C) 
JVC type 751-7 5" titre compact black & white chassis monitor for 
12v 0 7a DC operation Dim cm 11h.14w.18d. Simple DIY circuit data 
included to convert data and separate sync input to composite video 
Input Ideal portable equipment etc. Supplied with full data 

Brand New £65.00 (B) 
KGM 324 9" Green Screen. Little used fully cased, mains powered 
high res monitors with standard composite video input Fully tested 
and in excellent condition  £49.00 (E) 
20' Black & White monitors by AZTEK, COTRON & NATIONAL 
All solid state, fully cased monitors, ideal for all types of AV or CCTV 
applications Units have standard composite Video inputs with in-
tegral audio amp and speaker Sold in good. used condition- tut, 
tested with 90 day guarantee  Only £85.00 (F) 

FLOPPY DRIVE SCOOP 
Drives from Only £39.95 

A MASSIVE purchase of standard 5 25' disk drives enables us to 
offer you prime product at all time super low pnces All units unless 
stated are removed from often BRAND NEW equipment. ully 
tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units 
offered operate from • 5 and • 12 volts DC, are of standard size and 
accept the common standard 34 way interface connector 
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided 

Only £39.95 (B) 
TANDON TM101-4 FH 80 track double sided  Only £49.95 (B) 
JAPANESE Half Height double sided drives by Canon, Tec, 
Toshiba etc. Specify 40 or 80 track  Only £75.00 (B) 
TEAC FD55-F 40-80 track double sided Half Height 

Brand New 115.00 (B) 

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
34 Way interface cable and connector single £5.50, Dual £8.50 (A) 
525- DC power cable £1.75. Fully cased PSU for 2 x 5 25 Drives 
£19.50 (A) Chassis PSU for 2 sit' drives  £39.95 (B) 

8" DISK ORIVES 

SUGART 851 double sided refurbished  £175.00 1) £260.90 E) 
SUGART 800/801 single sided refurbished 

MITSUBISHI M2894-63 Double sided switchable Hard or Soft  - 
tor  BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) 
SPECIAL OFFER Dual  drives with 2mb capacity in smart case 
with integral PSU  ONLY £499.00 (F) 

PRINTERS 
mu,poT,  013 Illt 1,111,Ic  .1 langc  r”tolci , all applica. 
;on, %Lin, ,11,1  hargains" can hv seen  somh  shop 

HAZELTINE ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both 
RS232 and CENTRONICS interfaces FIJI pin addressable graphics 
and 6 user selecable type fonts Up to 9.5 single sheet and tractor 
paper ha ndling  Brand New Only £199.00 (E) 
NTRONIC  150 series A real workhorse for continuous use with 

tractor feed paper, either in the office, home or factory. desk standing, 
150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of interfaces Supplied BRAND NEW 
Order as 

150-sw up to 14.5' paper handling  185.00 £225.00 E 
150-SN up to 9 5 paper handling 

150-GR up to 145 paper plus full graphics  E245.00 E 
When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface 

Ultra Fast 240 cps NEWBURY DATA 
NDR 8840 High Speed Printers 

Only £449!!   
A special purchase from a now defunct Goverment Dept enables us 
to offer you this amazing British Made, quality printer at dearance 
prices, SAVING YOU OVER £1500 It The NDR8840 features high 
speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper trac-
tor. giving exceptional fast paper handling for multi part forms etc The 
unit -features 10 selectable type fonts giving up to 226 printable 
characters on a single line. Many other features include internal 
electronic vertical arid horizontal tabs, Self test. 9 needle head. Up to 
15 5' paper, 15 ml lion character ribbon cartridge life and standard 
RS232 serial interface Sold in SUPERB tested condition with 90 day 
guarantee  Only £449.00 (F, 
EPSON model 512 40 column 35 wide paper roll feed, high speec 
matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism for incorporation in 
point of sale terminals, ticket printers, data loggers etc. Unit features b 
directional printhead and integral roll paper feed mech with tear bar 
Requires DC volts and simple parallel external drive logic Complete 
with data RFE and tested  Only E49.95 (C) 
EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model, but designed to be 
used as a slip or flatbed printer. Ideal as label, card or ticket printer. 
Supplied fully cased in attractive. small, desk top metal housing Com-
plete with data RFE and tested  Only £55.00 (D) 
PHIUPS P2000 Hea \6, duty 25 cps bidirectional daisy wheel printer. 
Fully DIABLO, ()LIME, WORDSTAR compatible Many features in-
clude full width platten - up to 15 paper, host of available daisy wheels, 
sirtgle sheet paper handling, superb quality print Supplied complete 
with user manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & delay 
wheel  BRAND NEW Only £225.00 (E) 

Most of the items in this Advert, plus a whole range of other 
electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased 
at our 

** South London Shop ** 
Located at 215 Whitehorse Lane, London SE25. The shop is 
on the main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main 
A23 and South Circular roads Open Monday to Saturday from 
9 to 5.30, parking is unlimited and browsers are most wel-
come. Shop callers also save the cost of carriage 

MODEMS 
Modems to suit all applications and budgets 
Please contact our technical sales staff it  
require more information or assistance 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 
V22 1200 baud MODEMS 

ONLY £149!! 
MASTER SYSTEMS type 2/12 microproces-
sor controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This 
fully BT approved modem employs all the latest 
features for error free data comms at the stag-
gering speed of 120 characters per second, 
saving you 75% of your BT phone bills and 
data connect time It Add these facts to our 
give away price and you have a superb buy 1, 
Ultra slim unit measures only 45 mm high with 
many integral features such as Auto answer. 
Full LED status indication, RS232 interface 

POWER SUPPLIES 
All power supplies operate from 220-240 v AC Many other types from 
3v to 10Kv in stock Contact sales office for more details 
PLESSEY PL12/2 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU Regulated and 
protected Dim cm 13 5 x 11 x 11  New £16.95(B) 
AC-DC Linear PSU outputs  + 5v 5.5a. -5v 0.6a. + 24v 5a. Fully regu-
lated and short proof Dim cm 28 x 12.5 x 7  New £49.50 (C) 
POWER ONE PHC 24v DC 2 amps Linear PSU fully regulated 

BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply ideal disk drives or complete 
system • 5v 6a. • 12 2 5a. -12 0 5a.-5v 0 5a Dim cm 56 x 21 x 10 8 

New £29.95 (B) 
BOSHERT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of - 5v 6a, • 24v 
1 5a, • I2v 0 5a.-12v 0 5a  New £39.95 (B) 
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs • 5v 6 a. • 12v 
la,-12v la, • 15v 1aD 11 x 20 x55  RFE Tested £24.95 (B) 
CONVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 watt 
switch mode PSU Outputs give + 5v 15a. -5v 1a. • &-12v 6a Dim 6.5 
x 27x 125 Current list price £190  Our price New £59.95.00 (C) 
FARNELL G6/40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed 

New £140.00 (C 
FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v 5 amp switch mode fully enclosed 

New £95.00 (C) 

Special Offer 
EXPERIMENTORS PSU 

ONLY 

£16.95 (c) 
Made to the highest spec for BT this unit gives several fully 
protected DC outputs most suited to the Electronics HobbyisL 
• 5v 2a. • &-12v la.- • 24v la and - 5v fully floating at 50ma 
Ideal for school labs etc Quantity discount avaiabie 
Fully tested with data  RFE = Removed From Equipment 

The AMAZING TELEBOX 
Converts_ your monitor into g 

QUALITY COLOUR TELEVISION 
Brand new high quality. fully cased, 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner sys-
tem. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and video monitor 
turning same into a fabulous colour TV Dont worry if your monitor 
doesn't have sound, the TELEBOX even has an integral audio amp for 
driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output for Headphones or Hi Fi sys-
tem etc Many other features LED Status indicator. Smart moulded 
case. Mains powered. Bull to BS safety specs Many other uses for W 
sound or video etc Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee 
Carriage code (B) 

TV SOUND 
& VIDEO 
TUNER 
ONLY 

E29.95 
TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video input £29.95 
TELEBOX STL as ST- but fitted with integral speaker  £34.95 
TELEBOX RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors  £59.95 

',dour .hcn uscd.ith colour RI.0  iIl‘crsion  I minahlc for 111 \t-CI 
IN N: [1,1m, monitor.. I) VI .5 sheet on repast I' \ ,.crscas scnions ('At I 

RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERIES 

Ma'ntenance free. sealed longrte LEAD ACID 

A300 6v 3 Ah 
A300 6-0-6 v I 8 Ah  RFE £5.99 A 

£13.95 
£9.95 A 

A300 12v 3 Ah 

NICKEL CAD MIU M 
Quality 12 VA Ah cell_pack Originally made 
for the TECHNICOLOUR video company, 
this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad. D 
type cells, configured in a smart robust 
moulded case with DC output connector Dim 
cm 19 5 x 4 5 x 125 Ideal portable equipment 
etc  BRAND NEW £24.95 (B) 
12v 17 Ah Ultra rugged, all weather, virtually 
indestructable refillable NICAD stack by 
ALCAD. Unit features 10 x individual type 
XL1.5 cells in wooden crate Supplied to the 
MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high 

Remote error diagnostics, SYNC or ASYNd output currents & wrthstarxi long penods of 
use, SPEECH or DATA switchin_g, integral storage in discharged state Dim cm 61 x 14 x 

TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN. the mains PSU, 2 wire connection to BT line etc 22 Cost over £250 Supplied unused & tested 
TPC2000 professional 3 piece system comprises Quality high res Supplied fulls tested, EXCELLENT slightly used complete with instructions  £95.00 (E)_ 
GREEN 12 MOnitOr. Seulptured 92 key keyboard and plinth una con. condition with data and full 120 day guarantee. EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cells by GE 
taining the Z80A CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral    Removed from equOment and believed in 
TEAC 5.26' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features  Only f14902.) good_, but used condition. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for 
include Dual 8" IBM format disk drive support, Serial and parallel  El3 (B)  Also 'D' size 4Ah 4 for E5 (B) 
outputs. full expansion port 64k ram and ready to run software Sun-
plied  - complete with CPM, WORDSTAR, BASIC and accounts pea,. CONCORD V22 1200 baud as new E330-00(E) 
age  BRAND NEW    CONCORD V221200-2400 BIS  £399.00 (E) 
Full 90 day .guarantee  RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 C225.00 (E) 

Original price OVER £1400    DATEL 4800.' RACAL MPS 4800 EX BT 
modem for 4800 baud sync use  £295.00 (E) 

EQUINOX (I_MS) S100 system capable of running either TURBO or DATEL 2412 2780/37E0 4 wire modem unit 
standard CPM Unit features heavy duty box containing a powerful , four  fully  tested,  £199.00 (E) 
PSU. 12 slot S100 backplane, & dual 6 double sided disk drives. '-̂ ' 
Two Individual Z80 cpu boards with 192k of RAM allow the use of MODEM 20-1 75-1200 BAUD for use with 

£49.00 (E)ll  tested  multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial interfaces Many other PRESTEL etc EX BT fuy test 
features include battery backed real time clock. all IC's socketed etc. TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic coupler 
Units in good condition and tested prior despatch no documentation with RS232 I/O  Brand New £49.00 (E) 
at present, hence price of only £245.00.(F)  R5232 DATA CABLES 16 ft long 25w D plug to 
$100 PCB's IMS A465 64K dynamic RAM. £55.00 (B) IMS A930 FOC 25 way D socket Brand New  Only E9.95 
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & Vo £65.00 (B)  As above but 2 metres long  £4.99 A 

SAE for full list of other S100 boards and accesso ries  BT plug & cable for new type socket  £2.95 A 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Only £299(E) 

LIMITED 
QUANTITY 

BRAND NEW 85 Mb 
Disk Drives ONLY £399 

End of line purchase enables this brand new 
if' it to be offered at an all time super low price 
The NEC D2246 8" 80 Mb disk drive features 
fu CPU control and industry standard SMD 
in erface, Ultra high speed data transfer and 
access times leave the good old ST506 inter-
face standing Supplied BRAND NEW with 
full manual  Only £399.00_(E) 
Dual drive, plug in 135 Mb sub system for IBM 
AT unit in case with PSU etc  £1499.00 (F_) 
Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM AT 
etc available  Brand new at £395.00 

COOLING FANS 
hi pat' , ( 0111 Jr1,1 kill \ Ill I  oot 

ran c of 11R,NNI)  W coolin fans 
AC FANS  S  240 or I tO v 
3' Fan dirn 80x  80x38  £8.50 
3.5' ETRI slnline 92 x 92 x 25  £9.95 
4" Fan Dim 120x 120 x38  £9.95 
As above - TESTED RFE  Only £4.95 
10' round x 3.5' Rotron by  £10.95 
DC FANS 
Papst Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm 
Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v  £15.95 A 
4" 12v DC I 2w 120 x 120 x 38  £12.50 B 
4" 24v DC 8w 120 x 120 x 25  £14.50 B 
BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm  12.95 A 
low's of Niter fans and Illo.crs in stock ('Al .1. 

or %AI' for lllll c details 

SPECIAL INTEREST1 
Please call for availability or further info 
RACAL-REDAC real time, colour drafting 
PCB layout system  £3950 
DEC VAX11/750 inc 2 Mb Ram DZ, and full 
doc etc  Brand New £8500 
HP7580A 8 pen digital Al drum plotter with 
IEEE interface  As New £4750 
CHEETAH Telex machine  £995 
1.5 kw 115v 60 Hz power source  £950 
500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AL; sine 
wave 50 Hz out W  £275 
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead roller timing 
machine for PCB manufacture  £350 
CALLAN DATA SYSTEMS multi user INTEL 
based UNIX system complete with software 
and 40 Mb winchester disk drive  £2750 
WAYNE KERR RA200 Audio. real time fre-
quency response analyzer  £3000 
TEKTRONIX 1411/R PAL TV test signal 
standard  £6900 
TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test signal 
standard  £875 
HP 3271A Correlator system  £350 
PLESSEy portable Microwave speech data 
link ,12v DC. 70 mie rangeThe pair E275.00 
19" Rack cabinets 100s in stock from £15.00 

All prices or UK Mainland UK Customers must ADD 15% VAT to total order value. Minimum order. cash £5, Credit Card £10. Official account orders from 
Government Depts, Universities. Schools & Local Authorities welcome - minimum account order value £25. Carriage charges (Al 1 50, (13) £3.50. (C) 
£6 50. 1°)  £8 50. (E) £10 00, (F) £15. (G) Call All goods are supplied subject to our standard conditions of sale All guarantees given sea return to base basis 
We reserve the right to change prices & specifications without prior notice Bulk trade & export enquiries most welcome 

MAIL ORDER & OFFICES 
Open Moo-Fr, 9 30-5 30 

32 Biggin Way. 
Upper Norwood, 
London SE19 3XF 

LONDON SHOP 
to ms of Bargains for callers 

Open Mon-Sat 9-5 30 
215 Whitehorse Lane, 

South Norwood, London SE2 

DISTEL C) The ORIGINAL 
FREE of charge dial up data base 

1000's of items • Info ON LINE NOW!, 
300 baud 01 679 1888,1200/75 01 679 

6183. 1200 FDX 01 679 8769 

ALL ENQUIRIES 

01 679 4414 
FAX 01 679 1927 
TELEX 894502 
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METEOROLOGY PROJECT 

ELECTRONIC BAROMETER!" 
PART TWO BY JOHN BECKER 

SCREENING THE MILLIBARS 

Proportional representation displays a programmed solution 
to grading degrees and pressure fronts. 

Last month we looked at some of the 
facts about atmospheric pressure 

and  described  the  circuit  for an 
electronic pressure sensor. We concluded 
the project with details of setting up and 
use. 

SETTING UP 

First, a few words of VERY STRONG 
CAUTION. The pressure transducer has 
a hole in one face that allows atmo-
spheric access to its interior. DO NOT 
POKE ANYTHING INTO THIS HOLE. 
It is very tempting to do so, but the 
interior is very fragile and could be 
punctured, so destroying the sensor. Out 
of curiosity I did poke a wire in to one 
sensor to see how the voltage output 
changed  under  applied  pressure. 
Unaware of the fragility at that time, I 
killed it. Unfortunately, these sensors 
are not cheap. 
Start off the setting-up by adjusting 

the temperature level. Switch on the 
unit, and leave to warm up for 10 to 15 
minutes. Assuming that you are using a 
computer to control the unit, and that 
the program is running, adjust VR2 until 
the screen shows a decimal readout 
corresponding to the known room 
temperature. A Fahrenheit thermometer 
is better suited for this cross checking, 
firstly because it has a wider scale, and 
secondly because the gain given to the 
signal is intended to give a single digit 
change for each °E 
If you are omitting the adc circuits, 

monitor the output of 'Cid with a 
voltmeter, and adjust VR2 until a 
reading of 2.5V is obtained. 
It is important to set the temperature 

control first since any subsequent 
adjustment will have an effect upon the 
alignment of the pressure sensing circuit. 
Next, with a meter, monitor the 

output of ICla, and adjust VR1 until a 
reading of about 2.5V is obtained. Then 
set VR3 to about midway, and monitor 
the output of IC1b, either by meter, or 
direct on the computer screen. Very 
delicately readjust VR1 until the output 
of IC1b is showing pretty close to 2.5V 
on the meter, or about 64 on the screen. 

FINE TUNING 
So far, that's all very straightforward, 

fine tuning though needs a little 

Fig 17. Output voltage versus pressure 
differential as a function of temperature 
for compensated and uncompensated 
pressure sensors. 

patience. It is necessary to fractionally 
readjust both VR3 and VR1 in the light 
of experience. VR3 needs adjusting until 
the opposing temperature changes of the 
diode D1 and the sensor are balanced. 
For any change in VR3, it is likely that 
a fractional change of VR1 will also be 
needed to return the output of IC1b to 
the midway point. For better precision, 
15-turn presets for all of VR1 to VR3 
would be preferable, but they are more 
expensive than ordinary skeleton ones 
and I did not feel that the expense was 
justified. With care, the skeleton presets 
can be adjusted to a precision that is 
close enough for practical purposes. If, 
subsequently, readings are found to be 
slightly out of line, corrective program 
statements can be written in to compen-
sate for them. This is a cheaper method 
than using precision components. 
Incidentally, Motorola produce tem-

perature compensated versions of their 
pressure transducers, but even they do 
not fully overcome temperature varia-
tion factors (Figs. 17 and 18). I also felt 
that the price was higher than I wished 
to pay. 
For setting up my own unit I used a 

low power fan heater to help in the 
temperature alignment. Using a digital 
meter I monitored the outputs of ICla 
and Idle while blowing warm air on the 
sensor, D1 and a mercury thermometer. 
Though the diode and the sensor have 
slightly different rates of response, I was 
able  to establish  figures  for the 
respective temperature changes. From 
these I calculated the necessary gain to 
be given to the counterbalancing by D1 

I then get VR3 for a resistance value that 
would give me this gain through IC1b. 
If you don't have a digital meter then 

the presets will have to be set by trial 
and error. Remember though, that it is 
not vital to achieve absolute accuracy 
since any reasonable deviation can be 
compensated for by writing a corrective 
program line. 
A low cost aneroid barometer was then 

used as the reference against which I 
carefully adjusted VR1 until the screen 
showed a realistic corresponding figure. 
Over several days I then observed the 
aneroid barometer and the screen read-
out,  noting the respective figures. 
Ultimately I established a simple correc-
tive formula line for insertion into the 
program to compensate for the observed 
deviations. Using the unit constantly 
over several weeks, the computer read-
out showed consistent conformity with 
the aneroid barometer, the mercury 
thermometer, and with the details given 
on the BBC tv weather charts. The 
resulting figures showed a change of 
close to one decimal digit for each °F, 
and approximately two decimal digits for 
each millibar. 

LONG TERM RECORDING 

The program has been written so that 
data is also sent out to a disc drive 
enabling long term records to be kept. 

Fig 18. Schematic diagram of 
compensated barometric pressure 
sensing device. 
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METEOROLOGY PROJECT 

100 PRINT"nBAROMETER" 
110 PP=1 
120 REM "0" = CLEAR SCREEN 
130 D0PEN#8,("P"+STR$(PP)) ,D1 ,W 
140 IFDS>20THENPP=PP+1:DCLOSE:0010130  
150 DRT=59459:1N=59457:OUT=59471:V W" 
160 GOSUB600 
170 POKEDRT,10R128:POKEOUT,128 
180 FORA=1T0128:POKEOUT A:POKEOUT ,0 
190 D=PEEK(IN):B=B+(DAND2):C=C+(DAND4) 
200 NEXTA:B=128—(13/2):C=128—(C/4) 
210 C=C+9:REM  TEMP CORRECTION 
220 GOSUB340:IFLEFT$(TI$ ,3)=V$THEN250  
230 T$=TIS:PRINT#8 ,T$ ,B,C 
240 V$=LEFT W$,3) 
250 B=0:C=0:GOT0180 
260 PRINT"nREPLAY":00SUB600 
270 DOPEN#8,("P 4"),D1 
280 IFDS>19THENPRINTDS$ ,DCLOSE:STOP 
290 INPUT#8,A$:T$=LEFT$(A$ ,6) 
300 B=VAL(MI WA$ ,8,2)) 
310 C=VAL(RIGHT$(A$,3)) 
320 008UB340:IF5T<>64THEN290 
330 DCLOSE:PRINT:PRINT:STOP 
340 F$=STR$(C)+"  " 
350 REM CELCIUS CONVERSION 
360 DC=INT((C-32)*5/9*10)/10 
370 DC$=STR$(DC)+"  " 
380 REM MILLIBAR CONVERSION 
390 MB=1012+((B-64)/2):MB$=STR$(MB )+" 
400 IFB>PTHENM=2 
410 IFB<PTHENM=1 
420 IFC>TTHENN=2 
430 IFC<TTHENN=1 
440 IFB>HPTHENHP=B:HP$=MB$ 
450 IFB<MPTHENMP=B:MPS=ME$ 
460 IFC>THTHENTH=C:HC$=DC$:HF$=F$ 
470 IFC<TMTHENTM=C:MCS=DC$11F$=F$ 
480 PRINTLEFT$(DN$,5)T$ 
490 PRINTTAB(48)M M1AB(17)M WTAB (26) HP$, 
500 PRINTTAB(36)M$(M) 
510 PRINTTAB(48)M MTAB(17)FCTAB(26) HF$ , 

520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 

PRINTTAB(36)M$(N) 
PRINTTAB(48)MC$;TAB(17)DC$,TAB(26)HC$ , 
PRINTTAB(36)M$(N) 
PRINTTAB(B+80)" ":PRINTTAB(C+80)" " 
PRINTLEFTS(DN$,13) 
PRINTTAB(B)"*":P=B 
PRINTLEF U(DN$,16) 
PRINTTAB(C)"#":T=C:RETURN 
DN WAKKONICO M MODA" 
REM CURSUR HONE, 15 X CURSOR DOWN 
PRINTLEFT$(DN$,5)TAB(9), 
PRINT"MIN  NOW  MAX 
PRINT:PRINT"PRESSURE" 
PRINT:PRINT"TEMP F" 
PRINT:PRINT"TEMP C" 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESSURE" 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"TEMP" 
M$(1)="—":M$(2)="+":NP=0:MP=256 
TN=0:TM=256:RETURN 

BBC PORT CODES 
DRT=&FE62 IN=&FE60 OUT=&FE60 
C64 PORT CODES 
DRT=56579 IN=56577 OUT=56577 
NOTES 
THIS PROG IS WRITTEN IN PET BASIC4 
11$ IS TIME CODE FOR PET & C64 
FILE HANDLING CODES SUCH AS 
DOPEN#8 INPUT#8 PRINT#8 MAY NEED 
CHANGING TO SUIT EQUIPMENT 
TAB CODES MAY ALSO NEED MODIFYING 

THE SIMPLEST PROG WITHOUT SCREEN 
AND TIME HANDLING ETC IS — 
DRT=59459:1N=59457:OUT=59471 
POKEDRT,10R128:POKEOUT ,128 
FORA=110128:POKEOUT,1:POKEOUT,0 
D=PEEK(IN):B=B+(DAND2):C=C+(DAND4) 
NEXTA:B=128—(B/2):C=128—(C/4) 
PRINT"P=",B,"T=",C 
B=0:C=0:00T0880 

A second section of the program then 
allows for these results to be reinput and 
displayed. Since the changes in tempera-
ture and pressure will occur slowly, in 
recording mode the program only 
requests a data conversion routine once 
a minute. This rate could of course be 
changed to suit your own needs. On 
replay, each sample takes about half a 
second to display. Consequently, the 
temperature and barometric samplings 
are played back at over 100 times the 
rate of recording. In other words, two 
hours of data are compressed into about 
one minute of display. The data could of 
course, be put out to a cassette recorder 
or printer instead. The necessary pro-
gram lines can be inserted into the 
listing. I regret, though, that neither PE 
nor I can offer information for devices 
other than the disc drive I use, the 
Commodore 8050. You will need to refer 
to your own handbooks for this 
information. 

CONCLUSION 
This  electronic  barometer  and 

thermometer will cost you more to build 
than buying conventional non-electronic 
devices. However, the great benefit of 
using an electronic unit to do the 
monitoring is the ability to record, replay 

Interior view of barometric pressure sensing project. 

and analyse data over considerable 
periods of time. Armed with this 
information, rudimentary predictions 
can be made, and trends analysed. 
Weather conditions are close to the 
hearts of many people, and this unit will 
provide  an  interesting  source  of 
information. 
For those with a greater interest in the 

weather, a wide selection of books is 
available through libraries, and also 

through the London Weather Centre 
book shop at 284-286 High Holborn, 
London WC1V 7HX. They also provide 
a weather chart and advisory service. I 
found my visit to them most worthwhile. 

We are grateful to the controller of Her 
Majesty's  Stationery  Office  for 
permission to reproduce the Crown 
copyright weather charts used in Part 
One. 
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POWER CONDITIONER 
FEATURED IN ETI 
JANUARY 1988 

The ultimate mains 
purifier Intended mainly 
for lowering the nose 
floor and improving the 

analytical qualities Al 
top-fight audio equipment 

The massive filter section contains theleen CapWitrail and 
two current balanced inductors, logettw with a bine Of Mx 
VDRs to remove every est trace 01 impulsive and RF 
tnierference A ten LED tganthrrsc display goes a second by 
Wend indication of the amount 01 interference removed 

Our approved parts set consists of case PCB. all 
components ilncluding high permeability toodal cores Cs 
transistors. Class and  suppression capacitors. VDRs 
etc land full instructions 

PARTS SET £28.50 +VAT 

Some pans we ameba mewl* Pis WdSAElatleN.at 
SAE • ci quasi. coat coneucian W WI and talker elonnelon 
thee weir parts sell 

THE DREAM 
MACHINE 
FEATURED IN ETI 
DECEMBER 1987 

Achust the controls to suit your mood and let the gentle 
relaxing sound drift over you At first you might hear soft rMn. 
sea Surf Or the wind through distant trees Almost hypnotic. 
the sound draws you ineustably into a peaceful. refreshing 
sleep 

For many the thought ol walung refreshed and alert horn 
perhaps the first truly restful sleep in years is exciting enOugh 
in itself For more adventurous souls there are strange and 
mysterious dream experiences waiting Take lucid dreamt. 
tor instance Imagine bang in control 01 your dreams and able 
to change them at We to act nut your wishes and lanlasieS 
With the Dream Machine its easy, 

The approved pans set consists of MC13 all components 
controls loudspeaker knobs lamp luSehOMIers fuse main, 
power supply prestige case and lull instructions 

PARTS SET £16.50 .VAT 
AVAIL ABLE WITHOUT CASE FOR ONLY £11.90 .VAT 

MAINS 
CONDITIONER 
FEATURED IN ETI 
SEPTEMBER 1986 

Cleans up mains pollution 

easily and effectively 
You II hardly believe the 

difference in your Ht-Fi. TV. Video and all other sensitive 
equipment 

PARTS SET £4.90 . VAT 
RUGGED PLASTIC CASE £1.65 . VAT 

KNIGHT RAIDER 
FEATURED IN ETI JULY 1987 

The ablate n Weep easels lat Hair Lanacectes.  mar IN N 
lag erg Orem. bring nielleg Wistwe  eigM pareedul kees in 
Moab% the "Hand eigatalimp ths tem Youth! a mach ori the 
eastitosie *HON bee and Hoed al Ighl fames MON ameba to 
oild Isere* a m eta Mil bawd t Rp  mien seem ander 
mantel liaM beceseas a Sac Waxing badreettls ind Wards 
able ine Ner Prete span 'roily one et Me cam is pimple 
M  dap* on Me =Not boa le( a axi me Mist to min leafes 
are Map 
The Na p Ratan = belated to envoi Minikes in emeaset 
HOPI or min low pawed bulbs a am tuts any delis pedal car ot 
dcyde solo a eprotaculer Maga loyi 

The perts sal comSIS of box PCB and comporents tor control PCB 
and easeaDnentS Or sequence board and lull inSellebOnS 
Lamps nor included 

PARTS SET £19.90 . VA* 

RAINY DAY 
PROJECTS 
All can be built in an afternoon! 

JUMPIN' JACK FLASH (ETI Matte 19881 
Soectroutar rocs stage and &Igo Igherg Mich  CUM • . 

CREDIT CARD CASINO (in Manth I9871 
The rocked pock.t gambhng MOM. 

MAINS CONTROLLER IETt An .), 1967t 
W OW lope to mains interface 

MATCHBOX AMPLIFIERS IET1 Avg 191361 
Mien: 50W d laFt power from an amp smelt 
enough to it a. melds:fox, 
Maktees Amok* 120W1 
Meachbox Ow * Ampere( 
LtISSV Rower Anklet IC +nth data and muds 

TACHO/DWELL METER (Ell January t91311 £16.40  . 
Turn your Metro into a Porsche, 

HI-FI POWER METER 1E71 May '9671 
Measures NIA output comr tat W 1054.1 
- ndodes PC11. comp:we ft man 

Mono power Nast 
Stereo power rriner 

ES.90 vs, 

E3.90 ,as 

1:310 • ss̀ 
U M . 

ATURED 
IN ETI 

There s Pottery pane so ettowarg as  AUGUST 1988 
hang a warettatio nue to show la who Panne ekes  yOu are no: 
pant0.4wly St your maw Mart mks we be around CP beats per more 
AS sour pp m senates or sport strewthens ycke con tre rate we 
ceemetael - pewee so Mame Or less Wm P. Sic, you fan each 
Vow Metal cleY by del 

Bread.% a rewire to how earth do you take wp orygers 
no. paddy 60 yOu WOW from Oxygen OW aRe.  Seetwoul acenlY7 
The Stet we to you know 

The go Ned parts sel 00101505 04 case 3 plied Draw 
boards an components Including IT Cs Own7 dTWW 
75 carousers tewstors Pats and capeWorSI LCD 
switches plsgs sockets Wanda and WI nunictons 
lot cossauceon wel use 

PARTS SET £33.80 4- VAT 
mom* eery me/ SaE 

SAE • Wee lela ass eteauireas OMOYardeiewalYelbse .0 Melee 

FE OCATTOUBREERD 11N98E8TI 

AMPLIFIER 
ARMSTRONG 75W 

W 14tifir 

- 
.V.r.ows 

4 eia. • .. 

*9 414.11 .*. 

• •  . 
* 

THE MISTRAL AIR IONISER 
Air ions are as essential to life as food and drink. In sterile city environments the natural ions are 
wiped out by dirt, dust, pollution and traffic fumes with devastating results. 

The Mistral is designed to restore the natural ion balance and with it your sense of energy, 
health and vitality. A highly developed circuit combined with an efficient phosphor-bronze emitter fills the most spac ious  room  with  life  giving  ions within hours! 

. You'll feel the difference  

• Variable ionisation potential for maximum ion 
rush 

• Hundreds of phosphor bronze ion 
thrust points 

• Built-in ion counter - see the output level 
at a glance 

• Over 100 top grade components 

POWERFUL AIR  LM2917 
IONISER  EXPERIMENTER SET 
FEATURED IN ETI 
JULY 1986 
Ions nave been oeschtee as 
,damns o' The aa try the 
health magazines and have 
been credited with everything 
curingibm  hay 'eve, and asthma ic  •  In 
pulling an end IC insomnia Altheegh some o• me s  m a s Ce 
exaggerated there it no doubt mat •CeeSed airs muCh cleaner 
and purer and seems much 17101e invigorating than dead air 

The DIRECT ION prime, caused a great deal cO etotement when 
it appealed aS a COnstrucliOnal prreeCt in E T I At last an ioniser 
that was comparable with then& than,1 commercial ocoucts 
was wheel. 900d to build  and tun' Apan horn the serious 
applications some Cr the suggested experiments owe Outrage., 

We can supply a matched set of parts fully approved by the 
Merle 10 quad this unique proem The set includes a roller 
tinned ponied circuit hoary 66 components case mains lead 
and even Ow pans tor Ow test., According to one customer the 
sat costs about a third Of the price of the indiadual romponems 

What more can we ses, Instruct ., 
are 

PARTS SET WITH BLACK CASE £11.50. VAT "V 'ud ed 
PARTS SET WITH WHITE CASE £11.80 .VAT 

Consists o' L M29, ' IC special ponied Circuit board and 
detailed instructions with data and CirCuilS lOr eight different 
protects to build Can be used to experiment with the circuits 

in the 'Next Great hale IC feature (ET( December 1986) 

LM2917 EXPERIMENTER SET £5.80 ,VAT 

• Power enough to drive five 
multi-point emitters 

• Feel the difference within hours 

Some parts are available separately. Please send 
SAE for lists, Or SAE o El for 11StS. M utt. 
COnStrUCbOn details and further informahon 
(free with parts set). 

t , eMehreMt 

LEDs 

Green redangular LEDs 
for bar-graph displays 

50 tor E3.50  500 for E25 
100 for ge  1000 for EIS 

DIGITAL AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT LEDs 

Assorted 3nsm LEDs red green. yellow and orange 

25 of each (100 LEDs) lot £6.80 

Prices shown are esdusive of VAT so pease add 5% to the 
order total UK postage is 70p On any ode, Carnage and 
insurance he OverSelaS Orders £4 10 Reese allow up to ma dayS 
tor delwery 

aDKI D)-- glUC) RS 
LI MI T E D 

SALES DEPT. ROOM 108, FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK, MONMOUTH, GWENT 

FEATURED IN PE 
JULY 1988 

A.J. Armstrong's exciting 

new audio amplifier 

module is here at last, 

Delivering a coot 75W (conservatively rated - you II get 
nearer 100Wl. this MOSF ET design embodies the finest 

minimalist design techniques. resulting in a clean. 

uncluttered circuit in which every component makes a 

precisely defined contribution to the overall sound 
You can read all about it in the July issue of PE. but why  - 

bother with words when your ears will tell you so much 

more, 

Pans set includes top grade PCB and all components. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE FOR FULLY 
UPGRADED MODULES, 

SINGLE PARTS SET £14.90. VAT 
STEREO PAIR C25.90. VAT 

P... sena SAE • V in dau ano tycum ise• *pelt DK mooing 
ve anvcia owe, swish nes mei, we on 

he asaiahie Conrad usuel autto rep* - owpe ta isp ar 

BIO• 
FEEDBACK 
FEATURED IN ETI 
DECEMBER 1986 

134o-feedback comes of age 
With this highly responswe, 

sett-balancing skin 
response monitor. The 
powerful circuit has f Ound application In once' SduabOne 
as well as on Me bartmdbaCk Wane. Bud Open yOUr 

eyes 10 wlisO8RId. aNeasMdy 86t 

The WO* * ports walivludsicall. PCB, d 
coinporienli Mids. Miciodes. oxikillie get and kil 
,isiucions.  • 
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MICROPROCESSOR BASED 
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PART TWO BY TIM WATSON BSc (HONS) AMIEE 

EPROM EMULATION 
The flexibility and low cost of EPROM emulation puts 
microprocessor system development within the grasp of anyone 
with programming experience and constructional enthusiasm. 

........ The method of eprom emulation is a 
technique by which the target system 

eprom is removed from its socket and 
replaced by a dil socket with connecting 
wires to the host.The host then performs 
the functions of the eprom. The target 
will not be aware that when it accesses 
the eprom it is actually accessing the host 
and not a true eprom. Note that in the 
section on processor emulation the 
terms host and emulator were used, 
these terms will again be used, but in 
this section emulator will mean eprom 
and host is not the host of the previous 
section but a new host. The exact 
facilities provided by the emulator 
depends on the particular emulator; 
some are dumb systems, some are quite 
clever. Like processor emulators, eprom 
emulators are available as complete 
systems or as add-on units, to connect 
to a normal microcomputer via a parallel 
port or an RS232C interface. Eprom 
emulators lend themselves to be add-on 
units and this is perhaps the more 
popular way that they are implemented. 
As  well  as  considering  typical 

features,  the  actual  hardware 
implementation of eprom emulators will 
be discussed. In particular a hardware 
outline for an emulator will be given. 
A typical eprom emulator setup is 

shown in Fig. 4. The emulator shown is 
of the add-on type. The general purpose 
host microcomputer requires a special 
software package to transfer data to the 
emulator unit, and if the emulator is of 
the more advanced type it may be 
necessary to send the emulator unit 
commands. This software package is 
normally available from the emulator 
manufacturer. 
The sequence of operations to execute 

a program on the target is as follows. 
The program is written and assembled 
on the host microcomputer, using a 
normal editor and assembler (this may 
have to be a cross assembler, see later). 
The executable code is then transferred, 
by the host, to the emulator unit, using 
the special software package. The target 
system is reset, manually by the user, in 
order to start program execution from 
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Fig 4. Eprom emulation (add-on-type). 
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the reset address, and if all is well the 
target springs into life executing the 
program held in the emulated eprom. 

FLEXIBILITY 

Emulators vary in flexibility. The 
simplest type of emulator is tied to a 
particular type of eprom (such as a 
2716), better emulators can emulate 
several different types and storage sizes. 
In the same way a processor emulator 
ties the user to a particular processor an 
eprom emulator ties the user to a 
particular type(s) of eprom. However, 
this not so restrictive because the 
number of different types of eprom 
commonly used (2716, 2732, 2764) are 
so small compared with the number of 
different types of processor used (eg 
8085, Z80, 6502, 8088, 8086, 6809, 6800, 
8031, 9900, the list goes on...). This is 
quite  understandable  because  the 
function performed by an eprom is very 
simple and well defined; the eprom chip 
manufacturers would have difficulty 
making different eproms from each 
other. 
Taking  the  concept  of  eprom 

emulation one stage further leads to a 
system which hooks onto the address, 
data bus, control bus etc. of the target 
and maps to anywhere in the target 
memory map. This type of system would 
then better be described as a memory 
emulator. Providing the emulator with 

access to the control bus signals allows 
the emulator more control over the 
target and potential for better debugging 
facilities. In practice hooking onto the 
address bus, data bus etc. may prove 
difficult if there is no convenient plug-in 
point. The advantage of a true eprom 
emulator over a memory emulator is that 
it plugs in place of an eprom and is thus 
easy to hook into the target, taking only 
seconds. 

The hardware for an eprom emulator 
is similar to a cutdown processor 
emulator. Take the processor emulator 
shown in Fig. 3 of part one, remove the 
cpu emulation and emulation registers, 
leaving the emulation memory and the 
emulation interface logic, and what is 
left is a memory emulator. If this is 
further tailored to plug into an eprom 
socket, you then have an eprom 
emulator. Removing the above sections 
of hardware certainly saves some money. 
However, on the basis of "you can't get 
something for nothing" some facilities 
are lost. 
Perhaps the most obvious point is that 

the target must now have a processor 
plugged in. What is more, this processor 
must be working correctly and the 
connections to the eprom, and hence 
emulator, must be correctly wired. This 
is not always the case when a new design 
is turned on for the first time! However, 
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with  the  aid  of an  oscilloscope, 
continuity checker and multimeter it 
does not usually prove too difficult to 
get a target processor running. Once it 
is running the emulator can be used to 
help further debugging of the hardware. 
The most significant disadvantages of 
a basic eprom emulator, compared with 
processor emulation, are lack of access 
to the cpu registers, lack of access to the 
target memory, and inability to set 
breakpoints.  These  problems  can 
sometimes be alleviated by judicious use 
of target software. For example, with 
emulators that allow the emulation 
memory to be read and written by the 
host (not always the case, see the 
emulator example later), then the host 
may find out the processor's register 
values using a special software routine, 
running on the target.'The routine would 
store  the  values  of the  registers 
somewhere in emulation memory. This 
special software would be loaded into 
emulation memory along with the 
normal target program. The normal 
target program should call the special 
software routine at the point in the 
program where the user wishes to know 
the register values. After the register 
values have been stored a software 
HALT or similar instruction should be 
executed; a breakpoint would be ideal, 
if available. The host has no way of 
knowing that target execution has 
stopped, and it is assumed the user can 
observe this in some way. When this 
happens the user can use the host to 
read the emulation memory, at the point 
where the register values were stored. 
The same type of method can be used 
to read locations in the target ram. 
Though this type of method works it 

is very 'messy'. There are several draw-
backs. Firstly the registers cannot be 
examined by the user at any point in the 
program. There has to be a CALL to the 
special  software  routine,  and  the 
program has to be modified to make this 
CALL. Also, since the special software 
must be written to run on a particular 
processor, the emulation system has 
become pro-cessor dependent.  Not 
having a proces-sor dependent emulator 
is supposed to be one of the advantages 
of eprom emulation! What is worse is 
that the special software may have to be 
re-written for each different target, even 
when based on the same processor, this 
being necessary in order to avoid 
memory clashes with the normal target 
program. The more advanced emulators 
have extra hardware to allow break-
points and other facilities without 
resorting to the 'messy' method. 
To summarise, the facilities offered by 

eprom emulators range from very simple 
to good. They will never offer the 
facilities of a good processor emulator. 
However, eprom emulators are very easy 
to use, reasonably cheap, and usually 
provide enough  facilities to allow 
development without a struggle. 
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EXAMPLE EPROM EMULATOR 

The emulator to be described in this 
section is one that has been built and 
successfully used by the author. It is of 
the add-on type, requiring 10 bits of 
parallel output from a host general pur-
pose microcomputer. It falls into the 
very simple category, only being able to 
emulate type 2716 eproms, and provides 
absolutely  no  debugging  facilities. 
However, the cost of this type of unit is 
so small that it is still good value for 
money. At the end of this section ways 
of  expanding  the  emulator  are 
considered. 
The complete development system 
used by the author with this emulator 
was, for the host microcomputer a 
second hand Superbrain (Z80 processor, 
64K ram, dual disk drives, integral 
keyboard and vdu, cp/m operating 
system) bought for £100, a parallel i/o 
card for the Superbrain (built by the 
author), software from the public 
domain, software written by the author, 
eprom  programmer  (built  by  the 
author), and the eprom emulator unit 
to be described here. The total set-up 
cost about £150. 
A block diagram of the emulator is 

shown in Fig.5.'The emulator is powered 
from the target system. The connecting 
wires to the target system, shown on the 
right hand side of Fig.5, were soldered 
onto a 24-way dil header, with the pinout 
of a 2716, to allow the emulator to plug 
straight into the target eprom socket. 
The signals which connect the emulator 
to the host microcomputer are shown on 
the left hand side of Fig.5. There is one 
switch on the emulator (Si), which 
switches the unit between two modes of 
operation, load and emulate. The load 

mode allows the host microcomputer to 
access the ram and hence load it with 
the target program, the emulate mode 
allows the target to access the ram and 
hence run the program. When in load 
mode the target system cannot correctly 
access the emulated eprom. The target 
system will crash causing unpredictable 
results. To avoid anything nasty happen-
ing it is best to keep the target perman-
ently reset via its reset switch. 
The circuit operation will now be 

described. Firstly, consider load mode. 
The group A tristate buffers are enabled 
so that the data from the host micro-
computer is passed through to the 2K of 
ram. The group A buffers are unidirec-
tional, that is the host microcomputer 
can only write to the ram, not read it 
(write only memory!). The ram data 
outputs are held permanently tristate by 
means of the output enabled (OE), 
which is driven from Si through an 
inverter. The 11-bit ram address is driven 
from the 11-bit multiplexer. This multi-
plexer selects either address bus X or Y, 
depending on its data select input. In 
load mode address bus X is fed through. 
Address bus X is the output of an 11-bit 
counter. The counter provides the means 
by which the host microcomputer selects 
the ram address. The advantage of using 
a counter is that only one bit of output 
is required from the host micro-
computer, instead of 11 bits for the full 
address bus.'The disadvantage is that the 
ram addresses have to be accessed 
sequentially. In practice this is not a 
noticeable disadvantage because the 
host microcomputer only needs to access 
the ram when loading it with a target 
program,  and  this is naturally a 
sequential process. The counter is held 
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Fig 6. Flow chart for loading emulator. 

reset by Si when in emulate mode. 
Before a new load can begin Si must 
first be switched to emulate in order to 
reset the counter. Special software is 
required on the host microcomputer to 
take a target program (perhaps from 
disk) and load it in to the emulator ram. 
In this case the special software is trivial. 
The flow chart in Fig.6 shows the 
required sequence of events. 
When the program starts it assumes 

the 11-bit counter has just been reset, 
and therefore address bus X is zero. The 
host microcomputer outputs the first 
byte of the target program to the emula-
tor unit via the data in bus. To write the 
data into the ram it must pulse the WR 
line, by taking it low and then back high. 
If all of the target program has been 
loaded the host microcomputer should 
inform the user of this fact, so that the 
user can switch the emulator into 
emulate mode. If the load has not 
finished the ram address must be 
incremented by pulsing the counter 
clock signal (CLK), taking it high, then 
back low. The next byte of the target 
program can now be loaded into the ram 
by repeating the above sequence, and 
soon. 
Once the target program has been 

loaded Si can be switched to emulate 
mode. Group A tristate buffers are 
disabled, which stops the host micro-
computer having access to the ram, and 
the ram data outputs are enabled. The 
data select input to the multiplexer is 
now high and so address bus Y is now 
passed to the ram address bus. Address 
bus Y comes from the target system 
eprom socket. When the target attempts 
to read the emulated eprom it takes chip 

enable (CE) and output enable (OE) 
low, which enables group B data buffers 
to drive the data out bus with the ram 
data. Group B data buffers are uni-
directional, the target can only read from 
the ram. This is not unreasonable since 
an eprom can only be read. 
The disadvantage with the above 

example emulator is that there are no 
debugging facilities or the ability to 
emulate larger eproms. Ways of expand-
ing the hardware to provide more 
facilities will now be covered. 
Adding the ability to emulate larger 

eproms is a straight forward matter. 
More ram should be added to the 
existing 2K ram, the amount depending 
on the maximum size of eprom to be 
emulated. Expanding the ram upto 32K 
would  allow  emulation  for 27256 
eproms. In order to avoid clashes in the 
target system memory map, when large 
amounts of emulation memory are avail-
able, it is useful for the user to be able 
to disable blocks of the emulation 
memory. For ease of use the selection 
of which memory blocks to disable/ 
enable could be done through the host. 
The user instructs the host which blocks 
to disable, the host then in turn 
configures the emulator as requested. 
Fig.7 gives an outline block diagram of 
the hardware implementation:The emu-
lation ram size shown is 8K and any of 
the four 2K blocks can be independently 
enabled/disabled.  The  2-to-4  line 
decoder (demultiplexer) has active low 
outputs. It decodes the two most signifi-
cant address bits. The decoder outputs 
are each ORed with an enable bit, EO 
to E3. A ram chip is enabled only if its 
enable bit is low and its decoded output 
is low. The host selects which blocks to 
enable by setting the relevant bits of a 
byte (or to be accurate a nibble, 4-bits) 
low and writing the data to the enable 
latch. 
To allow examination of the target 
from the host requires that data can be 

3 

passed from the target to the host. The 
emulator shown in Fig.5 is write-only 
with respect to the host and read-only 
with respect to the target. Data can only 
be passed from the host to the target, 
the data that is normally passed is the 
target program. By making group A and 
group B buffers bidirectional, data can 
be passed both ways. Data is passed from 
the target to the host by the target 
writing the data into emulation ram, at 
predetermined locations, the host can 
then read the data from the locations. 
This is a simplified description. Two 

obvious problems are: firstly, when does 
the host know that the data has been 
placed by the target in emulation ram? 
Secondly, the host and target must know 
which locations are to be used for the 
data passing and these locations must 
not be used for anything else. The first 
of these problems could be solved by 
using a breakpoint to alert the host that 
data has been placed in emulation ram. 
The second problem requires that the 
software routines on the host and target 
are organised to use the same locations. 
Next consider adding a hardware 

breakpoint. This can be done by adding 
a value comparator. The comparator 
would compare the address bus with the 
value of the breakpoint address. If they 
are the same then the target processor 
must be stopped, and the host informed 
that the breakpoint has been reached. 
The method of stopping the processor 
will depend on the particular processor. 
Typically it will be done by means of 
processor inputs such as WAIT, BUS 
REQUEST or RESET Using RESET 
has the disadvantage that when the 
break condition is removed (by the user) 
and RESET goes inactive, program 
execution will restart from the beginning 
rather than continuing from the break 
address. Fig.8 shows an outline of the 
hardware to implement a breakpoint. 
The host sets the breakpoint address 

by writing the address to the latches. 
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Two sets of latches are used, this allows 
the data to be written in two bytes. First 
the least significant byte (lsb) then the 
most significant byte (msb). The msb 
latch also uses one bit to enable/disable 
the breakpoint, since the user may not 
want any'breakpoints. If the enable bit 
is low (breakpoint disabled) then even 
if there is an address match no break 
will occur. If a match is found and the 
breakpoint is enabled then the break 
latch is set, the 0 output goes high. This 
signal should be connected to the target 
processor and cause execution to stop. 
The break latch is required because the 
target processor may not service the 
request to stop exOcution until the end 
of the current instruction, the address 
bus value may change in this time. If the 
address value does change the value 
comparator will no longer indicate a 
match and without the break latch the 
request to break would be lost, and the 
target processor would not stop. If the 
user wishes to continue target program 
execution after a break has occurred 
then the host must be instructed to reset 
the break latch by means of the continue 
signal. 
There are further enhancements that 

may be made to the emulator hardware. 
It is important to consider what the user 
actually needs. Even in its basic form 
the emulator is very useful, and may be 
sufficient for some users. 

GETTING THE TARGET GOING 

The object of this section is to briefly 
give hints on getting the target system 
hardware working. It is assumed that an 
eprom emulator will be used. The key 
to getting the target working with the 
least effort and frustration is to do 
everything in small modular steps, this 
point cannot be stressed enough. Tests 
are suggested at each step. These tests 
are not exhaustive, nor are they intended 
to be, in finding errors, but they will 
give the user some confidence about 
what seems to be working. 

Since an eprom emulator is being used 
the first step is to confirm the target 
processor is running. To start with, using 
a scope, power supplies and the system 
clock should be checked. Next a short 
and simple test program should be 
written. This test program  should 
perform an operation the user can 
observe and it should use as little of the 
target's hardware as possible, don't use 
any ram or i/o. The test program is run 
on the target using the emulator. An 
example of a test program for a Z80 
based target is, a single byte program 
consisting of the HALT instruction. 
When a HALT instruction is executed 
the HALTline on the processor (pin 18) 
goes low. The user should be able to 
observe the result that when the 
processor is held reset the HALT line 
will be high, as soon as reset is released 
the HALT instruction is executed and 
the HALT line goes low. The HALT line 
can be observed using a meter or logic 
probe. If this test performs correctly 
confidence can be gained that the 
processor is running and the emulator is 
connected properly. 
Since software subroutines need a 

stack to hold the return addresses and 
the stack is in ram the next test is to 
check the target ram. A flow chart for a 
simple test program is shown in Fig.9; 
the program must not use subroutines! 
The program starts at the beginning of 
ram and stores a test data value at each 
location. 
The test data value starts at zero and 

increments for each successive ram 
location. When test values have been 
stored in all ram locations the program 
starts from the beginning of ram again, 
and checks that the test data values were 
correctly stored. If any one location fails 
to match the whole test restarts, thus in 
the case of a ram error the test will never 
finish. If all ram locations pass then the 
user needs to be informed that this is 
the case, perhaps by the user setting a 
breakpoint at the end of the test 
program, or in the case of the Z80 a 
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HALT at the end of .the program. 
The ram test is by no means 

comprehensive. It does test that many 
different data values are stored correctly. 
Consider if the test data value of all bits 
logic high had been written to all 
locations, then the test would pass even 
if there was no ram, so long as the data 
bus had pull ups, because pull ups would 
take the data bus logic high during read 
operations. The program also tests that 
there is more than one ram location; this 
checks for a hardware error leading to 
the  same  location  always  being 
addressed. To some extent the program 
also checks that all locations are only 
accessed by one unique address. The 
probability of finding this type of error 
could be worked out, however it is felt 
that this depth of detail is not required 
here. 
The next step is to test the target i/o. 
Firstly, the output circuitry will be 
tested. The exact test(s) required will 
depend upon the type of output circuitry. 
Consider the case of the output circuitry 
driving lamps on and off. A simple test 
program could flash the lamps. They 
would have to be flashed at a slow rate, 
otherwise the user would not be able to 
observe the flashing. Similar tests can 
be conducted for most types of output 
circuits. When the outputs have been 
tested the inputs can be tested. A simple 

test program could display the input 
values on the outputs (which have just 
been tested). Consider the case of the 
input circuitry being connected to a set 
of on/off switches, and the output 
circuitry as above. Each switch could be 
programmed to control one lamp. The 
user could manually switch the inputs 
and watch for the relevant lamps to turn 
on/off. 
When the user is happy that all the 

hardware is working then software 
development can begin. Again this 
should be done in small modular steps, 
such that at each step a test can be 
conducted to confirm everything is 
working as intended. 

ASSEMBLERS AND COMPILERS 
So far it has been assumed that the 

target program has been written in 
assembler on the host machine, and the 
executable code is transferred to the 
target.There is a possible problem. What 
if the host is based on the 8086 processor 
and the target on a 6502? Clearly an 
8086 assembler will not produce code 
which could run on a 6502. A normal 
6502 assembler, which would produce 
suitable code for the target, will not run 
on an 8086 host. What is needed is a 
cross assembler. This is an assembler 
written to run on one type of processor 

but assembles to machine executable 
code for a different processor. Cross 
assemblers are commercially available. 
If the speed of assembler is not needed 

then there is no reason why the target 
program should not be written in a high 
level language. The program would be 
written and compiled on the host. The 
executable  code  produced  by  the 
compiler would be transferred to the 
target, as normal. In the same way cross 
assemblers may be needed, so may cross 
compilers. Cross compilers are also 
commercially available. One further 
problem with normal compilers is that 
they will probably produce code which 
uses the resources of the machine upon 
which the compiler is running, for 
example assumptions of usable ram 
locations, CALLs to the operating 
system to perform some functions etc. 
This type of compiler is of no use. A 
special type of compiler is needed, a 
compiler specifically for the task of 
producing code for stand-alone systems. 
Such compilers are commercially avail-
able. So much more could be said about 
compilers that they need an article to 
themselves. 
Finally, good luck with designing and 

developing  your  own  stand-alone 
system. Ell 
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1011 460 
10, 1005 
34 4606 
11, 4607 
314 401 

34 4610 
ay 4611 
36, 4617 
30 4613 
30 1 4614 
041 4615 
15, 4616 
12 , 4617 
010 4614 
141, 4619 
2911 4620 
* 421 
1711 4622 
14, 426 
406 4677 

OP 4620 
UP 4629 
* 4132 
1146 4661 

746 4063 
414 4665 
MP 4666 
64 4667 
346 4403 
34 401 
04 4605 
/ft 

76 , 
ro 
44 741503 
049 741501 

14 74502 
lb 74/503 
00 74504 
20 741505 
20 74/54 
60 74/509 
50 74/510 

10 74511 
40 741512 
is 741513 
28, 74/514 

110 74515 
lip 74520 

15p 74/521 
134 741522 
10 744524 
10 74/526 

13p 74527 
10 74Lus 

lb 140520 
lIp 74532 
10 74633 
10 74537 

1711 
Op 
446 

lb 
74 17 
lIp 

410 
1210 

lb 
211. 
lb 
1817 745123 

lb 74/5124 
No 7145120 
44 7415126 

MP 74/5132 
lIp 745133 

52 4, 7445136 

4 11 7415131 
111 , 7105110 
nr 745146 
1141 74/5147  V* 

1,1 , 7451 4  10 
0, 745151 
310 7415153 
411 745154 

745155 
74/5166 
74/5157 

4, 7415154 
lb 741.5110 
111 , 7445141 
14  745112 
011 745113 
16 , 745164 

1111 7415116 
18 1. 74051191 
OP 7415191 
lIP 7415101 

74  74/5170 
16, 741.5174 

lb 74510 
II, 7415193 

0 , 74/5191 
14  7415112 
0, 745193 
141, 745191 
11 , 745196 
1114 7415196 
11, 71/5197 
14  74/5221 

17 P 745240 
14 745241 
0, 7415343 

14  74536 
4011  741540 
10 74542 
No 74/547 
lip 74154 

404 74/551 
110 74 04 

510 74/556 
40 74573 
XI 74/574 
14 74/S75 
10 74576 
lb 74/.571 

7415113 
No 7406 
334 74/546 

74590 
74591 
741592 
741503 
741595 
74450 
745107 
745109 
74/5112 
7415113 
7415114 
745122 

10  415243 
lip  4524 
/4  45245 
S  415247 
Np  415248 
10  41514 
14  405211 

17P  45253 

14  4/5256 
24  45257 
64  4525$ 
10  45259 
711,  &SOO 
421.  145246 
44  4/S273 
34  4/5279 

24  415203 
7417  415213 
111,  45210 
11 ,  4/5213 

OP  41.534 
Np  41.53815 
24  41.53.57 
Up  41S M 

111 17 AL M 
32 ,  4/5374 
lb  41.5375 
lISP 6075345 

41.5313 
4509 
&sus 
& MI 

415642 
4564 

415646 
45070 

4.5674 
4547 

up 
1ft 
1OP 

lb 
lip 

3/1. 
11 1. 
11 1. 
13P 

VP 
48, 2714  OM 

lap n32  O M 
41p 2716  U M 
Op 2732  218P 
Up 213 24  liSp 
34 2764  244 
44 27C4  514p 
Up 77121  O M 

Op 2715615  484 
Mp 4125115  461 

446 25009.454  4_N 
Up 4116  74 

41p 4164  114 
SU 6116  206 

110 12 415  $56 
14 6502  Nap 
Op 6100  400p 
446 66102  100p 

114 6503  474  7514  kV 

14 6620  1246 76109  110 
10 6522  3146 75110  114. 
flo 6611  1164 75112  141. 
OP 6632  S W 15113  1111p 
VP 6645  M P 75114  1104 
Op 6551  5304 75115  134 

424 640  214  75121  150 
Up 6002  2209 75122  1216 

00 6603  18447 75150  114 
14.4 6108  514  75154  114 
50 643  MU 751511  148, 

41 , 114110  110 75159 
UP 0115  Nap 75110 
MO MO  1409 75161 
UP 421  141p 75142 
MP MO  3146 75172 
94  61146  alflp 75182 
lb 8150  114 75183 
ISO 644504  41110 751 U 
SIP 10164  O ft OOP 

OP  'Liss  31146 74141  
or also  Map 753222 
MP 411516  1247 75324 
.14 m sse  110p 75325 
lb 111997  124 
6217 811518  144 
MP V24  278p 
14 4  820  2710 
OP 8226  274 

OP 8243  O ft 
* 0210  814 
VP 10/0  11447 
34 8251  484 

8253  314 
1/1 8256  114 
NP t25.1  tzar 

sio 1257  /111$ 
646 5210  NOP 
lb 1271  1484 
44  1272  mop 
MP 8275  MIlp 

VIO  304 
1146 52  a ft 

air op  woo 00 
a ft  7  3114 7512 
174  taw  1118p 
721 074  1144 
1 * 1716  111 46 
2110 453-1015  21 4 

A15.3100  Pep 
4602514/2  1811p 
0064376  lNp 
ZIOB OU  lap 
DRA MA  NO, 
M al*  2114 
O MPO  Nap 
M A RC  N O 
B MOC  Olp 
2801510  Nip 
106490.1  2 * 
2104.54/2  7alp 
M ADAM'  111167 
74.5154  17117 
74188  214 
745201  )U. 

715262  194 
745288  lalp 
7452111  18•0 
74.5317  2146 
75107  lb 

CO  Port0 

1C 

7505 
7540 
75461 
0 42 
75163 
75461 
7540 
75491 
7542 
6136 

Ira 
101 
605 
106 
6197 
9T919 

Rap  7115 

IMP  7116 
1046 7424 

NIP  7105 

72 4  7112 
5411 11 7915 
MOP  7918 
MP  MN 
lor  71106 
01 , 0/12 
130  7.16 

M P  70.18 
MIP  70.24 
IMP 791.05 
Op  79/12 

Oa 111/15 

42 0 7111KC 
414 71244C 
Np  1513001 
11 4  1513171 
SIP  1113171 
SIP US = 
lb 1.11723 
1146 71114GRC 
O ft 7410511C 

for n.21,c 
114P TAGLK 
18 P rec , 
116 0 714171 

VOLTAGE 

R GUI 41065 

30, 
100 

ZE NAAS 

ED 

110 307,, 171. 
LED3040GRN 

0E0 56P411427 
LEDOorn YR 
= arm GRN 

Militifillimm
usfffn

,
n
, 

10 

109 
14 

IP 
lb 
tio 

PLEASE PRONE 135 fOR TYPE NOT 
LISTED MERE AS WE ME ROWING 
3% ITEMS MO 5207411045 

ARE GMEN FOR LARGE QUANTITIES 
Please 14041 706 PIP me VAT  ‘5•A 
Gan Co Mps. ac 0704rs m uted 
Ouotalmns 20e17 tor large 04401,t.r1 
he m •1466 7 04y. lor 04/ven, 

eriond now Comp:moms 
Non puoted 575 106, 1 11 
Pod 454.4.10 500 1757643 
1550050 tvn6000 64:405 

GRANDATA LTD 
ICI HOUSE. UNIT 15 

P067064 COMMERCIAL CENTRE 
1104111110A70 W OMILEX 61005 

Phone 01.900 2329 
Toloo 932 105(5017,17.111 

• ••....cord 6 0.01. 

0,40, mond, 07 551 *   

SUFFERING FROM COMPONENT DEFICIENCY? 

Symptoms: Frustrated / half built projects 
Sleepless nights 
Non working equipment 
Out of stock blues 

SEE YOUR SPECIALIST! 

CRIC RON cS LTD OD 
The components stock centre 

The fast solution to component problems 

OLD, NEW, RARE and COMMON 

/ Service is our obsession / 

Mail orders, telephone orders, credit card orders, 
callers welcome. 

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET 
Tel: 01 450 0995 & 01 452 0161 Telex: 914977 

1106 
A4Leti 

Atli. OP' :17,17"T, 0 - 
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BMI2EHU4 ELECT 
PROJECT KITS 
Magenta supply Full Kits: Including PCB's (or 
(unless stated). Please state Kit Reference Num 
REPRINTS: If you do not have the issue of E. 
order the instruction reprint as an extra: 80p e 

ft in sta mps. 

4g8VRiMig 
ii:gM 

Ti' 
765 
767 
/63 
764 
nos 
7. 

747 
744 
745 
734 
rss 
736 
773 
730 
rts 
71I 
724 
710 
719 

720 

721 
722 
hi 1 
715 
719 
MI 
717 
7115 
713 
7M 
5111 
513 
504 
Si, 
Si, 

575 

SEEEEMMEEEEEI
ng 

KIT-TITLE 

AMSTRAD PIO Sept 88 
TIME SWITCH Aug 88 
SPIKEATER July 88 
UNIVERSAL NIGRO CHARGER July 88 
ISOUNK Juty 88 
VIDEO WIPER July 88 
HEADUGHT REMINDER June 88 
DOOR SENTINEL May 88 
SUPER SOUND ERECTS 
GENERATOR May 88 
CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR Apnl 88 
STEREO NOISE GATE April 68 
INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY DET April 88 
LOW FUEL ALERT April 88 
SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER Mar 88 
LIE DETECTOR Mar 88 
ENVELOPE SHAPER Mar 88 
SOS ALERT M a , 88 
VARIABLE 25V -2A BENCH 
POWER SUPPLY Feb 88 
CAR LAMP CHECKING SYST Feb 88 
GAME TIMER Feb 88 
QUIZMASTER Jan 88 
TRANSISTOR CURVE TRACER INC) 
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Dec 87 
DUAL MAINS LIGHTS RASHER Dec 87 
ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME Nov 87 
ACOUSTIC PROBE Nov 87 
less butt V probe' 

BBC SIDEWAYS RAM/ROM Nov 87 
VIDEO CONTROLLER Oct 87 
nuussrEst .•.! 87 
AUTONLATIC PORCH UGHT Oct 87 
CARAVAN FRIDGE ALERT Oct 87 
STATIC MONITOR Oct 87 
ELECTRONIC MULTWAFTER Sept Si 
NOISE GATE Sept 87 
PERSONAL STEREO AMP Sept 87 
BURST FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER Sept B7 
SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87 
3 BAND 1 6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87 
BUCCANEER I B METAL DETECTOR Inc coils 
sod case. leas handle mod hardware July 87 

DIGITAL COUNTER/FRED METER 1101111+1 
sac case Jo y 137 

IIONOMIX July 87 
FERMOSTAT July87 
VISUAL GUITAR TUNER Jun 87 
MINI DISCO UGHT Jun 87 
WINDSCREEN WASHER WARNING May 87 
FRIDGE ALARM May 87 
EQUALIZER IIONISERI May 87 
BULB UPS EXTENDER April 87 (less case) 
EXP SPEECH RECOGN MON Apnl 87 
ACTIVE VR BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87 
VI0E0 GUARD Feb 87 
CAR VOLTAGE MONITOR Feb 87 
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH sac.I Eel 17 
SPECTRUM I/O PORT less cam. Feb 87 
STEPPING MOTOR BOOSTER (kw alms* eb 87 
STEPPING MOTOR MD200 Feb 87 
HANDS-OFF INTERCOM low states I 
SC carseJan 87 

CAA ALARM Dec 86 
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR Dec 86 
BBC 148 SIDEWAYS RAM Dec 86 
CAM FLASHER WANG '0 Nov 86 
200111H, DIG FREQUEM ' METER Nov 86 
11 WATT AUDIO AMPLI ..:R Oct 86 
LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86 
UGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION 
UGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION 
SCRATCH BLANKER Sept 86 
INFRA-RED BEAM ALARM Sept 86 
FREEZER FAILURE ALARM Sept 86 
CAN TIMER Sept 86 
BATTERY TESTER Aug 86 
TILT ALARM July 86 
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR July 86 
SQUEEKIE CONTINUITY TESTER July 86 
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW July 86 
PERCUSSION SMITH June 86 

1.6eael 
67.61 
023 
6.15 
£24.51 
E33.58 
£1 30 
£1201 

£1111 
6515 
E26311 
11 13 
643 
I23.51 
(Till 
£14.18 
61.316 

£8873 
£710 
E14.32 
f18.16 

£1 314 
60.311 
12635 

£11 28 
67.53 
6314 
6.70 
(1717 

6.616 
£4838 
123 21 
£1431 
£1331 
OBIS 
121.53 

61616 

67.07 
£2108 
£12.14 
£22.48 
£1238 
612 
£3.48 
£1553 
624 
60.31 
0516 
DIOS 
f12511 
610.62 

645 
E16.10 

£10 88 
£12.47 
65 72 
62_87 
13.37 
£13 30 
EN 7a 
1.10 28 
E1362 
£13.04 
6613 
6135 
f15.50 
£877 
f7 II 
17/2 
(1711 
CL52 
1317 
130.43 

Stripboard), Hardware, Components, and Cases 
ber, Kit Title, and Price, when ordering. 
E. which includes the project, you will need to 
ach. Reprints are also available separately-Send 

KIT-TITLE 

542  PERSONAL RADIO June 16 
543  WATCHDOG June 86 
529  MINI STROBE May 86 
521  PA AMPLIFIER May 86 
523  STEREO REVERB Apr 86 
524  VERSATILE PEE Apr 86 
526  FREELOADER Apr 86 
513  BEIC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86 
514  INTERVAL nuEs Mar 86 
515  STEREO HI-R PRE-AMP 
512  MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 
503  FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86 
504  POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE 
417  MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86 
493  DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 
41111  SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85 
473  &IAA PRE-AMP Sept 85 
464  STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC 

COMPUTER less case Aug 85 
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA 
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS 
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85 
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85 
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85 
GRAPHIC EQUAUSER June 85 
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85 
GAMES TIMER Jan 85 
SPECTRUM AMPUFIER Jan 85 
DOOR CHIME bet 84 
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE 
INTERFACE Nov 84 

PROXIMITY ALARM Nov 13.1 
MAINS CABLE DETE'TOR Oct 84 
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84 
GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPURER Sept 84 
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84 
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 
FUSE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84 
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84 
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84 
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84 
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83 
CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 53 
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 rnc case 
STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE FOR 
BBC MICA0Aug 83 less software 

28  HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD 
Aug 83 no case 

202  USER PORT VO BO ARD 
less cable *plug 

263  USER PORT CONTROL. BOARD July 83 
less cable • plug v case 

777  MW PERSONAL RADIO less case.May 83 
271  MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83 
270  NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 831ess case 
263  BUZZ Off March 83 
32  PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83 
255  6 TAPE CONTROL Nov 82 
242  2. WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case 
243  REREX TESTER July 82 
240  EGG TIMER June 82 
237  CAR LED VOLTMETER less case May 82 
225  CAMERA DR RASH GUN TRIGGER 

Mar 82 less tnpod bushes 
205  SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81 
206  TAPE NOISE URIRER Oct 81 
207  HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81 
203  PHOTO RASH SLAVE Oct 81 
211  R172 BOX Oct 81 
197  0-175 POWER SUPPLY Sept 81 
10  SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR LE. May El 
149  GUITAR PRACTICE ANIPURER Nov 80 

SOUND TO UGHT Nov 80 3 channel 
124  SPRING LINE NEVE M UNIT Jan 80 
122  UPHBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79 
110  DARKROOM TIMER July 79 
113  MICTICICHIME DOORBELL Feb 79 
111  SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78 
TIN  IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTOR Jun 78 
106  WEIRD SCHMO EFFECTS GEN Mar 78 
101  ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77 

qt1WVOIUMMW11
111 VAGEME! 

PRICE 

£1153 
£824 
E13116 

£2144 
£24 88 
11.41 
121.94 
£1111 
fel! 
£112 
17414 
ETV 
ha 72 
£4138 
£341 
E16.74 

£1111 
£14 58 
6.14 
626 
£1111 
E736 
E26.31 
E18.50 
6.11 
631 
£107' 

0625 
£22.41 
1353 

(1 30 
f13.15 
£7334 
£11.11 
E435 
£1373 
f1177 
64.14 
f12_58 
[ULU 
6233 

£11.34 

112 30 

£13.30 

43 117 
CILM 
£1.48 
6.31 
6.61 
£1471 
6.91 

6 79 

fetal 

E1723 
E11.63 

E5.176.27 
£3.47 
£4.71 
£14.88 
04.55 

E12.95 
£21 31 
£3417 
61.31 
£413 
EVIL 
E10.911 
0.12 
(7 12 
OEM 

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD. 
SHOP NOW OPEN - CALLERS WELCOME 

PE10, 135 HUNTER STREET, 
BURTON-ON-TRENT, 
STAFFS. DE14 2ST. 
0283 65435, Mon-Fri 9-5 
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by 
phone or post. 
24 hr Answerphone for credit 
card orders. 
Our a rices include VAT 

ADD VI P&P TO ALL ORDERS. 
PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES. 
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCO ME 
OVERSEAS: Payment must be 
sterling. 
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO. UK 
PRICES. 
EUROPE: UK PRICES plus 10%. 
ELSE WHERE: write for quote 
SHOP HOURS: 9-5 M ON-FRI. 

CO TOP KITS KITS 
MOSFET VARIABLE BENCH 
25V 2.5A POWER SUPPLY 

A superb design giving 0-25V and 0-2.5A. Twin panel 
meters indicate Voltage and Current. Voltage is vari-
able from zero to 25V. 
Current-Limit control allows Constant Current charg-
ing of NICAD batteries, and protects circuits from over-
load. A Toroidal transformer MOSFET power output 
device, and Quad op-amp IC design give excellent per-
formance. 

OUR KIT REF. 769 £49.73 

COMPONENTS, KITS, BOOKS, TOOLS, 
MOTORS, GEARS, PULLEYS, OPTICAL 
FIBRES, ROBOTICS, AND MUCH MUCH 

MORE-IN OUR 

NEW CATALOGUE £1.00 

MOTOR-

GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES 

Miniature gearboxes 
complete with quality 
electric motor. Variable 
ratios by fitting 1106 
gears. 1.5-4.5v, 3-2200 
rpm. Long 3mm shaft. 
Ideal for robots and 
buggies. 

SMALL (MGS) f3.49 LARGE (MGL) f3.98 

ADVENTURES 
WITH ELECTRONICS 

An easy to follow book suitable for all 
ages. No soldering, uses an S DEC 
breadboard. Lots of clear diagrams 
and instructions to build 16 projects. 
Component pack includes S DEC and 
all components for the prospects. 

LEGO Technic Sets 
TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF 
THE WHOLE RANGE. CONTACT US 
FOR BROCHURES  VERY COMPET 
ITIVE PRICES AND QUICK DELIVERIES 

STEPPING MOTORS 12 
VOLT r,--0148 ST1P3 1 20021117S 

I £14.50 1(1640 

OPTICAL 
FIBRES 
TRIAL 
PACK OF 
10 

METRES. 
Nine 

assorted 
types 
& data. 

£1.99 
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0283 65435 

FROM MAGENTA 
A SELECTION OF OUR BEST PROJECT KITS 
As usual these kits come complete with printed circuit boards, cases, 
all components, wits, screws, wire etc. All have been tested by our 
engineers (many of them are our own designs) to 
ensure that you get excellent results. 

INSULATION TESTER 
An electronic High Voltage tester for mains 

appliances and wiring. An inverter circuit 

produces 500 volts from a PP3 battery and 

applies it to the circuit under test. Reads 

insulation up to 100 Megoh ms. Completely 

safe in use. 

OUR KIT REF 444 £19.58 

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER 
Simple and accurate 11%1 measurements 
of capacitors from a few pF up to 1,000 
uF. Clear 5 digit LED display indicates 

exact value. Three ranges  pF. nF 

and uF. Just connect the 

capacitor, press the 

button and read the 

value 

£41.55 
OUR KIT 
REF 493 

3 BAND SHORTWAVE RADIO 
Covers 1 6 30 MHz in 3 bands usinq 

modern miniature coils. Audio 

output is via a built-in loudspeaker. 
Advanced design gives excellent 

stability, sensitivity and selectivity 
Simple to build 

OUR KIT REF 718 £25.27 

DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER 
200 MHz 
An 8 digit meter reading from A.F 

up to 200 MHz in two ranges. Large 
0.5" Red LED display. Ideal for AF 

and RF measurements, Amateur 
and C.B. frequencies 

KIT REF 563 £62.98 

Di git al 

F r e q u e n cy  M e t er 

a all tnio•  F t.° 1 

'EQUALISER' IONISER 

sows° 

A mains powered Ioniser that 

produces a breeze of negative 
ions in the air. A compact, 
safe, simple unit that uses a 
negligible amount of electricity. 

KIT REF 707 £15.53 

SUPER SOUND-
-EFFECTS GENERATOR 

A wide range SN76477 sound effects 
board giving Bird Chirps, Sirens, Heli-
copters, Explosions, Phaser Guns, 
Steam Train sounds, and more Sup-
plied without a case 

KIT REF 781 f12.99 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
TELEOUIPMENT D83.  Dual Trace 50MHz. Delay 

Sweep. Large Tube with manual  £350 

COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE' CDU150. Dual Trace 35MHz 

Delay Sweep. Dual State Pons ble 8s10cm Display With 

Manual  NOW ONLY E180 each 

Optional Front Protection Cover. Containing 2 Probes 

& Viewing Hood   £10 

S.E. LABS SM1111 Dual Trace 18MHz. Solid State 

Portable Ac or External DC operation Ox 10cm display 

with Manual   £150 

GOULD ADVANCE 0S255 Dual Trace 15MHz with 

Manual  £225 

TELEQUIPMENT  D43.  Dual  Trace  15MHz. With 

Manual   £100 

ADVANCE 05250 W Dual Trace 10MHz. With Manual 

  £150 

SCOPEX 4D10A Dual Trace 10MHz with Manual  £150 

TELEQUIPMENT 554A. Single Trace 10MHz Solid 

State. With Manual  f90 

MULTIMETERS 
AVO  8  range.  Complete  with  batteries  & 

leads   from 50 

ANALOGUE POCKET MULTIMETERS. Philips & Taylor 

etc. With Batteries & Leads   from EIO 

MARCONI AF Power Meter TF893A 20Hz-35KHz 20u W-

10W. With Manual (p&p £7)   only £35 

MARCONI RF Power MeterTF1152A 1 DC-500MHz 0.5to 

25 watts 50ohm. With Manual (p&p f7)   only f45 

MARCONI ATTENUATOR TF2162. DC-1 MHz 600 ohm. 

0-111dB in 0.1dB steps (p&p f71  £35 

HATFIELD ATTENUATOR DC-250Mhz, 5005m 0-100dB 

Ip&p f41   £60 

ADVANCE SGE28 AM 150KHz-220M1-Iz  £45 

LABGEAR Colour Bar Generator KG1. 8 Test Patterns. 

(p&p £41  ONLY £40 each 

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS 240V INPUT 

24 04 Out 500VA   £15 (p&p £51100VA £6 I p&p 01 

24V Out 500VA  £6 !p&p £5) 200VA £4 Ip&p fa) 

STEPPING MOTORS 
Type 1. 200 Steps per rev. 4 Phase 15 wire/. 12 24V 

Torque 250z inch will run on By with reduced 

torque)............................................ £15. 00  

Type 2.6 12 Steps per rev. 3 Phase. 12 24V will work 

Typea NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS, 24 Steps per rev 

4 wire 5V 3.3Arnps 0-250 rpm 0-200 PPs..E6 each 

Type 4 200 Steps per rev. 120V IS wire) Torque 

25oz inch  each 

Type7 WARNER 24 Steps per rev. 3 Phase 16 wire). 

28V Holding Torque 45oz inch  ...„  £5 each 

SPECIAL OFFER at only £300 each telequipment 0755 

Nato approved version of D75I Dual trace. Delay 

..weep. 50MHz   

TRIO RF SIGNAL GENERATOR type S0402 100KHz - 

30MHz. Unused (P&P £71   only £75 

COLOUR BAR GENERATOR type PAL MC101 8 patterns 
Pocket size. Rechargeable batteries. Complete with 

Battery Charger Mains acItptorUn-used (P&P f4) 

  only E90 

COLOUR BAR GENERATOR type PAL MC321 8 patterns 

Video Sound Output Unused. (P&P £7I  only £175 

LABGEAR CROSS HATCH GENERATOR CM6038D8 

Crosshatch Grey Scale Blank Raster  Mains & 

Battery (P & P f 3) Un-Used £18. Used £I2 

AVO TRANSISTOR ANALYSIS Mk2. C7446 suitcase 

style complete with  batteries and operating 

instructions  only £25 each (P&P 01 

AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER 1T169 

Handheld GO NOGO for in-situ Testing. Complete 

with Batteries Leads & instructions (P&P £3) 

unused £18 each   

AVO VALVE TESTER CT160 Suitcase style 

22 Bases.  ONLY £25 each (p&p £7) 

DISK DRIVE PSU 240V 1N-5V 1.6A & 12V  1.5Aout 

Size W125m m. H75m m, 0180mm. Cased Un-used 

Only  101p&p £3) 

O WERTY KEYBOARD las in LYNX MICRO) oust to 

make Cased   ES each (p&p £3) 

FARNELL SWITCHED MODE PSU 

5V40A ± 12V 5A   £30 each (p&p f4 / 

OTHER SWITCHED MODE PSU available. 

Please enquire. 

DISK  DRIVES  51/4 "-Doubled  Sided.  Double 

Density 80 track  from £50 

NE W EQUIPMENT 
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 604 Dual Trace 60MHz. Delay 

Sweep. Component Tester - 2 Probes  575 

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 203.6. Dual Trace 20MHz. 

Component Tester & 2 probes   £314 
All Other Models Available   

BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS P&Pf4 

Meteor 100-100MHz  £99 

Meteor 600-600MHz .................  E126 

Meteor 1000-1GH: ..................  E175 

BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERATOR 

Sine Square Triangle. 0.1Hz 500KHz P&P £4 .   £110 

BLACK  STAR  ORION.  PAL  TV VIDEO  COLOUR 

HUNG CHANG DMM 7030 3'4 digit. Hand held 28 

ranges including 10 Amp AC DC 0.1 %. Complete with 

Battery & Leads. (P&P  f39.50 

AS ABOVE. DMM6010. 0.25%.  £33.50 

Carrying Case for above  £3 each 

OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES. Switched xI: x10 

Ip&p [21   £11 

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee Manuals supplied if possible 

This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for List, Please check availability before 

ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT lo be added to Total of Goods & Carriage. 

STEWART OF READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL 

Telephone. 0734 68041  Far 0734 351696  Callers welcome 9 am-5 30 pm Mon-Fri (until 8 pm Thurs I 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 
INPUT 220/240V AC 50/00 OUTPUT 0-260V 
200W 01 amp max 124 00 p&p £3.00 113r 05 Inc VAT) 
0.5KVA 2 5 amp max C26.50  13.75 1E34 79 inc VAT) 
1KVA 5 amp max £34.00  £4.25 1143 99 inc VAT) 
21cVA 10 amp max £49.00  £850 [62.681 Inc VAT, 
3KVA 15 amp max £65. 00  £62S 110194 Inc VAT) 
5KVA 25 amp max E115 00 
10KVA 50 amp max £19000 
15KVA 75 amp max £265 00 
Carnage on request 

3-PHASE VV TRANSFORMERS  --
Dual input 200•240V or 380-4150 Star Connected 3KVA 
6KVA 10KVA available Phone fo details 
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TRANSFORMERS-LT-
ISOLATION & AUTO 1110-2400 Auto transfer either 
cased with American socket an  mains lead or open 
frame type Available for immed ate delivery. 

UNTRAVIOLETBLACKUGHTFLUORESCENTTUBES 
411 40 watt 110 44 1E12 00 inc VAT) Caller only 
2620 wan C7.44 + E1.25 p&p  1E9.99 inc VATI 
13in lOwad E5.50 + 75p p&p  1E7.19 inc VAT) 
12in 8 watt E4 50+ 75p p&p  116.04 Inc VAT) 
9in 6 wan 13.60 + 50p p&p 114.72 inc VAT) 
6in 4 wan £3.60 + 50p p&p   114.72 inc VATI 

230VAL BALLASTKIT tor either Ilin,ffin ot 12in tubes 
£5.50 + 55p p&p 1E6.96 inc VAT) 
For 131n tubas 16.00 + 75p p&p 
11775 inc VAT) 

400 WATT UV LAMP & BALLAST 
Complete 156 80 + 1350 p&p 
169 35 Inc VAT) 

400 WAIT UV LAMP 
Only £28.00 + £1.50 p&p 1E35.08 inc VAT) 

175 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK LIGHT 
MERCURY BULBS Available with BC or ES 
fining 114 00 + £125 p&p 111754 Inc VAT) 

12 VOLT BILGE PUMPS 
Buy direct from the importers 
500 GPH 1540 head 3 Imp 
112 08 + El 50 p&p IE15 62 inc VAT/ 
700 GPH 10h head 3.5 amp 
C15 50 + El 50 p&p 1119 55 inc VAT) 
1750 GPH 1541 Mad lamp 
119 25 + 12 00 p&p 1124 44 inc VAT) 

4 

EPROM ERASURE KIT 
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of 
the price of a made•up unit lit of parts less case 
includes 12in 8 wan 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit 
pair of bi•pin leads neon indicator on off switch 
safety microswitch and circuit El3 60 + 75p p&p 
If 16 50 inc VAT) 

SANGAMO VVESTON TIME SWITCHES Type 5251 
200 250V AC 2 on 1 off every 24 hours 20 amp contract 
with override switch Suitable for immersion Amt.,* 
4in Da x 3in high C9 50 + C1.50 p&p If 12.65 inC VAT 
RAT Also available with solar Dial Other Time Switches 
available from stock 

SUPER HY•LIGHT STROBE KIT 
Designed for Dis m. Theatrical users etc 
Approx 16 joules Adjustable speed 148 00 + E2 00 
P&P 1E5750 inc VAT) 
Cosa and reflector £20 00 + 12 00 p&p [25 .30 inc VAT 
SAE  for further details  including  Hy-Light am, 
industrial Strobe Kits 

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES 
Mae Phone your enquires 

SOLID STATE RELAY 

Single make will switch up to 250 V AC 10 amp 
operating voltage 3-32 V DC silent contactless Opt° 
isolated. Fraction of maker's price £3.00 • 50 P pop 
Total inc VAT 1403. 

SPECIAL OFFER AC CAPACITORS 
1 5 MFD 440V12 00  5 MFD 4.400 14.00 
2 MEI:1440V C2 50  54 MFD 2800 C2.00 
41 MED 440V C3 50  6 MFD 660V E4.00 
p • p 50p per unit plus VAT to i30 added to total 

ROBOT ENTHUSIASTS 
Minature DC geareo motor rofc by Siemens rever mble 
24V DC lOrprn soma, 120 DC 5 rpm 35ma sae 52 x 38 
60mrn. shaft 5mrn do x 20mm long. Brand new price 

C10 • 75p (p&p) inc VAT £t2.36 

GEARED MOTORS 
Manufacturer's surplus new 38.3 RPM torgue 3516 in 
reversible 115V AC incl start capacitor and transformer 
for 230 240 AC Ideal garage doors etc Only E14 ivy 
p&p • VAT 

12 V DC COOLER EXTRACTOR FAN 
New brushless motor 92mm sq Total Inc pap v VAT 
Ell 50 

SOUD STATE EHT UNIT 
Input 230 1400 AC. Output approx 15KV Producing 
lOrnm spark Built-in 10 sec timer Easily modified 
for 20 sec. 30 sec to continuous. Designed for boiler 
ignition. Dozens of uses in the field of physics and 
electronics eg supplying neon or argon tubes etc 
Price lesscase C8 50 +1100 p&p IC10 93 incVATI NMS 

COOUNG FANS-BRAND NE W! 
007400 AC American Boxer 'Pewee' 7.bladed high 
efficiency cooling um, 80rnrn sq r 40rnrn deep 40crri 

PProx 
American Boxer 'mini' 5-bladed 92mm sq a 38mm 
deep 50cfrn approx 
ither type at fraction of manure price £8.00 + It 00 
P&P (C10.35 Inc VATI 

EX-EGUIPMENT FANS 120mm sq x 38rnm deep in 
either 115V or 230V AC Tested and guaranteed Price 
18.75 + El 00 p&p 1110 07 inc VATI 

From stock at prices that defy competition 
C F Blowers  Relays 

DC Motors Small  Program Timers 

Microswitches  Synch Motors 

write/phone your arks**, 

NMS - NE W MANUF SURPLUS 
RAT  RECONDITIONED AND TESTED 

Ample 
Parking Space 

Showroom open 
Monday/Froday 

SERVICE TRADING CO Personal caner only 
Open Saturdays 

57 BRIDG MAN ROAD, CHIS WICK, LONDON W4 588 

01-995 1560  E s London WC2H IJJ 
9 Lenin Newport Street 

ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER £10  Tel 01-437 0576 
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*LEARN BY BUILDING*ENJOY BY USING* 

PROJECT KITS 
*BE CREATIVE*RAISE YOUR SKILLS*GET KITTED!* 

BURGLAR ALARM 
CONTROLLERS 

DETECTORS DETER DELINQUENTS 

MULTIZONE CONTROL 
(PE) SET280  £22.77 
Two entry-zones, anti-tamper loop, personal attack, 
entry-exit timing, timed duration, automatic resetting, 
latching LED monitors. 

SINGLE ZONE CONTROL 
(PE) SET279  £9.32 
With time; duration contrc;  latching LED monitor, 

Both units can be used  any standard detection 
devices, such as con' ..: or magnetic switches, 
pressure pads. tremblers .Jc.asonics, infrared etc, and 
will activate standard bel., f,trobes or sirens, 

CHIP TESTER (PE) SET258F  £39.30 
Computer controlled logic and chip analyser 

CHORUS-FLANGER (PE) SET235 £59.99 
Mono-stereo, Superb dual-mode effects 

CYBERVOX (EE) SET228  £44.76 
Amazing robot type voice unit, with ring-modulator and 
reverb. 

DISCO-LIGHTS (PE) SET245F  £62.50 
3 chan sound to light, chasers, auto level 

ECHO-REVERB (PE) SET218  £57.66 
Mono-stereo  200ms echo, lengthy reverb, switchable 
multitracking 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
(PE) SET277 
Computer controlled unit for 4K Eproms 

EVENT COUNTER (PE) SET278 
4-digit display counting for any logic source 

MICRO-CHAT (PE) SET276 
Computer controlled speech synthesiser 

MICRO-SCOPE (PE) SET247 
Turns a computer into an oscilloscope 

MICRO-TUNER (PE) SET257  £55.32 
Computer controlled, tuning aid and freq counter 

MORSE DECODER (EE) SET269 £22.16 
Computer controlled morse code-decoder 

POLYWHATSIT! (PE) SET252  £122.69 
Amazing effects unit, echo, reverb, double tracking, phasing. 
flanging, looping, pitch change, REVERSE tracking' 8K 
memory 

REVERB (EE) SET232  £27.35 
Mono with reverb to 4 secs, echo to 60m5 

RING MODULATOR (PE) SET231 £45.58 
Fabulous effects generation, with ALC and VCO 

STORMS! (PE)  £29.50 each unit 
Raw nature under panel control' Wind & Rain SET250W 
Thunder & Lightning SET250T 

*COMPUTER KITS 
The software listing published with the computer kit projects 
are for use with C64. PET and BBC computers 

MANY MORE KITS IN CATALOGUE 
KITS include PCBs and instructions  Further details in 
catalogue PCBs also available separately. 

£25.25 

£31.50 

£64.50 

£44.50 

VOICE SCRAMBLER (PE) SET287 £42.22 
32 switchable channels to keep your communications 
confidential 

WEATHER CENTRE (PE) 
Keep the Met Office in check and monitor the wind speed 
and direction, rain, temperature, soil moisture and sunny 
days. 
Six detector circuits - KIT 275.1  £18.07 
Automatic metered control monitor circuit - KIT 275.2 £40.95 
Optional computer control circuit-KIT 275.3  £14.20 

ELECTRONIC BAROMETER 
(PE) SET285  £35.55 
Computer controlled unit for monitoring atmospheric 
pressure 

GEIGER COUNTER (PE) SET264 £59.50 
A nuclear  radiation  detector for environmental  and 
geological monitoring With built in speaker, meter and digital 
output This project was demonstrated on BBC TV 

MANY MORE KITS 
IN CATALOGUE 

Send 9"x4" SAE for detaied catalogue. and with BR enquiries 
(overseas send £t.00 or 5 I.RC's). Add 15% VAT. Add P&P - 
Sets over £50 add £2.50. Others add £1.50. Overseas P&P in 
catalogue. Text photocopies - Geiger 264 £1.50, others 5, 
plus 50p post or large SAE. Insurance 50p per £50. MAIL ORDER, 
CWO. CHO, PO, ACCESS VISA. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri. 9am 
- 6pm. 0689 37821. (Usti * answering machine). 

PHONOSONICS, DEPT PE89, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED.  MAIL ORDER 

PROGRAM 
THE ADVANCED PROGRAMMERS' JOURNAL Now 
The one tool every programmer should have! 
In Issue 9: Fractal Landscapes - Build Your Own Device Driver - 
Roll Your Own Language; Programming in Forth - Process 

Overlaying and Recursive Programming With Clipper - MacApp: 
Macintosh Programming Without Tears - Artificial Intelligence with 
LOGO - The Analyst - Page Pointers - Programmer's Patch and 

much more. 

On sale from 13th September from your newsagents - price £1.25. 
Also by subscription (£15 for 12 issues, £18 overseas), from: 

Program Now, Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA 
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LOGIC TUTOR SERIES 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS  
BY OWEN BISHOP 

PART 2— USING LOGIC GATES 

IF informative AND fun THEN NOT put-downable! 

This month Owen Bishop describes the different logic 
operations, shows how a gate is a box, a flip-flop can 
remember how to stop a computer going "AAAAAA" and what 
to do with a used-up biro. 

The 7400 logic series described last 
month is one of the old originals, 

and is still popular today. Several other 
logic series have been developed since, 
and each has its good and bad points, 
as the table on the right shows: 
The good points about each series are 

highlighted in the table. Weighing the 
advantages against the disadvantages, 
low power (LS) ttl is the best for experi-
ments and demonstrations, while the 
HC series is the best for project-
building, epsecially for battery-powered 
projects. 

FROM OUTPUT TO INPUT 
The AND, OR and NOT gates we 

investigated last month are three of the 
basic units from which more complicated 
logic circuits are built.This idea of build-
ing up complicated systems from simpler 
ones is an essential part of digital elec-
tronics. If you can understand what the 
simple circuit units (the gates) do, you 
can understand what they do when they 
are connected together to make some-
thing more elaborate. Note that we said 
'if you can understand what the simple 
circuit units do'. It's not necessary to 
understand how they work. Just treat 
them as black boxes and have fun build-
ing bigger black boxes from small black 
boxes! Let's begin by connecting two 
gates together in this month's first inves-
tigation. 

TRUTH TABLES 
As a reminder, here are the truth 

tables we discussed last month. 

AND  OR 
Inputs Output Inputs Output 
A  B Z  A  B Z 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
0  1  0  0  1  I 
I  0  0  1  0  I 
1  1  I  1  I  1 
0= low = false  I = high = true 

Not 
Input Output 
A  Z 
0 
I  II 

Truth tables for AND, OR, NOT. 

Owen Bishop is the author of man3, 
books on electronics and is a 
frequent contributor to many 
periodicals. This series of articles 
is scheduled to run for nine parts. 

SERIES NAME Standard 
TTL 

I S 
[I I 

'400(1 HC/lit 1 
TTL 

AC 
111 

Semiconductor 
type 

Bipolar (ordinary) 
transistors 

CMOS field effect transistors 

Power required Standard Low (20% 
of standard) 

Extremely low power 

Supply voltage 5V+ O W -', V 18V 2V-6V 

Suitable power 
supply 

5VregulatedA Mains FSU or battery 

Speed Fast Slow Fast Faster" 

I lamlIttii; Easy Liable to static damage (Fig.1) 
Needs extra operating precautions 

(Figs 2 and 3) 

Note A: they may work with a 6V battery. 
Note B: but there can be problems in laying out the circuit. 

FRICTION 
PRODUCES 
ELECTROSTATIC 
CHARGES 
WHICH CAN 
DAMAGE IC's. 

PRECAUTIONS 
IN INDUSTRY 

EARTHED 
CONDUCTIVE 
MAT 

COTTON 
CLOTHES r's 

( 

HUMID AIR TO 
AID DISCHARGE 

EARTHEQ, 
WRIST STRAP* 

EARTHED 
CONDUCTIVE MAT 

* HAS IM.C1 RESISTOR IN SERIES, TO LIMIT 
RATE OF DISCHARGE SAFELY. 

DiG9191 

BODY 
POTENTIAL 
10.000V 

SLEEVES 
RUB ON 
BODY 

DISCHARGE 
THROUGH IC. 
—  DAMAGE 

PRECAUTIONS FOR THE 
HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

AVOID USING 
METAL TOOLS 
WITH SHABP 
POINTS-NA' 

KEEP IC's IN 
CONDUCTIVE 
FOAM UNTIL YO 
ARE READY 11;1.--- • . 
USE THEM 

VAl 

**DISCHARGE IS FASTER AND MORE 
DAMAGING FROM A SHARP POINT. 

Fig I. Troubles with static and how to avoid them. 
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0 
LARGE CHARGE 

ACCUMULATES ON 

PINS - Gore DAFIAGE 

0 
SMALL cHAAGE 

01003 F-015E AND FLuCTuArne 

INPUTS LEADING TO 

'ODD ourPurS 

N. 

LOOKS 
LIKE 
NIGH' 

LOOKS 
LIKE 
LOW 

OUTPUT 
COULD HE 
ANY  

el) 

CONNECTED 
To rowfa 
SUPPLY 

icoNNECTED ro KNoTHER 
i C 

DYE 

NEVER 
MAKE INPUT 'L IVE  +v€ 
WHEN THE POWER T. s SMI TCHED OFF • oFF 

10 

Fig 2. (left) In cmos A LL pins must be connected to something. This is what happens 
if pins are left unconnected. 
Fig 3. (right) With cmos always switch power ON FIRST, OFF LAST 

Fig 4. AND followed by NOT 

INVESTIGATION 1 
Joining AND and NOT 

Fig.4 shows the logic circuit. As 
before, we show the gates by their stan-
dard symbols though, to help you, we 
have written the name of the function 
below each gate symbol. Above the gate 
symbol is written the type of ic (both ttl 
in this circuit). Connections to the power 
supply are not shown in the circuit diag-
ram, though you can see them in the 
drawing of the breadboard layout 
(Fig.5). As in nearly all ttl ics, the OV 
goes to the pin at bottom left of each ic 
(pin 7 in these ics). The positive supply 
(often referred to as Vcc ) goes to the 
pin at top right of each ic (pin 14 in these 
ics). 
Fig.4 shows that the AND gate in the 

7408 ic has two inputs, A and B. Its out-
put (C) becomes the input to a NOT 
gate. The state of the output of the NOT 
gate (Z) is shown by the light-emitting 
diode (D1). The resistor RI limits the 
current through the led. Incidentally, 
instead of having DI and RI in the cir-
cuit, why not build and use the ttl probe 
described later? 

What to do 
1. Connect the circuit as in Fig.5. (In-

stead of including DI and R1 in the cir-
cuit you can use the probe, touching it 
against pin 2 of IC2 for reading the 
results.) Remember, you can use 6Vbat-
teries if you do not have a 5V regulated 
supply. 

FLYING 
INPUT 

LEADS 

DIG923 

O I 0 

o o  o 

O 0 0  0  OO P 

O 0  0 0  0 0 

'D▪ o o lJ o o cFEA 

PLUG IN HERE +5V 
FOR 

4.6 1  HIGH INPUT ® 

0 0  0 

O 0  0 

0 0  0 

O 0 •  0 

N o 0 ID 0 

O 0 E 0 

O 0 0 0 

O  0 

O 0 0 

O 0 

O 0  0 

O 0  0 

O 0  CII-
O 0  0 

O 0  0 

O 0  0 

0 0 0O I   0 

0  o 0 0 

O 0 0 0  00 0  or) 
a  a  a  00  0 

O 0 0  0 

0 0 0 0 

O  0 0 0 

O 0 0 0 

$11  0 0 0 0,ta 
O000 

0 0 0 0 0 

O 0  0 

O 0  0 0 0  0 

O 0 0  0 0  0 0 
O i 0  0 0  0 &I i  0 0 

)1  0  CI 111,.......... "  0 0 

DV  PLUG IN HERE 

FOR 

LO W INPUT ® 

Fig 5. Bread board layout of the logic 
circuit in Fig 4. 

2. Set out a truth table like this for 
the results: 

Inputs  Output 
A  B 
0  0 
0  1 
1  0 
1  1 

The four rows of this table cover the 
four possible combinations of high and 
low inputs to the AND gate. 
3. Push both flying leads A and B into 

two OV sockets in the bottom row. This 
gives the combination 00 as in the first 
row of the truth table. If the led remains 
out, write '0' in column Z; if it lights, 
write '1'. 
4. Repeat step 3 with different high/ 

low combinations of A and B as shown 
in the other rows of the truth tables. 

5. When you have finished, compare 
this truth table with the truth table for 
AND. In what way is Z different from 
the Z in the AND truth table? 

NOT AND 

The circuit of Fig.4 peforms the NOT-
AND operation, which is usually called 
NAND for short. To put the logic of 
NAND into a sentence in English, we 
begin with three statements such as 
these: 

A 'The quality is poor' 
B 'The price is high' 
C 'I will buy it' 

The NAND relationship is expressed 
by combining the three statements in 
one sentence (Fig.6): 

11 

0 = NOT BUY 

ID? 09241 

Fig 6. The logic of NAND. 
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Fig 7. ICs with NAND gates. 

IF the quality is poor AND the price 
is high, THEN NOT I will buy it'. 
The last part of the sentence has the 
words in a slightly different order from 
that we usually find in an English sen-
tence. Revise it to .̀.. THEN I will NOT 
buy it'. 
The NAND operation seems a little 
way-out when you first meet it but in 
fact we use it often in everyday life. It 
is very useful in electronic logic, too. 
You don't need an AND gate and a NOT 
gate to perform NAND, as NAND gates 
are available ready-made on the 7400 ic 
and its equivalents in the other logic 
series (Fig.7). 
The symbol for a NAND gate (Fig.8) 
combines the symbol for AND with a 
small circle. The small circle indicates 
NOT, which we have already seen on 
the NOT gate itself. 

NPJ4A DO MIT PUT 

NAJ C 

INPUTS fAs / Dt r _oR outpu, 

ITTPUTS 
B / DEXOR 

OUTPUT 

Fig 8. Other logic gate symbols. 

MORE TRUTH TABLES 

NAND  NOR  EXOR 
Inputs Output Inputs Output Input Output 
A  B Z  A  B Z  A  B Z 
O  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0 
O  1  1  0  1  0 0  1  1 
I  0  I  1  0  0  1  0  1 
1  1  0  1  1  0  1  1  0 
0= low = false  1 = high = true 

FETs AND CMOS LOGIC 
For readers who know about fets, the 
D̀D' in VDD  refers to the fact that pin 
14 is connected to the drain terminals of 
the field effect transistors used in build-
ing the gates. Similarly, the 'SS' in Vss 
shows that pin 7 is connected to their 
source terminals. 

NOT-OR 
The NOT-OR (or NOR) gate is 

obtained by taking the output of an OR 
gate and feeding it to a NOT gate. The 
circuit diagram and layot t are the same 
as Figs.1 and 2, except you have an OR 
gate (from a 7432) instead of the AND 
gate. 

00 

NOT RAINING 

NOT WINDY 

1 =WALK 

'/ • /// 1/7,‘ 
////  // 1 

// / // 

0= NOT WALK 

•••• 

aw••• 

• 
-or 

--3 RAINING 
WINDY -•••• "1 

0= NOT W• ALK 
•••••• 

IoJ g2eI 

Fig 10. The logic of NOR. 

Fig 9. TTL NOR gates. 

INVESTIGATION 2 
Joining OR and NOT 
Set up the circuit for NOT-OR, follow-

ing the same procedure as in Investiga-
tion 1, and work out the truth table. 
Compare the results with those obtained 
by using a ready-made NOR gate, in a 
7402 ic (Fig.9). 
The NOR operation is illustrated by 

combining these statements (Fig.10): 
A 'It is raining' 
B 'A cold wind is blowing' 
Z  will go for a walk' 

Combined into a NOR statement, 
these make: 
'IF it is raining OR a cold wind is blow-

ing THEN NOT I will go for a walk'. A 
more grammatical ending to the sen-
tence is 'THEN I will NOTgo for a walk'. 

LOGIC GALORE 
Fig.11 shows a collection of logic cir-

cuits that you can investigate, using ttl 
ics on a breadboard. For each circuit, 
set out a truth table ready to be com-
pleted as you try the various possible 
inputs. Circuits (a) to (c) have only one 
input; make this low, then high. Circuits 
(d) to (f) have two inputs, so the truth 
table has four rows, as in Investigations 
1 and 2. Circuits (h) to (j) have three 
inputs. Their truth tables need 8 rows: 

Inputs  Output 
A  B  C 
0  0  0 
0  0  1 
0  1  0 
0  1  1 
1  0  0 
1  0  1 
1  1  0 
1  1  1 

This covers all possible high/low com-
binations of the three inputs. Try work-
ing out the truth table before you start 
the investigation, using the standard 
truth tables given on this page. Then 
check your working by using the actual 
ics. You may find that some of the circuits 
(made of many gates) have the same log-
ical action as a single gate. If so, say 
which gate. 
The results you may expect are given 
on p. 41. 
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Flg 11. Some logic circuits to investigate. 

Something else to think about: What 
do you notice about the numbers in 
columns A, B and C of the truth table 
above? Answer on p. 41. 

EXCLUSIVE-OR 

The exclusive-OR or EXOR gate is a 
variation on the OR gate. The output of 
an OR gate is high if A OR B OR BOTH 
are high. The output of an EXOR gate 
is high if A is high OR B is high, but not 
if BOTH inputs are high. So OR and 
EXOR differ in the last lines of their 
truth tables. 
EXOR is sometimes called the 'same 

or different' gate. Its output is high if its 
inputs are different, but low if they are 
the same. This gate is therefore useful 
for making logical comparisons. The 
7486 ic has four EXOR gates arranged 
as the gates in a 7400 (Fig.7). 

CROSS CONNECTIONS 

Fig.12 shows two NAND gates cross-
connected so that one input of each gate 
is fed from the output of the other gate. 
The behaviour of this pair of gates is 
best examined by trying it out. 

Fig 12. Cross connected NAND gates. 

INVESTIGATION 3 
Cross-connected NAND gates 

The  bread-board  layout  (Fig.13) 
shows that the inputs that are not cross-
connected are held high, by being con-
nected to Vcc  (+5V). We use two leds 
to indicate the states of the outputs. 

Ng 13. Bread board layout of the circuit 
in Fig 12. 

What to do 
1. Set up the circuit as in Fig.13. 
2. Switch on the power. One of the 

leds lights. Which one? 
3. Try the effect of removing any one 

of the leads (A or B) from the +5V rail 
and plugging it into the OV rail. Is there 
any change in the leds? 
4. If there is no change at step 3, 

replace that lead in the +5Vrail; remove 
the other lead from the 5V rail and plug 
it in the OV rail. Is there any change in 
the leds now? 

5. When you have made the leds 
change, put the lead back in the +5V 
rail. Do the leds change now? 
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 a few times to 

get the feel of how this circuit behaves. 
You will soon find that the change in the 
leds (if any) occurs immediately a lead 
is plugged into the OV rail — ie when it 
is grounded. Leaving it grounded, or 
returning it to + has no further effect. 
7. After a while you will have found 

out how to control the circuit — how to 
switch it from one state to the other 
whenever you want to. 
The circuit that you have just built and 
tested is an SR flip-flop. It is called a 
'flip-flop' because it has two stable states 
and it can be flipped from one state to 
the other, or flopped back again. The 
two outputs are called Q and 0 (read 
as 'Q-bar'). The bar over the Q indicates 
that the 0-bar output is always the 
inverse or NOTof the Q output. So when 
Q is high, Q is low, and the flip-flop is 
said to be set. When Q is low, 0 is high, 
and the flip-flop is said to be reset. This 
is a s̀et-reset' flip-flop, or SR flop-flop 
for short. 

Fig 14. Action of a set-reset flip-flop 

The way the flip-flop works is 
explained in Fig.14. Assume that it is in 
its reset state to begin with (Fig.14a) and 
inputs A and B are in their normal state, 
both high. Gate 1 has both of its inputs 
high, so its output Q is low. This low 
output is fed to one of the inputs of gate 
2. Gate 2 thus has a low input (from gate 
1) and a high input (B), so its output Q 
is high (refer to the truth table for 
NAND if you are not clear about this). 
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This high output from gate 2 is fed to 
gate 1 which, as we have said, has two 
high inputs. The logic levels at the two 
gates conform with the logic for NAND 
so the circuit is stable in its reset state. 
Now input A is grounded (made low), 

as in Fig.14b. As a result of this, Gate 1 
has a low input and a high input (the 
input from gate 2 is still high at this 
moment). Its output 0 changes to high. 
This high input is fed to gate 2 which 
now has two high inputs, so its output 
0 changes to low. This low input is fed 
to gate 1, which now has two low inputs, 
so Q remains high. The flip-flop is now 
set. 
If we return input A to its normal high 

level (Fig.14c), it makes no difference 
to the output of gate I, which remains 
high. So gate 2 is unaffected too. The 
flip-flop is stable in its set state. 
If we make input A low again, this has 

no effect on the flip-flop. However, if 
we make input B low, the flip-flop 
changes back to its reset state. The 
description of the change-over is the 
sa e as before but with the gate num-
be s reversed. 

ne of the interesting things about 
th flip-flop is that, unlike the simple 
ga e circuits of Fig.II, the output of the 
flu -flop does not just depend on what 
le 1 the inputs are at the moment. They 
de end on what the inputs have been in 
th past. The flip-flop remembers what 
has happened to it. For this reason SR 
flip-flops, or other circuits working in a 
similar way, are used in the memory of 
computers and other devices that store 
information electronically. 

suINTACT BOUNCE 'most all switches or press-buttons 
fer from contact bounce. If the switch 

is open and is then closed, the action is 
not simply 'open-closed'. Its contacts 
make and break contact several times 
before the contacts finally close firmly 
together. The action is 'open-closed-
open-closed-.. -open-closed'.  Con-
versely, when a closed switch is opened, 
the contacts break and make several 
times before it is finally open. For many 
purposes, such as switching on the power 
to a radio set, contact bounce does not 
matter. But logic circuits operate at high 
speed, and there is a big difference be-
twpen the 'off-on' that we intend and 
the  'off-on-off-on-off-on-off-on'  that 
actually happens. The circuit is fast 
enough to respond to every off-on action 
of the contact bouncing switch. For 
example, if you press the 'M key on the 
keyboard of a computer briefly just once, 
you expect to see just 'A appear on the 
screen. Actually the key may has made 
and broken contact several times for the 
single  keystroke.  If the computer 
responded to every make and break, as 
it could easily do, you would see ÀAAA 
(or even more 'Ns) instead. Program-
ming or word-processing would be 

Fig 15. Using the RS flip-flop 

impossible. Incidentally, we are not 
referring to the auto-repeat function 
which gives you ÀAAA etc' if you press 
and hold the key for an appreciable time. 
We are referring to what should happen 
if you press and release the key instantly 
as in ordinary typing. The reason the 
computer does not give ÀAAA for a 
single rapid key-press is because the key 
has been debounced. 
Debouncing can be done in several 

ways. One way, not generally used in 
computers but suitable for other applica-
tions, is to use an SR flip-flop. 
In Fig.15 we have an SR flip-flop with 

push-buttons to set it and reset it. The 
inputs are normally held high by being 
connected to licc  through RI and R2. 
They are grounded by pressing Si (to 
set the flip-flop, making 0 high) or S2 
(to reset the flip-flop, making Q low), 
flip-flop. If S1 is pressed, it does not 
matter how many times Si actually 
closes and opens — the flip-flop changes 
state to 'set' when it first closes and stays 
'set' for the remainder of the openings 
and closings. 

Fig 16. Inputs and outputs of the Schmitt 
trigger gate. 

Another way of debouncing is to use 
a gate with a Schmitt trigger input. The 
action of a NOT gate with an input of 
this type is shown in Fig.16. Imagine that 
we have a circuit in which the input volt-
age can be increased or decreased gradu-
ally. The input is OV to begin with (low) 
so the output is high. We raise the input 
voltage gradually. Nothing happens to 
the output at first but, when the input 
reaches a level known as the upper 
threshold voltage (point A on the graph), 
the output suddenly goes low. The input 
may be increased further (B) but there 

is no further change in the output. We 
then start to decrease the input voltage. 
There is no change in output when it has 
returned to the upper threshold (C).The 
output does not change until the input 
has reached the lower threshold voltage 
D). At this point it suddenly changes 
to high again. 

Fig 17. Using Schmitt trigger to debounce 
a key. 

Fig 18. Voltage chances as SI is pressed 
in Fig 17 

Fig.17 shows the gate being used as a 
key debouncer. Fig.18 explains how it 
works. Normally capacitor Cl is charged 
by current flowing through Rl.The input 
is high, and the output is low. When the 
key (S1) is pressed and makes contact, 
the capacitor is partly discharged. As the 
key goes 'on-off-on-off-on etc', the 
charge on the capacitor 'falls-rises-f ails-
rises etc'. The trend is down, as shown 
by the 'input' curve in Fig.18. As the 
input voltage falls past the upper 
threshold, there is no effect on the out-
put of the gate. When it first falls below 
the lower threshold (point A) the output 
becomes high. Any further rises in volt-
age (as at B) can have no effect, since 
the capacitor never charges up fast 
enough to take the voltage above the 
upper threshold. This means that there 
is a 'once-for-all' action when the button 
is pressed. 
When the button is released, the input 

voltage rises irregularly, but there is no 
change in output until it first reaches the 
upper threshold. At that stage it is not 
able to fall as low as the lower threshold, 
so again there is a clean changeover. The 
button is debounced. 
The circuit in Fig.17 normally has a 
high output, changing to low when the 
key is pressed. The reverse action is 
obtained by connecting 121 to OV and 
Cl/S1 to V. A similar circuit may be 
used with cmos, based on the 4093, 
which has Schmitt trigger 2-input 
NAND gates (Fig.19). 
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Fig 19. Debouncing cmos. 
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Fig 20. Logic probe. 

LOGIC PROBE 
Here is a design for a simple ttl logic 

probe for testing circuits (Fig.20). It is 
better to use this than a simple led, since 
its input stage is a ttl gate. This means 
that it responds in the correct way to ttl 
outputs, indicating whether the input is 
logically low or high. The ic is in the 
low-power series (74LS00) so that it can 
be used for testing both standard and 
low-power ttl circuits. It can also be used 
for cmos '4000', HC, HCT and AC if 
they are operating on a 5V supply. The 
input is fed to a NAND gate with its 
input terminals connected, so that it acts 
as a NOT gate. The output from the first 
gate goes to a second NAND gate, also 
wired as a NOT gate. Therefore D1 is 
on for a high input and off for low input. 
The probe takes its power from the 
power supply of the circuit under test. 
Cut a piece of strip-board to the 

required size (Fig.21). Cut the copper 
strips beneath the board at the points 
indicated. Note that some of the strips 
beneath the ic are not cut. This is where 
certain pins on opposite sides of the ic 
are joined through the copper strips, so 
eliminating the need for wired connec-
tions. Solder the terminal pins, ic socket 

COMPONENTS 
LOGIC PROBE 

RESISTORS 
R1  180 
R3  lk 
Resistors all 1/4W carbon 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
DI  TIL209 or similar led 
ICI  74L500 quad 2-input NAND 

gates 

MISCELLANEOUS 
14-pin dil socket, 2.5mm matrix strip-
board (9 strips by 18 hciles), lmm termi-
nal pins (3 off), ni1Hiature crocodile 
clips, pvc covered (1 black, I red), used 
ball-point pen. 

Fig 21. Strip board layout of Fig 20, with track view on right. 

PULL INK UNIT OUT OF BARREL BARREL 

ofM:1 j  as  1 
Nib 

MET AL TIP. CUT HERE WIPE OFF 
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REMOVE PLUG; 
CUT GROOVE IN ONE 

SIDE 

ICI: ALUE 'GLUE 
  1 =D 

BARE END  (b) 

goccou CLIPS 

\ *C$3  

TO POWER SUPPLY 
FOR CONNECTION 

WIRE WEDGED 
IN GROOVE IN 

  12 — PLUG 

PUSH METAL FIX BARREL 4.)..  
TIP IN  BARE END  PUSH PLUG 
BARREL  WEDGED  TO BOARD WITH SUPER-GLUE  IN BARREL 

Fig 22. Making the logic probe. 

(cl 

and components (except for the ic) in 
position. Note that solder blobs between 
adjacent strips beneath the board are 
used to make some of the connections. 
Solder the power leads to the terminal 
pins (Fig.22). When making the proto-
type, I used a ball-pen that had a metal-
ended ink unit (cheap pens often have 
metallic-looking points that are really 
made of plastic). 
When all is complete, check the wiring 

very carefully. Then insert the ic in its 
socket. To test the probe, connect it to 
the power supply (+5V or a 6V battery). 
DI lights, since the probe is unconnected 
and therefore acts as if it is receiving a 
high input. Touch the probe to high 
(+5V or +6V); DI stays on. Touch the 
probe to low (OV); DI goes off. If the 
device does not behave properly, check 
the wiring and soldering. If the led does 
not light, check that it is connected the 
right way round (the 'flat' side of the rim 
must be as shown in Fig.21). In use, the 
probe tip is touched against the point or 
terminal to be tested. The led is on if 
the input is high and is off if it is low. If 
the led lights, though not as brightly as 
usual, it is likely that the level is alternat-
ing rapidly between high and low (eg a 
stream of pulses). 

MODULES OF THE MONTH 
More circuit modules for building 

your own electronic systems. 

3. SR flip-flop 
This comprises two flip-flops operating 
side by side. One gives outputs Q and 
0, suitable for driving other modules. 
The other controls the led which indi-
cates the Q output of both flip-flops. 
Power requirements are 10mA when set. 

Parts required: 
R1  180 ohm, 0.25W carbon 
DI  TIL209 or similar led 
ICI  74LS00 quadruple 2-input 

NAND gates 
SKTI  pc terminal 4-way 
SKT2  pc terminal 2-way 
I4-pin dil socket 
Stripboard Vero 14345 

4. Debounced push-button 
The circuit is based on Fig.I7, except that 
we use a 7413 which has two 4-input 
NAND gates with Schmitt inputs. There 
are 2 outputs. Z comes from the first 
gate (pin 6); it is normally low and yes 
high when the button is pressed. Z is 
inverted by the second gate to give Z at 
pin 8. The module requires 10mA. 
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Mg 23. Module 3. SR flip flop component layout and track view. 
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Fig 24. Module 4. Debounce key component layout and track view. 
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Parts required: 
RI  1k, 0.25W 
CI  22n polyester layer 

capacitor 
ICI  74LS13 dual 4-input 

NAND 
Schmitt trigger gate 

SKT1,SKT2 pc terminal 2-way (2 off) 
I4-pin dil socket, Si push-to-make push-
button (pin spacing 5mm), Stripboard 
Vero 14345 

ANS WERS TO QUESTIONS 

Don't look until you need to! 

The truth tables of the logic circuits 
in Fig.11 are as follows: 
(a) Same as a NOTgate. This is a way 

of making a NOTgate if you do not need 
as many as there are on a 7406, yet have 
a NAND gate to spare. 
(b) Same as a NOT gate. Same com-

ment as in (a). 

(c) The output equals the input 
TRUE gate. 
(d)  Inputs Output 

A  B  Z 
0  0  1 
0  I  0 

0 
1 

(e) Same as an OR gate. 
(f) Same as an AND gate. 
(g) Same as an OR gate with three 

inputs. The AND, Or, NAND and NOR 
gates that we have used so far have only 
two inputs each. These gates can have 
more than two inputs. With a 3-input 
OR gate, the output is high when any 
one or more of the three inputs is high. 
Conversely, the output is low only when 
all three inputs are low (000). 3-input 
OR gates are not available on ttl so this 
is a way of constructing such a gate if 
you need one. 
(h) Same as an AND gate with three 

inputs. The output is high only if all three 

Next month, Part Three covers the 
basic principles of multivibrators, 
including monostables and astables. 
We also take a look at the 555 timer 
ic, and a programmable multivibrator 
becomes the Project of the Month. 

inputs are high (Ill), otherwise it is low. 
A way of making a 3-input AND gate. 
(i) Same as a NAND gate with 3 

inputs. NAND gates with 3. 4 and 8 
inputs are available on ttl. 
(j) Same as an exclusive-OR gate. 

This is a simple way of making an EXOR 
gate if you need just one. 
The other question: If read as 3-bit binary 
numbers the numbers in columns A, B, 
C are the equivalents of the decimal 
numbers 0 to 7. 

TUTORKIT MICROELECTRONICS TUTORS 

Logic Tutors 

OP Amp Tutors 

I.C. Patchboards 

GCSE Units 

Computer Interfaces 

Prices from 

TUTORKIT PRODUCTS 
(Div of Limrose Electronics Ltd 
Llay Industrial Estate 
Wrexham, Clwyd, U.K. 
LL12 OTU. Tel 097 883 2285 

Including instruction manual 
and patch leads 

Overseas distributors wanted 

i
*used by hundreds of schools 
in U.K. and overseas. 
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SEMICONDUCTORS 
PART 10: LOGIC IC DESIGN RULES 

BY ANDREW ARMSTRONG 

Simply connecting logic ics together to form the required logic 
diagram sometimes works well, but can lead to problems. It 
is important to remember certain electrical design rules to get 
the best from your logic chips. 

Logic chips come in all sizes. There 
are lsi (large scale integration) ics 

such as the 4753 universal timer module 
or the 4752V ac motor controller. This 
type of ic is unlikely to be of interest to 
the home constructor, though memory 
chips which are also classified as lsi may 
well be of interest. 
The next size range down is msi, which 

includes such useful items as dual 
monostables, display decoder drivers, 
and counters. Some ics of these types 
are  reasonably  cheap,  and  quite 
practical for the home constructor to 
use. Even more economical and widely 
used are ssi (small scale integration) ics. 
This category refers mainly to ordinary 
gates, such as the 74LS00 ttl quad 2 input 
NAND gate, or the 4001 cmos quad 2 
input NOR gate. 
It is in the area of design with ssi that 

the home constructor has the greatest 
freedom of choice. LSI and to some 
extent msi chip are designed to be used 
in certain ways, and what you can do 
with them is constrained by their basic 
functions. Good design of the circuit is 
still important, but in some cases this 
can  mean  simply  following  the 
application circuits in the data book. 
For this reason, I shall devote this 

section mainly to design using ssi, and I 
shall confine my examples to cmos ics 
because these are more widely used by 
the home constructor. 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
If you know what the standard logic 

gates do, it is often possible to look at 
a logic circuit diagram and deduce what 
it will do. Equally, it is usually easy to 
draw a circuit to carry out a simple logic 
function just by using common sense. 
For the designs where this is not true, 
Boolean algebra provides a means of 
analysis and design much more powerful 
than simply looking at a circuit and 
saying "I think it will do this". 
Even in a simple design, Boolean 

algebra can help. While you may be able 
to see a way to make a logic circuit using 
a NAND gate and an OR gate, this could 
mean that you use one quarter of two 
different ics. Simple Boolean algebra 
will tell you that the OR gate is not 
needed because the function can be 
synthesized from the remaining three 
quarters of the NAND gate. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 89, and the corollary 
using an AND gate and three NOR gates 
shown in Fig. 90. 
Many readers will be familiar with 

Boolean algebra. For those who are not, 
here is a brief explanation: 
(Readers will find Owen Bishop's digital 
electronics tutorial to be additionally 
helpful. Ed.) 
In Boolean algebra, letters are used 

to represent logic signals rather than 
numbers, so the available values for a 
variable are logic 1 and logic 0. The 
operators are + meaning OR, . (dot) 
meaning AND, and the inversion 
symbol as in B=A (meaning that if A is 
logic 1, B is logic 0 and vice-versa). In 
addition to these basic logic operations, 
which can easily be used in Boolean 
algebraic operations, there are ad-

C (4.11) = A+C (BY DE MORGANS THEOREM ) 

ditional symbols + meaning exclusive 
OR, I meaning NAND (AND with the 
output inverted) and 4. meaning NOR 
(OR with the output inverted). 
In this case of two input gates, these 

logic functions have the following 
meanings: 

OR — the output is logic 1 if one or 
both of the inputs is logic 1. 
AND — the output is logic 1 if both 
of the inputs are logic 1. 
EXOR — Exclusive OR — the output 
is logic 1 if either but not both of the 
inputs is logic 1, ie if the inputs are 
dissimilar. 
NOR — the output is logic 0 if either 
or both of the inputs is logic 1. 
NAND — the output is logic 0 if both 
of the inputs are logic 1. 

Note the similarities between, for 
example OR and NAND. The OR gate 
output is logic 0 if both the inputs are 
logic 0, while the NAND gate output is 
logic 0 if both the inputs are logic I. 
Simply inverting the inputs changes a 
NAND gate into an OR gate or vice 
versa. 

Cr IA+g) r A.B (BY DE MORGANS THEOREM) 
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Here are some of the laws of Boolean 
algebra: 

Basic gating 
functions 
Identity 

Distributive 
laws 

A.A=0,A+A= I 
A.(A+B)=A, 
A=(A.B)= A, 
A.(A+B)+A.B, 
A+(A.B)=A+B 

A.(B+C)=(A.B)+(A.C), 
A+(B.C)=(A+B). 
(A+C) 

De Morgans 
Theorems  A+13 =A.ft,A.B = A+ 

People  who  have  encountered 
Boolean algebra in school have normally 
been taught to minimise the equations, 
so that the logic function can be written 
as simply as possible. In the real world of 
design, the aim is to fit the logic function 
to the standard ics which are available so 
that the design can be built as simply and 
cheaply as possible. Here is an example 
of an outdoor light intended to switch on 
when it gets dark, or when a detector 
signals the presence of intruders, or 
when manually switched on. For the 
sake of this example, the output is 
intended to switch an opto-triac via a 
transistor, and there will be separate 
switches for automatic operation or 
manual override. 
In words, the requirement is as 

follows. The output must switch on if: 
Manual override is on OR automatic 
operation AND low light level are true 
OR automatic operation AND intruder 
detect are true. Let output = Z, manual 
override = M, automatic operation = A, 
intruder detect = D, low light level = L. 
As  an  equation  we  have  Z = 
M+A.L+A.D 

A 

wow, 1 

Fig. 91 

This gives rise to the circuit shown in 
Fig. 91. The selection of gates is not 
convenient, so we will try to alter the 
form of the equations to minimise the 
number of different gates. To make this 
easier, signals which can be generated 
with either logic polarity will be used as 
true or inverse as is convenient. For 
example, if a signal is generated by 
means of a switch it does not matter 
whether the switch output is logic 1 for 
on or logic 0 for on. Z=M+ A.L+ A.D 
= M+A.(L+D). This is a hierarchical 
set of two input gates, which is a step in 
the right direction. Inversions are almost 
certainly  required  in  the  final 
implementation, so we could try fitting 
this equation into NOR or NAND form. 
Here are the two sets of reasoning. 

NAND 
Z=M+A.(L+D) = M+ A 4115) 
=M+(Al( 05)) = gii(ARLII))) 

NOR 
Z=M+A.(L+D) = M+ A.(r, D) 

=M+(Xl(LID)) = ICII(A1(C.1 6)) 

There isn't a lot to choose between 
the two final equations, but I think that 
I slightly prefer the NOR one. The 
polarity of the output signal does not 
matter in this case, because the sex of 
the drive transistor used can be chosen 
accordingly. I do think it is neater to 
have both the switch signals of the same 
polarity, preferably with the switch 
pulling a control line to logic 0 to switch 
on a function. Taking these ideas into 
account, the final inversion of the output 
is removed, and instead the fourth gate 
in the ic can be used to invert the M 
signal.This gives rise to the circuit shown 
in Fig. 92. 

Some of the surrounding circuitry is 
shown as well as the logic circuitry to 
illustrate the application more clearly. 
The D signal might well be derived from 
a passive infra-red intruder detector. 
Of course, this example is simple and 

tells you little that was not obvious at a 
glance. The principals can be applied to 
much  more complicated situations, 
where significant savings can be made. 
The only way to do this is to try 

CLOCK 

CLOCK 

-1111 -11 M1T  01  

GATE 1 

02 

LATCH 1 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

transforming the equations in different 
ways to find one which is sensible. The 
hint that this is advisable is if a number 
of logic ics have unused sections, so that 
if the logic functions required matched 
the gates available the number of ics 
could be reduced. 

WINNING THE RACE 
The straightforward combinational 

logic design procedure is ok so long as 
speed is not a major consideration. In 
fast circuits with several signal paths, a 
delay in one signal relative to another 
can cause problems. In general it is bad 
practice to design a circuit in which the 
operation depends upon two signals 
arriving at the same time. Even minor 
discrepancies caused by differing lengths 

of pc track may cause glitches in such a 
design. 
The effect of differential timing errors, 
often called pulse race hazard, is 
illustrated by the particularly gross 
example in Fig. 93. This is a circuit of a 
master/slave T (or toggle) flip flop. It 
contains two set/reset latches, and two 
of what are effectively transmission gate 
pairs. The two transmission gate pairs, 
labelled gate one and gate two in the 
diagram, are alternatively open and 
closed, so that information is transferred 
first from latch one to latch two and then 
from latch two to latch one. The 
feedback connections are crossed over 
so that the latches change state. 
This is what happens in theory, but in 
practice this particular circuit cannot 

GATE 2  I LATCH 2 
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perform in the way described, because 
there is too much skew in clock timing 
between the two gates. This skew is 
generated by the unnecessarily large 
number of inverters on the clock signal. 
Unless there was some strange buffering 
problem, one would normally only use 
one inverter for this purpose. 
The timing diagram illustrates the 
problem. Each transmission gate pair 
changes state when its clock signal is 
high, and there is a significant period of 
overlap when both sets of transmission 
gates are open. This means that there is 
a path right round the feedback loop and 
oscillation can occur. The state in which 
the latches settle after this oscillation is 
indeterminate. 
The timing requirement of the clock 
signals to prevent oscillation is that the 
skew is under three gate delays. This is 
the delay, for example, from the output 
of latch one back round to its input.This 
circuit would work fine if only one 
inverter were used instead of five. 

HAPPY FAMILIES 

There  are  many  different  logic 
families  intended  for  different 
requirements. They split into three 
major groupings. The first is standard 
bipolar logic, such as ttl (transistor-
transistor logic). There were other 
bipolar logic families before ttl, but this 
is the first logic family to be widely used 
and scattered around in circuits like 
liquorice allsorts. Standard ttl is now 
obsolete, but it lives on in all specialised 
variants. 
The normal "vanilla" ttl is Is (low 

powered  Schottky).  For  faster 
applications, there is als (advanced low 
powered  Schottky),  FAST,  and 
Schottky. TTL has been viewed as a 
dinosaur which refused to die. 
Briefly, ttl is reasonably fast, has 

medium to high power consumption, 
and tends to radiate interference to 
other parts of the circuitry because it is 
switching signals of several volts at high 
speed. TTL has fan-out limitations. This 
means that, because ttl inputs requite 
drive current, the number of inputs that 
can be connected to any td outputs is 
limited. 
Another major bipolar logic family is 

ecl (emitter coupled logic). ECL gates 
come in various speed ranges, the 
slowest of which is around 200MHz. 
Some of the fast gates have propagation 
delays under a nanosecond for silicon 
chips, while propagation delays in the 
100 picosecond region are available from 
gallium arsenide. 
The characteristics of ecl are that it 

runs anywhere from fast to extremely 
fast, uses signal levels of under a volt at 
a low impedance, is connected up by 
matched transmission lines, and is very 
watty indeed. Some people regard 
designing with ecl as a bit of a black art, 
but it can be very tame if used 
intelligently. As with ttl, ecl suffers from 

Fig. 94 2-input NAND gate 

fan-out limitations, but the limit is 
usually one of speed rather than sheer 
drive current capability. ECL does not 
tend to radiate as much interference as 
ttl. 
The type of logic most used by amateur 
constructors is cmos. For that reason, 
the greater emphasis of this series will 
be placed upon cmos. 
The original cmos family was the 4000 
series, which is still going strong. This 
family is fairly slow, typically having an 
upper frequency limit of 5MHz, but it 
has the advantage that is can work over 
a wide range of power supplies, normally 
3V to 18V and has very low power 
consumption. For this reason, it is widely 
used in applications where speed is not 
critical. Because it has been around for 
some time, and has substantial sales, 
4000 series cmos is relatively cheap. In 
other words, this is the one we all use. 
Faster cmos has taken its cue from ttl. 

We have the 74HCTseries of cmos, which 
duplicates  most  aspects  of  ttl 
performance.  It  even  uses  the 
asymmetric logic levels of ttl, which 
came about because of the base/emitter 
voltage of the output transistors used in 
ttl gates. 74HCT can be interchanged 
with 74LSTTL in most existing designs. 
If cmos and ttl gates do not have to 

be mixed in the same circuit, then the 
74HC series can be used. This offers 
performance as good as 74HCT, but it 
gains improved noise immunity by not 
sticking to the ttl standard of asymmetric 
logic levels. Even if ttl eventually dies, 
its memory will live on in the advanced 
cmos gates now becoming available. 

4000 SERIES CMOS 
We will look here at the details for 

4000 series cmos. Many of the general 
points relating to cmos also apply to the 
74HC and HCT series. 
The main characteristics of cmos, as 

it is applied in most constructional 
projects, are its low power consumption, 
its wide power supply range, and its 
notorious sensitivity to static electricity. 
The design of a cmos two-input 

NAND gate is shown in Fig. 94. The 

design here is of a buffered gate which 
can drive more output current than 
unbuffered types. If the gate were 
unbuffered, the output would be taken 
from the output of the part labelled 
"logic function". A fair amount can be 
learned from this circuit. As you can see, 
the inputs are diode protected, but apart 
from that they go only to the gates of 
mosfets, so no input current is required 
to hold the input at either logic level. 
The specifications for input leakage 
current of a cmos gate are much higher 
than the levels achieved by almost all 
gates in practice. The input leakage 
current would normally be only the 
diode leakage, and this is very small, but 
the specification is higher to make 
testing easier. 
The only time that a significant input 

current should flow in a correctly 
working cmos gate is at the moment of 
switching, when the gate capacitance of 
the  mosfets  must  be charged or 
discharged. This also applies to signal 
currents flowing between the logic 
function section and the buffers section 
of the chip. A closer examination of the 
buffers section will also show that during 
switching, while the voltage on the gates 
of the mosfets is around half the supply 
voltage, both of the mosfets will be 
conducting current to some extent. All 
of these factors add together to make 
the ic draw gulps of current from the 
power supply every time it switches. 
A  typical  formula  for  power 

dissipation of a cmos gate running at by 
is: 

Power (MW) = 7700*f1 + f0 *CI*V2 

where f, is the input frequency fo is the 
output frequency, C1 is the output load 
capacitance, and V is the power supply 
voltage. This assumes that just one 
output and just one input are in use. 

BUS DRIVERS 

CMOS lends itself well to providing 
tristate outputs because it has a very high 
output impedance in the off state. 
Tristate outputs are largely used in 
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Fig. 95 Tr -state output stage 
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microprocessor systems, in situations 
where several chips must, at different 
times, put data onto the data bus. Fig. 
95 shows a typical output circuit. 
This is how it works: if the EO input 
is at logic 0, then P1 is switched on and 
Ni is switched off. The output from this 
pair switch N3 on and P4 off, thus 
holding N5 off and disconnecting the 
output from Vss. At the same time, P3 
is switched on and N4 is switched off by 
EO, so that P5 is switched firmly off, 
disconnecting the output from Vdd. In 
this situation the state of the input is 
irrelevant. 
If EO is at logic 1, on the other hand, 

N3 is switched off and P4 is switched on, 
so that the state of N5 is controlled by 

P2 and N2, which are controlled by the 
input. Equally, P3 is off and N4 is on, 
so that the gates of P5 and N5 are 
connected together, and the output stage 
is effectively the same as that of Fig. 94. 
while EO is high. 
CMOS inputs, as mentioned before, 

are  diode  protected. Though  the 
capacitance of the mosfet gates is very 
low, cmos chips are sturdier than many 
small discrete mosfets, because of this 
diode protection. Nevertheless, the 
capability of the protection is limited, 
and the diodes can be damaged if more 
than about 10mA flows. 
The effect of damaging the input 

diodes or some other part of the chip by 
static can vary from a slight increase in 
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quiescent current to the total functional 
failure of the ic. In the latter case, the 
damage is very obvious, but in the 
former case it will only be apparent if 
the ic is used in a circuit in which the 
power consumption is critical. However, 
even the lower level of damage can cause 
an ic to fail after many hundreds of hours 
of operation. 
One mechanism by which this delayed 

failure occurs is as follows: if a static 
discharge punches a hole through an 
insulating layer, a small amount of the 
interconnect  metallisation  may  be 
deposited on the inside of the hole, 
rather like a plated-through hole on a 
pcb. The deposition of metal is likely to 
be  so slight that, depending on 
circumstances, more metal may be 
deposited or the metal already there may 
be removed by ion migration as leakage 
current flows. This type of failure may 
explain  rather  more  equipment 
malfunctions  in service  than  has 
previously been thought. 
There is one very clear indication of 

damage to a cmos chip running at a low 
speed: if it gets warm, then it has been 
damaged. 
On that note I will end part ten of 

Semiconductors, and continue with the 
subject of cmos in the next part, where 
I shall be giving a number of practical 
circuits. 

TRANSFORMERS 
12/24V or 12-0-12V  
2 x 12V Secs Pri 240V 
24V  12V  P&P 
0.15 .03  3.13  1.70 
0.25 .5  3.31  1.70 
0.5  1  3.97  11.70 
1  2  5.53  1.90 
2A  4  6.38  2.00 
3 M 6  10.99  2.15 
4 P 8  11.70  2.20 
6 S 12  14.20  2.40 
8  16  16.90  2.80 
10  20  22.75  3.20 
15  30  28.28  3.30 
20  40  40.37  3.75 
30  60  57.96  4.45 
41  83  66.74  5.75 

MAINS ISOLATORS 
Pri 120V x 2 or 220 240V Of 
415 440V Sec 440 or 240V 
or 110V Centre Tapped Secs 
20VA  £758  P 2.28 
60  12.37 & 2.45 
100  14.43 P 2.65 
200  2045.  120 
250  24.73  3.30 
500  38.10  3.85 
1000  69.10  4.85 
1500  89.13  5.95 
2000  107.24  5.95 
3000  150.38  0.A 
6000  321.20  0.A 

50/25V or 25-0-25V 
2 x 259 Tapped Secs 
Volts available: 5. 7, 8, 10, 13, 
17, 20, 25, 33, 40, 509 or 20-
0-20V or 25-0-259 
50V  25V  P&P 
05  1  5.38  1.90 
1 A  2  6.54  2.00 
2 M 4  11.65  250 
3 P  6  13.48  2.50 
S  8  18.46  2.95 

6  12  23.47  2.95 
8  16  33.20  3.25 
10  20  39.40  170 
12  24  47.16  190 

30 15V or 15-0-15V  
2 x 15V Tapped Seat 
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30V 15V  P&P 
0.5  1  4.14  1.65 
1  2  5.63  1.80 
2 A 4  9.10  2.00 
3 M 6  10.55  2.20 
4 P 8  12.59  2.30 
5 S 10  16.11  2.40 
6  12  17.65  2.65 
8  16  23.59  2.75 
10  20  27.22  2.95 
12  24  30.39  3.05 
15  30  34.03  3.65 
20  40  46.46  5.95 
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80VA £ 6.29 P 1.75 
150  9.12 8 1.90 
250  11.14 P 2.10 
500  1732  2.80 
1000  30.94  3.35 
1500  3673  3.80 
2000  54.92  4.65 
3000  9139  5.75 
4000  121.23  CA 
5000  141.17  CA 
7500  217.91  CA 
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150  15.77 P 2.35 
250  19.21  3.25 
500  3151  3.25 
1000  44.23  4.55 
2000  7882  5.58 
3000  113.15  OA 
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EX STOCK 
60/30V or 30-0-30V  
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40,60V or 24424V or 30-
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60V 30V  £  P&P 
05  1  6.11  1.90 
1  2 832  2.00 
2 A 4  11.98 230 
3 N 6 17.32 2.40 
4 P 8 1975. 250 
5 S 10 24.97 2.90 
6  12 28.48 3.10 

8  16 4004 3.75 
10  20 46.62 4.00 
12  24 53.72 4.75 

INVERTERS 
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AUTO-CHARGERS 8 

MAINTFREE BATTERIES 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
Transformers for Spike-free 

Stable Mains 

Also Valve Mains Output & 
Matching Transformers  

TRANSFORMER 
WINDING SERVICE 

3VA to 18K VA 

AVO's & MEGGER 
Full Range 

TOROIDALS 
Wound to Order 

Stock items by return. 
Send stamp for lists 

Please ale] 15°,10 all items atter P&P 

Unit 211, Stratford Workshops 
Burford Road, London E15 2SP 

BARRIE ELECTRONICS LTD 
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REGULAR FEATURE 

The supernova which burst forth in 
the Large Cloud of Magellan last 

year continues to fade slowly, but is still 
an easy object with a small telescope (it 
is, alas, too far south to be visible from 
Britain). It is interesting particularly in-
as much as its progenitor star was a blue 
giant, not a red star. This explains why 
it was underluminous by supernova 
standards; a blue giant is not so large as 
a red giant, and there is less 'surface' to 
expand. Whether the remnant will be a 
pulsar or a black hole remains to be seen. 
Our own Sun has now passed its 

minimum, and during June and July we 
saw the greatest sunspot group for many 
years; it was also a very active group, 
and produced a major solar flare. 

OUR REGULAR LOOK AT ASTRONOMY 

SPACEWATCH 
BY DR PATRICK MOORE CBE 

THE MOONS OF MARS 

Anyone who wishes to exercise a hyperactive imagination 
con blame the sun for our summer and look for life on Mars. 

Activity will no doubt go on increasing 
over the rest of this year, building up to 
the next maximum around 1990-1991, 
and solar observers will have an 
interesting time; so too will observers of 
aurora or polar lights, which are due to 
electrified particles sent out from highly 
active regions on the sun. Radio and 
television reception may be affected, 
and there will certainly be many 
magnetic  storms. Whether  sunspot 
activity has any direct influence on 
British weather is much less certain! 

The Phobos Probe 

The Russian interest in Mars has been 
highlighted by the launch of a space-craft 
not only to Mars itself, but to Phobos, 

the larger of its two midget moons. The 
journey will take 200 days. 
Phobos is a true dwarf; it is irregular 

in shape, with a longest diameter of 27 
km (just under 17 miles) and it is crater-
scarred. The largest crater is 5 miles 
across; and has been named Stickney, 
the maiden name of the wife of Asaph 
Hall, who discovered Phobos in 1877. 
Phobos also shows remarkable features 
which seem like stress-marks, and there 
are hills and valleys. 
The Russians hope to land two probes 

on Phobos, one of which will be static 
while the other will be able to 'hop' 
around. But, of course, the gravitation 
pull of the tiny satellite is so weak that 
one cannot speak of a 'landing' in the 

The Sky This Month 

The planetary scene this month is, of course. dominated by Mars, which comes to opposition on 28 September. 
It will then be a mere 59,000,060km away. This is less 
than 37,000,000 miles — almost as close as Mars can ever 
be — and for a brief period it will outshine every other 
object in the sky apart from the Sun, the Moon and 
Venus. The magnitude will be —2.8, as against —2.5 for 
Jupiter. 
In fact, Mars will not again he so close for the rest of 

the century. Morever, it is within one degree of the celestial 
equator, so that over Britain it rises to a very respectable 
altitude indeed. The apparent diameter of the disc at 
opposition will be 23.6 seconds of arc, and the southern 
helmsphere will be presenteed. A small telescope will 
show the main dark markings, such as the V-shaped Syrtis 
Major (once known as the Hourglass Sea!) which was 
recognisably drawn by the Dutch observer Christiaan 
Huygens as long ago as the year 1659. 
Venus is a brilliant object in the eastern sky before 

dawn; the magnitude is about —4.1. The phase increases 
from approximately 53 per cent at the beginning of the 
month to 68 per cent at the end (it is not possible to be 
precise, because of the well-known Schroter effect which 
I discussed earlier this year). Mercury is theoretically an 
evening object, but is badly placed for observers in 
Britain, and I doubt whether you will see it with the 
naked eye. Jupiter, in Taurus, is a prominent morning 
object in the general area of the Hyades and the Pleades; 
if you look at it with a telescope around 21.45 GMT on 
September 1 you will find that all its four satellites are 
out of view — either eclipsed, occulted or in transit. This 
does not happen often; almost always at least one of the 

"Galilean satellites" is visible. Saturn, magnitude +0.5, 
is still in the evening sky, and its rings are wide open, 
but it lies in Sagittarius, and is inconveniently low down. 
The Moon is new on 11 September, and full on the 25th. 
The Perseid meteors are over for this year. The only 

shower active during September is that of the Piscids, 
but the ZHR is not likely to be more than 10 — in other 
words, if you see more than two or three Piscids per 
hour you will be lucky — and the date of maximum is 
not at all well-defined. 
The autumn constellations are now well in view, with 

the Square of Pegasus prominent in the south after dark. 
Look at its four main stars, and you will see that while 
three of them are white, the other — Skat or Beta Pegasi, 
in the upper right-hand corner of the Square — is orange; 
it is also variable, though it has a small range. Below 
the Square, almost at the southern horizon, look for 
Fomalhaut in Piscis Austrinus (the Southern Fish), which 
is a bright star but is never well seen from even South 
England; from North Scotland it barely rises at all. It is 
one of the stars found by the infra-red astronomical 
satellite (IRAS) of 1983 to be associated with a cloud of 
cool, possibly planet-forming material, and it is by no 
means far-fetched to think that Fomalhaut may be 
associated with a full-scale planetary system, though we 
have no direct proof. 
The "Summer Triangle" of Vega, Deneb and Altair is 

still on view. Ursa Major, the Great Bear, is at its lowest 
in the north; the W of Cassiopeia is not far from the 
zenith or overhead point; the lovely star-cluster of the 
Pleiades is coming into view in the east — heralding the 
approach of winter, with its fogs and frosts! 
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usual meaning of the word; the 
rendezvous will be more in the nature 
of a docking operation. 
Phobos is a dark body, and is quite 

unlike our massive Moon; it may well 
be a captured asteroid, bearing in mind 
that Mars is not so very far inside the 
main asteroid zone. Twenty years ago, 
the Russian astronomer losif Shklovskii 
caused an astronomical sensation by 
claiming that Phobos was not a natural 
satellite but a space-station launched by 
the Martians. This caused many raised 
eyebrows in the USSR; years later 
Shklovskii told me that his idea was put 
out as a practical joke, but whether or 

not he meant it at the time is not clear. 
At least the Viking probes of the 1970s 
have shown us that there is nothing 
artificial  about  Phobos.  (In  this 
connection, I cannot resist mentioning 
the 'face on Mars' — a rock photographed 
by the Viking lander which bears an 
uncanny resemblance to a human face. 
Shadow effects are responsible, but, 
predictably, the usual eccentrics, headed 
by the UFO enthusiasts, have made 
great play of it!) 
Deimos, the other Martian satellite, 

is even smaller than Phobos, with a 
maximum diameter of less than 10 miles; 
it too is dark and cratered. If you have 

a reasonably powerful telescope, you 
should be able to see both as tiny points 
of light — electronic equipment will 
naturally be a help, but I can glimpse 
both satellites visually, under good 
conditions, with my 15-inch reflector. 
Small though Phobos and Deimos are, 

they could be of great value to us in the 
future. Martian colonists will find them 
inadequate to provide any illumination 
at night (Deimos would appear no better 
as a light-source than Venus does to us). 
But they may act as ideal space-stations, 
and it does not seem improbable that 
robot stations will be established there 
within the next few years. El 
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POINTS ARISING 
Upstairs Alert (Mar 88) 
(Ingenuity Unlimited). TR3 may be a ZTX 300 or 

similar. 
Amstrad ROM Expansion (Jun 88) 
IC2 is a 74LS374. 

Semiconductors Part 7 (Jun 88) 
Amend parts list so that R1 is 4k7. In Fig.68 the two 
100 ohm input resistors should be 100k. 

Vocals Eliminator. ul 88) 
Resistors R7-R10 should all be 100k. The symmetry 
of the pcb track layout has caused some confusion. 
It does not matter which way up it is printed providing 
Id 1 is inserted so that the +V lead goes to its pin 4, 

and the OV line goes to its pin 11.   
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All packs are £1 each. if you order 12 then you are 
entitled to another free Please state which one 
you want Note the figure on the extreme left is the 
pack ref number and the next figure is the quantity 
of items in the pack. finally a short description 

602  5 

607  4 

609  2 

(3011  1 

BD13  12 

BD22  2 
BD29  1 
BD30  2 

BD32  2 

B034  48 
BD42  5 

BC)45  1 

6049  10 

BD56  1 

8059  2 

BD67  1 

5091  2 

BD103A  1 

BD120  2 

B0122  1 Orn 
BD128  10 

B0132  2 

60134  10 

BD139  6 

BD148  4 

60149  6 

80180  6 
60193  6 

60196  1 

60199  1 

80201  8 

80210  4 

B0211  1 

60221  5 

BD242  2 

BD246  2 
80252  1 

130259  50 

BD263  2 

80268  1 

60275  1 
00283  3 

BD293  50 
BD296  3 
80305  1 

13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main 
where device such as a clock must not be switched 
off 
in Ilex switches with neon oniolt lights, saves leaving 
things switched on 
6v. IA mains transformers upright mounting with 
fixed clamps 
61/2" speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes 
your speaker. Ref BD137 
30 wan reed switches its surpnsing what you can 
make with these - burglar alarms. secret switches, 
relay etc etc. 
25 watt loud speaker two unit crossovers 
B.O.A.C. stereo unit is wonderful value 
nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge 
almost any mad battery 
humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the 
membrane switches and operates a microswitch 
2 meter length of connecting wire all colour coded 
13A rocker switch three tag so °non. or change 
over with centre off 
24hr time switch. ex-Electnoty Board automatically 
adiust for lengthening and shortening day. Original 
cost £40 each 
neon valves, with series resistors, these make good 
night lights 
mini uniselector, one use is for an electnc Jigsaw 
puzzle, we give orcuit diagram for this. One pulse 
into motor, moves switch through one pole 
flat solenoids - you could make your multi-tester 
read AC amps with this 
suck or blow operated pressure switch. or it can be 
operated by any low pressure variation such as 
water level in water tanks 
mains operated motors with gearbox. Final speed 
16rpm. 2 watt rated 
6 750MA power supply, nicely cased with input and 
output leads 
stripper boards each contains a 400v 2A bridge 
rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well 
as dozens of condensers etc 
twin screened Ilex with white pvc cover 
very fine drills for pc .b. boards etc. Normal cost 
about 80p each 
plastic boxes approx. 3" cube with square hole 
through top so ideal for interrupted beam switch 
motors for model aeroplanes spin to start so needs 
no swithc 
microphone inserts - magnetic 400 ohm also act 
as speakers 
reed relay kits you get 16 reed switches and 4 coil 
sets with notes on making co relays and other 
gadgets 
safety cover for 13A sockets - prevent those 
inquisitive little fingers getting nasty shocks 
neon indicators in panel mounting holders with lens 
5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low 
cost disco panel 
in flex simmerstat - keeps your soldering iron etc 
always at the ready 
mains solenoid very powerful has 1" pull or could 
push if modified 

Keyboard switches - made for computers but have 
many other applications. 

transistors type 2N3055 probably the most useful 
power transistor 
electric clock mains operated put this in a box and 
you need never be late 
12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a car 
horn. Sightly soiled but OK 
6" a 4" speakers 4 ohm made from Radomobile so 
very good quality 
tache generators, generates one volt per 100 revs 
panostat. controls output of boiling nng from simmer 
up to boil 
leads with push on V.i" tags - a must for hook ups 
- mains connections etc 
oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can 
mains up to 5 amps so could be foot switch if fitted 
into pattress 
mini 1 watt amp for record player. Will also change 
speed of record player motor 
Guitar mic - clip on type suits most amps 
mild steel boxes approx. 3" x Tx 1" deep - standard 
electncal 
mixed silicon diodes 
car plugs with lead, fits into lighter socket 
tubular dynamic roc with optional table rest 

Most other packs still available and you can choose any as your free 
one 

5A BATTERY CHARGER KIT - all parts including case only 5 add 
£1 postage. 

OVER 400 GIFTS 
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM 

There is a total of over 400 packs in our Bakers dozen 
range and you become entitled to a free gilt with each 
dozen packs 
A classified list of these packs and our latest "News 
Letter" will be enclosed with your goods, and you will 
automatically recetve our next news letter 

NEW ITEMS 

LASER TUBE Made by Phillips 
Electrical. New and unused. This is 
helium-neon and has a typical power 
rating of .9mW. It emits random 
polarised light and is completely safe 
provided you do not look directly into the 
beam when eye damage could result. 
Do not use in the presence of children 
unless a diverging lens is fitted. DON'T 
MISS THIS SPECIAL BARGAIN — 
£29.95 plus £3 insured delivery. 

EX GPO MULTI-RANGE TEST METER 12/C1 canoes v, real leather 
case with carrying handle - ths Ls a 20.000 OPUinstrurnent with 19 ranges including 
AC and DC yds - dv current 5mA to IA latrine ranges up to 20meg - the low 
ohms range is partrculany usefut. you wISe able to read nate down to one °Ivo 
arid below. On meter also has proosam for reading curren10-5arrp and0-25amp. 
Meter sue be long x 3in wide a 2in deep Leather case has comparkwent for the 
test leads, prods and crcc clips all °lynch are included. Can be used in the case 
Not new but are in first class condition - tested and guaranteed. Pnce 5 £720 
Order rel 71,5 Leather case available separately £3.00 ref 3P47 

RE-CHARGEABLE NICADS  Sin these are tag * hr easy pining 
together but tags, bong spot welded. penny to risrnove. Virtually unused. tested 
and guaranteed. E2.00 ref 2P141 or 6 wired together for £10.00 ref I0P47 

8 TRACK CASSETTE DECK condos with cassette holder. In tso. rf you 
have any 8 track cassette than with the &Edon of 2 speakers the inn/mkt play 
Ore,, As 8 track cassettes are no longer made the units have bitorne sulphas, 
however. they do condo lots of useful pans motor, tape heed and drive, paw 
wheels.  end a stereo amplifier. Mans operated Brand new in riders eliding. 
Only £300 Nth plus Cl 00 widen* postage Order ref 3P46 

COMPUTER BARGAIN - MEMOTECH MTX 512 64k RAM Full sue 
OWERTY keyboards nth 57 professonal keys and actdroonal 12 dual function keys 
arranged as a separate key pad with cursor control and edorag keys Auto repeat 
is standard on aN keys This,, a very supenor home computer and comes completes 
with power supply. cassette lead. TV lead and 3 cassette programmes Br and new 
fl manulactrer s ongoal pacing with 250 page Operator's Mortal PnceC45pke 
£4 postage 

392in FDD CHINON 80 track 500k Shugart cocoa* tonna, Standard 
connecoons interchangeable visth most other 3ston and 51/4in dmn Brand new 
£2550 plus £3 insured post 

an FDD HITACHI HFD305SICA Stringed =nobble interlaos 5001i on In 
disc Recommended for many Amstrads but ritechange with most &NOS (29.50 
plus £3 insured post 

FDD CASE AND POWER SUPPLY KIT for the 3in or Torn II 1 Flat I 1 P2 
Ix, the Chinon. 11P3 tor t, Hitachi 

911 MONITOR Made for CL. uses Philos black and who tube Brand new and 
complete but oncased £16 plus £5 post 

ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER REF ALF03 kuos lor the 
Electra' or BBC computers but side* tor most others Corrode we, mains 
adapter. leads and hanctook. CIO Ref 10P44 

AKAI MO RACK Lovely piece of tumour° we hold kid system cr computer. 
Has three Manta* sheNes and a hanged glass homed Over secton. Height Mk 
width liter, depth 140, On casters. 05 plus £3 Secuncor *Irv* 

POWERFUL IONISER Uses mains translonner. Generates won 10 tries 
more ons than the normal thodercap ladder moots. Complete kit E11.50 plus C3 post. 

STEREO SPEAKERS Each 1Crwalb Bohn and hen speakers mourned in 
Walnuttrnish cabinets, welt. hdl. 'Pinwale x6in deep. Front is black Dacron 
and the fresh tis very Neasing. Price £7 per per. Extra postage and packing £3. 

STABILISED 15v 2a PSU kit Leech mounts on 068 pa* Mans operated. 
teal to done mcntor. etc Pnce only £5 

SMOOTHING CAPACITOR 2.350163v leant at WC. Can type we, 
mounting bracket Pnce £2 Our ref rPtin 

SMOOTHING CAPACITOR 2.2C0N 6355 Barna al so•C Can type two 
moaning bracket. Pnce El Our ref 130644 

1Ownp 100v BRIDGE RE-CTIRER ASSEMBLY cononsing 4 dades 
mowed on taro let In tanks wei bon* insulators. Pnce £2. CU ref 2P207 

VERY POWERFUL MAGNETS Although only less than In lap and not 
much thcker than a pencil these ere veiny Winn to the apart Could be used to 
operate entedded reed swatches, et. Roe 50p *eh, 2 for CI OO Our ref B0642. 

ACGENERATOR Tlvs int reek a mon Oh a permanent magnetic rotor. You 
would howelorreke a hinds. The vokage °loco*, be Ladt100v and the frequency 
south depend upon the speed ot rota., 0, US° could ts to foggier our SS * ay 
2P163. Another use could be fax nrgirg a bet in a 2 thre telecnore arc* Price 
C1.03 Our nte 80640. 

FLIP-OVER DIGITAL CLOCK Oune an eyecatcher, 8515 mons operated. 
The figures toner per minute and per hour and gad a Wpm than usual natal 
display Supped ccedeteMth front and person pandslogduelcgethirbrnike 
es case MOO esph Our, ref 29205 

MOTOR TO WORK OFF SOLAR CRIS coact drive Alen cr other dem* 
Speed mold depend upon the number of cells used Se al our 610631's n sense 
scold cause b rev at a resednede speed. Pith twine would be quits fast and 
*rent would be 25-301nAdepeningon load Ph, Mtn nolo, CI 00 Our reel 
130643 

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS -1/3rd HORSEPOWER 
Made Iodine the Sinclair C5 elect, car buten.* adoptable to power a go-cart 
amain, a rail car, model ninny, sic. Brand new Price I15 00 plus C2 CID postage 
Our NI 15P1 

UNUSUAL MAINS MOTOR Oulte wail. *awes only 2in aan x let approx 
but es surpraunglypowerful !treys al3,000rthn ants reversible Klan gcotit length 
Len PernMer spirde. RICO CI 00 OS order ref 80640 

RUBBER 13arvip EXTENSION LEAD SOCKET Virtually onbrmkalve, 
row* by Duraplug Cr 00 each Order re( 80641 

J Et N BULL ELECTRICAL 
Dept. P.E., 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, 

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 SOT 
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P 0 or cheque with order Orders 
under £20 add £ 1 50 service charge Monthly account orders 
accepted from schools and public companies Access & 8/card 
orders accepted Brighton (0273) 734648 or 203500. 

NEW ITEMS 

Some of the many described in our current list which you wi 
receive it you request it. 

PAPST AXIAL FAN- MANUFACTURERS REF NO TYP4580N Tlvs 
is mains operated 'Swan rang and in a metal harne with metal blades so OK as 
hr temperatures Body size approx Oen square a ihen Oro £600 each, pats 
CI 00 postage Our, ref 6P6 

PRICE REDUCTION FOR THAT MODEM CONNECTOR Standard8T 
flat plug and 3 metre Lead Pnce now reduced to 5Cp, 2 tor £1 00 Ref 80552 

BRIGHT LIGHT SWITCH we control mains bra* up to 1 Oampik gets it meth 
pulses from car neachgerts. son Inght denght,  sot does not we tellenes 
and its sensor is completen moaned from the wens With full nstruceons supped 
Pnce CIO 00 Order ref 10P45 

13A PLUGS good make complete with fuse parcel of 5 for £2. order Re' 
2P186 

13A ADAPTORS Takes 2 13A plugs. good British make, packet of 3/or £2 
order Ref 2P187 

8" GREEN SCREEN MONITOR Complete, cased and ready to Loth' 
Composite input sops! right to use with Acorn or other computers or Ca 
Requires only 15 volt D.C. Has been used for ashen penod but we ria 
tested and give six months guarantee. Price £17.50 plus £3 post etc. 

FREE POWER! Can be yours if you use Ow solar cells - sturdily made 
modules with new system bubble magnifiers to concentrate the light a- s. 
eliminate the need for actual sunshine - they work tuSt as well in bright 
Voltage output is 45 - you join in series to get desired voltage - and in 
parallel for more amps Module A gives 100mA Pnce Cl Our Ref B063 1 
Module C fives 400mA Price £2 Our Ref 2PI99 Module 0 gives 700mA 
Price £3 Our Ref 3P42 

SOLAR POWERED NI-CAD CHARGER 4 NI-Cad batteries AA 1HP71 
charged in eight hours or two in only 4 hours It is a complete, boxed ready 
to use unit. Pnce £6 Our Ref 6P3. 

15A PANEL METER These have been Stripped from Government's surplus 
battery charger units made originally for army use. Unused. tested but ot 
course rather old. diameter 2" can be surface or flush mounted. £3 each 
Ow Ref 3P40 

METAL PROJECT BOX Ideal sae for battery charger. power supply etc 
sprayed grey, sue trx 4' Lira' high ends are louvered thr ventilation other 
sides are flat and unddled order ref 2P I 91 Et post 

20v-0-20v Mains transformers 3,amp 1100 watt; loading, lapped primary 
200-245 upright mountIngs £4 Order Ref 4P24 add Et post 

MOST USEFUL CASE constructed entirely from Scary gauge aluminium 
size approx Tv- wide 53/4" high and 16" long But its construction is such 
that it is a very simple fob to reduce the length to your own requirements 
The long top and both sides are flat and completely free front holes One 
end has mains input socket - fuse switch - the other end has output plug 
- in brand new condition Pnce Et 0 plus £3 postage Ref 10035 

12V DC FAN made by the famous PAPST company, these are brushless 
so are ideal for cooling computers without causing any elecIncal interference 
size approximately 3'5 x31/2 r I 'nail brand new Pnce CIO, our ret 10P33 

AXIAL FANS very quiet running and purpose designed for cooling 
instruments etc mady by the famous German PAPST Company - these are 
41/2" square approx 230v mains operated and metal bladed OS O.K. in 
sunbeds and other hot spots - price £13 each. Our Ref 8P8 

3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No, 1 Core size 5mm so ideal for long 
extension leads carrying up to 5 amps or short leads opts 10 amps. 
15mm for £2 order Ref 2P189 

3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No, 2 Core size 1 25mm so suitable for 
long extension leads carrying up to 13 amps - or short leads opts 
25A. 10m for £2. order Ref. 2P190 

ASTEC P.S.U. Switch mode type so very compact. Normal 230V 
input. Has 3 outputs:- 5V at 3.5 amps. + 12V at 1 5 amps and - 5V 
at 0.3 amps. Should be deal to dnve floppy disc units Regular price 
around £30, our once only £10 although brand new and unused. Order 
our ref I OP34 

24HOUR TWAESWITCH IMOD contacts. up to 6 on-offs per day Nicely 
cased for wall-mounting Price £8.00 Ref 8P6 

CAPICROFI BARGAIN Anal ended 4700 ul at 25V Supenth Jay make 
normally 50p each, you get 4 for El 00 Ref 613 

PIEZOELECTRIC FAN an unusual fan, more like the one used by Madame 
Butterfly, than the conventional type, I does not rotate. The as movement 
is caused by two vibrating arms Os American made, mains operated, very 
economical and causes no interference. So it is deal Tor corrputer and 
instrument cooling. Price is only El each. Ref 80598 

SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS- heavy duty. made by the famous Bu 
company Very good quality Price four for El Ref 60597 

CASE WITH 13A PRONGS - to go into 134 socket, nice size and 
suitable ICH plenty of propects such ascot battery trickle charger. speed 
controller time switch, night light, nose suppressor, dimmers etc 
Price 2 for El Ref 80565 

ALPHA-MJMERIC KEYBOARD - this keyboard has 73 keys arranged in 
two groups. the main area is a OWERTY array and on the rohl is a 15 key 
number pad. board size approx 13" 4" - brand new but offered at only 
a fraction of its cost namely £3 plus CI post Ref 3P27 

WIRE BARGAIN 503 metres 0 7rnm solid copper tinned and pun 
covered Only £3 • £1 post Ref 3P31 - that's well under fp per metre. 
and this woe is deal for push on connections 

INTERRUPTED BEAM KIT - this kit enables you to make a switch that 
will trigger when a steady beam of infrared or ordinary light is broken 
Main components - relay, photo transistor, resistors and caps etc 
Circuit diagram but no case Price C2 Ref 2P15 

3-30V VARIABLE VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY UNIT -- with tamp 
DC output Intended for use on the bench for experimenters. Students, 
inventors, service engineers etc This is probably the most important 
piece of equipment you can own (After a multi range test meter) It 
gives a variable output from 3 30 volts and has an automatic short circiatt 
and overload protection, which operates at 1 1 amp approximately 
Other features are very low ripple output. a typical ripple is 3mV pk-pk, 
I my rms Mounted in a metal fronted plastic Case this has a voltmeter 
on the front panel in addition to the output control knob and the output 
terminals Price for complete kit with full instruchons is (15 Ref I 5P7 

TRANSMITTER SURVEILLANCE IBUGI - t mny. easily hidden. but 
which will enable conversation robe peked up with FM radio Can be 
housed in a matchbox, all electronic parts and circuit Price £2 Ref 2P52 
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ASTRO-ELECTRONICS FEATURE 

11 
1 

INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
WITH ARRAYS 

BY JOHN DAVIES 

BY THE HEAT OF THE STARS 

Semiconductor materials have the right characteristics to detect 
long-wave emissions from distant stars; infrared detectors can 
now be built into large arrays which can "snapshot" and 
spectrum analyse stars and galaxies, revealing new data. 

A'though satellites have opened up 
new frontiers in astronomy, ground 

based telescopes are also benefiting from 
new technology. Advanced electronic 
detectors are providing astronomers 
with powerful new instruments, and to 
an astronomer a better instrument is 
almost as good as a bigger telescope. 
Nowhere is this detector revolution 
having more impact than in the field of 
infrared astronomy. 

INFRARED — INVISIBLE 
ASTRONOMY 
Infrared radiation consists of electro-

magnetic waves just like those of visible 
light, but with slightly longer wave-
lengths. Human eyes are not sensitive 
to the infrared, but our bodies are, which 
is why you can feel the heat from an 
electric fire before the element gets hot 
enough to see. Your hand, acting as a 
crude infrared detector, is registering the 
heat radiation from the fire.The infrared 
region stretches from wavelengths of 
about 1 micron (a micron is one mil-
lionth of a metre) to one millimetre, 
although most of these wavelengths are 
absorbed by the atmosphere and can 
only be studied from space. Fortunately 
the atmosphere is transparent to infrared 
radiation in certain limited ranges, 
known as atmospheric windows, and it 
is through these windows that infrared 
astronomers study the Universe (Fig.!). 

•Because the type of radiation which 
things emit depends on their tempera-
ture, infrared astronomers can study 
different sorts of objects from their 
optical colleagues. Hot objects (like 
stars) with surface temperatures from 
about 10,000°C to 1500°C emit mostly 
visible light, material from about 1500°C 
to about —263°C (that's 10 degrees above 
absolute zero or 10K in scientific 
notation) emits mainly at infrared wave-
lengths. Infrared astronomers can study 
material too cool to see; for example 
they can map the dust in a comet's tail 
and probe cool shells of dust that 
surround young stars and which might 
one day form planets. 
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Fig 1. (Top)Variation of atmospheric transmission with wavelength. Where transmis-
sion is high (close to 1.0) astronomical observations are possible from ground based 
telescopes. ( Bottom) Amount of energy (flux) given out at different wavelengths by 
an object at 300K (27°C). The information in the diagram originated from the 
European Space Agency (ESA). 

Infrared radiation has another useful 
property: because of its longer wave-
length it can penetrate clouds of dust 
which block ordinary light (Fig.2). This 
effect of increased penetration by light 
of longer wavelengths is exactly the same 
as that seen here on Earth at sunset. As 
the Sun sinks towards the horizon its 
light must travel almost parallel to the 

ground to reach you and so passes 
through a much greater thickness of air 
than it would if the Sun was almost 
overhead. During its journey the blue 
light, with its shorter wavelength, is 
scattered by dust in the atmosphere but 
the longer wavelength red light is less 
affected and so gets through to produce 
a red tinted sky. Infrared radiation is 

Fig 2. ( Left) Normal visible light is 
scattered by interstellar dust, (Right) but 
longer wavelength infrared light can 
penetrate dust clouds and reach the earth. 
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY 

even less affected and this penetrating 
power means that infrared astronomers 
can look inside the clouds of gas and 
dust where stars are born and probe 
towards the centre of our Galaxy where 
the dust is so thick that it blocks the view 
in normal light. 

THE EARLY YEARS 
The first infrared detections of the Sun 

and the Moon were made in the last cen-
tury but it was not until the early 1970s 
that electronics enabled infrared astro-
nomy to come of age. The new genera-
tion of detectors used the same principle 

as photographic light meters: light fall-
ing on a suitable crystal caused a change 
in its resistance and this change was mea-
sured by attaching a small battery across 
the crystal and monitoring the current 
passing. Exposure meters use cadmium 
sulphide and respond to visible light; 
similar detectors using lead sulphide 
crystals are sensitive to infrared radia-
tion and were used for astronomy. To 
make the detectors more sensitive, 
always a vital factor in astronomy, the 
instruments were cooled to —196°C by 
surrounding them with a bath of liquid 
nitrogen. 
Unfortunately, lead sulphide detec-

tors are insensitive to radiation with 
wavelengths longer than about 4 microns 
and to study longer wavelengths, which 
are emitted by cooler material, astrono-
mers began to use semiconductor detec-
tors. These devices work because while 
in a normal metal the outer electrons of 
each atom are free to move about within 
the solid, allowing good electrical con-
ductivity, the outer electrons of a semi-
conductor are still loosely bound to their 
parent atom and can only move about 
if they have a bit of help to get going. 
For certain semiconductors infrared 
radiation falling on the material is 
enough to liberate the electrons and 
allow a current to flow. What is more, 
by contaminating the semiconductor 
with suitable impuri-ties, a process 
known as doping, the material can be 
tuned to react to radiation in a specific 
range of wavelengths. 
Astronomers began by using detectors 

based on germanium doped with either 
copper or mercury. These were sensitive 
to wavelengths from about 5-15 microns, 
but they were soon replaced by devices 
using germanium doped with gallium. A 
germanium/gallium detector is sensitive 
to all infrared wavelengths and is called 
a bolometer, but suffers one practical 
difficulty; it only works at a temperature 
of about 2K (2 degrees above absolute 
zero) and must be cooled by expensive, 
and difficult to handle, liquid helium. 

ONE PEEP AT A TIME 
Despite the practical difficulties of 

building detectors cooled by liquid 
helium, bolometers have been used with 
great success for about a decade. How-
ever, from an astronomical point of view, 

Photo 1. IRCAM, some of its control electronics and other scientific instruments 
attached to the UK Infrared Telescope in Hawaii. 

they suffer from an important drawback: 
they are single element detectors, that 
is they only see one tiny point on the 
sky at a time. This presents two prob-
lems. Firstly, since the infrared signal 
from a star is very weak compared to 
the radiation which arises from the sky 
itself (don't forget that the atmosphere 
is warm and so emits infrared radiation 
of its own), it is necessary to rapidly 
switch the detector between the object 
of interest and a nearby patch of empty 
sky. This process is called chopping and 
is done so that the background radiation 
from the empty sky can be subtracted 
from the radiation from the star plus the 
bit of sky around it. This subtraction 
leaves the tiny signal of the star behind 
and is done about ten times a second. 
The signal from the star is extracted elec-
tronically from the detector output using 
a phase sensitive amplifier linked to the 
chopping frequency. 
The second problem is that while a 

single element detector is adequate for 
studying stars, which appear as points 
of light, it is not so good for looking at 
extended sources such as planets, 
comets, clouds of dust and galaxies. 
Until recently the only way of mapping 
such objects was to scan them a point at 
a time and then build up an image after-
wards using a computer. This is rather 
like taking a lot of photographs through 
a keyhole then pasting them together 
afterwards to find out what the world 
outside looks like; it can be done, but it 
is very slow indeed. 

HOORAY FOR ARRAYS 
All this has changed in recent years 

as a new generation of infrared detectors 

has been developed. These are array 
detectors, an infrared equivalent to the 
ccd cameras described in last month's 
issue. The new infrared arrays cram 
together many dozens of tiny detectors 
by etching them onto a single semicon-
ductor crystal. Each of the tiny detec-
tors, sometimes called a pixel (short for 
picture cell), produces an electrical sig-
nal when exposed to infrared radiation. 
Furthermore the strength of the signal 
is dependent on the amount of energy 
falling on each pixel. When the array has 
been exposed to a source of infrared radi-
ation it can be read out electronically 
via a conventional silicon microchip and 
the results fed directly into a computer 
for image processing. 

IRCAM: AN INFRARED CAMERA 
The most obvious use of an infrared 
array is to make a camera, an instrument 
able to make direct images of the sky 
without the need to scan an object point 
by point. Just such an instrument has 
been developed by the astronomers and 
engineers at the Royal Observatory, 
Edinburgh. Since the middle of last year, 
the IRCAM, in combination with the 
UK Infrared Telescope in Hawaii, has 
been producing stunning images of the 
sky with hitherto unbelievable speed and 
accuracy. The IRCAM, together with 
some of its control electronics, are 
shown in the foreground of Photo 1. Also 
visible are some other scientific instru-
ments and, at the bottom, a tv camera 
that transmits a picture of the sky to a 
control room so that astronomers can 
operate the telescope without having to 
stand in the cold, darkened dome. More 
electronics, and the data processing com-
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Photo 2. The infrared array detector chip at the heart of IRCAM. 

puters, are located in the control room. 
The heart of IRCAM is a 62 by 58 

element array of indium-antimonide 
detectors packed onto a chip less than 
half a centimetre square. The array 
(Photo 2) was developed by the Santa 
Barbara Research Corporation of the 
USA, but the camera, much of its elec-
tronics and the mechanical and cooling 
systems were all designed and built at 
Edinburgh. The Santa Barbara detector 
works best at a temperature of 35K 
(-238°C) and, because no common gas 
has a boiling point near this tempera-
ture, IRCAM uses a cooling system 
which has the infrared array chip 
coupled by a sort of gas filled thermo-
static switch to a reservoir of liquid 
helium. The balance between heat leak-
ing in from the outside and the cooling 
produced by energy soaked up boiling 
away the liquid helium keeps the camera 
at the correct temperature. 
When the camera is operating a beam 

of light from the sky is focused into it 
by the main telescope and, once inside, 
passes through lenses which define how 
big an image falls on the detector array. 
At maximum magnification the field of 
view is 1/120th of a degree in diameter 
and each element of the detector is view-
ing an area less than 1/5000 of a degree 
across. Wheels are used to place filters 
in the beam and restrict the energy 
reaching the array to a narrow range of 
wavelengths. By taking a series of 
images through different filters what 
amounts to an infrared colour picture 
can be produced in a matter of minutes 
and, as well as looking beautiful, these 
images contain a wealth of scientific 
information. 
Photo 3 is an IRCAM picture of 

Saturn made by taking two images at 

different wavelengths and combining 
them electronically. When seen at a 
wavelength of  1.6 microns Saturn 
reflects light from both its upper atmos-
phere and from its rings. However, the 
planet's atmosphere contains methane 
gas, which absorbs wavelengths of about 
2 microns and so, when seen at this 
wavelength, the body of the planet van-
ishes while the rings, which consist of 
icy particles not gas, continue to reflect 
and show up well at this wavelength. 
Photo 4 is an IRCAM image of the 

Orion nebula, a cloud of gas and dust 

Photo 3. An IRCAM image of Saturn. 

which is faintly visible to the naked eye 
as the middle 'star' in the sword of 
Orion. The Orion nebula is a stellar nur-
sery but, because of the dust, most of 
the newly born stars are hidden from 
normal optical telescopes. The penetrat-
ing power of the infrared, together with 
the ability of IRCAM to produce direct 
images, has enabled British astronomers 
to map the entire nebula in a few hours, 
a project impossible before the advent 
of infrared arrays. Images like this will 
be vital to astronomers trying to under-
stand how stars, including ones like the 
Sun, are formed. 

AFTER IRCAM 

Although a second IRCAM, operat-
ing at longer wavelengths, is already 
under construction, the value of arrays 
extends beyond infrared cameras; the 
Royal Observatory Edinburgh is already 
working on an advanced spectrometer 
which will use an infrared array detector. 
A spectrometer is a device which splits 
light up into individual wavelengths (the 
simple example is a prism which splits 
sunlight into its constituent colours) and 
the resulting spectrum often contains 
information about both the object emit-
ting the light and the interstellar gas and 
dust between the Earth and the object. 
Traditional infrared spectrometers have 
used a single detector and measured only 
one wavelength at a time; a spectrometer 
using an array detector can measure 
many different wavelengths simultan-
eously enabling the spectrum to be taken 
much more quickly than ever before. 
Using two dimensional arrays, like the 

one in IRCAM, spectra of many differ-
ent regions of an extended object, for 
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instance a distant galaxy, can be made 
at the same time. Such a spectrum might 
show differences between the central 
region of the galaxy and its outer edges, 
or between the head of a comet and its 
tail. This capability makes two dimen-
sional infrared spectroscopy a powerful 
new tool for astronomy. 
These instruments mark the beginning 
of a new era in infrared astronomy, one 
which will see the object make great 
strides forward in the near future. 
IRCAM and its successors will enable 
British astronomers to remain at the 
forefront of this fascinating subject, but 
ultimately the key to newer and still bet-
ter instruments is the development and 
exploitation of evermore sensitive detec-
tors. The production of such devices 
offers a great challenge to the electronics 
industry, but who knows where the 
experience gained may lead? El 

Dr John Davies is an astronomer and 
aerospace engineer at the Royal Obser-
vatory, Edinburgh. He is involved in the 
development of an infrared camera for 
a European astronomy satellite.The Pro-
ject scientist for IRCAM is Dr Ian 
McLean. 
The Royal Observatory visitor centre 

is open all year round and features dis-
plays of instruments such as  those 
described here. 

• 

Photo 4. IRCAM image of star forming 
region inside the Orion Nebula. Most of 
these stars cannot be seen in normal light, 
they are hidden behind clouds of gas and 
dust. 

PC. TRACK 
PATTERNS 

Have a normal photocopy made, 
ensuring good dense black image. Spray 
ISOdraft Transparentiser onto copy in 
accordance with supplied instructions. 
ISOdraft is available from Cannon & 

Wrin, 68 High Street, Chislehurst, Kent. 
Tel: 01-467 0935. 
Place  positive  transparency onto 

photosensitised copper clad fibre glass, 
cover with glass to ensure full contact. 
Expose to Ultraviolet light for several 
minutes (experiment to find correct time 
— depends on UV intensity). 
Develop PCB in Sodium Hydroxide 

(available from chemists) until clean 
track image is seen, wash in warm 
running water. Etch in hot Ferric 
Chloride, frequently withdrawing PCB 
to allow exposure to air. Wash PCB in 
running water, dry, and drill holes, 
normally using a lmm drill bit. 

Barometer 
Metal detector 

• 

•  • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

We express our grateful thanks to 
the Royal Observatory Edinburgh 
for their kind permission to repro-
duce the photographs. 
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Disabled F.A.S student seeks text 
book or literature on electronic digital 
watches, especially alarm type. Can 
anyone help? Cyril Nolan, 8 Rathmines 
Park, Rathmines, Dublin Ireland. 
Telectric cost monitor £115.00. 
Heathkit working FM/AM 15watt 
stereo radio £80.00 and vocals 
eliminator no leads £9.00. G. Churcher, 
15 Rosemary Hill Road, Streetly, West 
Midlands B74 4HL. 
8 Pin Octal relay bases 20p plus small 
sae to: Rob Bennett, 4 Oak Road, 
Dibden Purlieu, Southampton SO4 5PL 
Oscilloscope S.E. labs SM111, dual 
trace, 20MHZ bandwidth, excellent 
condition. £150 including almost new 
Greenpar probes. Chris Cytera, 56A 
Elmclose, Little Stoke, Bristol BS12 
6RH Tel: 0454 614616. 
Ex TV studio multicore cable 5 x coax, 
1 x 5 way screened, 2 x 4 way screened, 
7 x singles, overall screen. Approx. 40 
metres, 3 lengths £30. Phone: 0908 
564635 
Wanted:  certain  issues  hobby 
electronics 1983, 84. State price. 
Michael J. McArdle, Big Ash, 
Knockbridge, Dudalk, Ireland. 

PE BAZAAR 

Shugart and CDC 8inch disk drives 
and spares. DJ Harries, 46 Eliot Drive, 
Marlow 5978 SL7 1TU. 
Constructor disposing components. 
Large box allsorts £12.00 inclusive. Mr. 
Small, 8 Cherrytree Road, Chinnor, 
Oxon 0X9 4QY 
To clear. 13A plug top fuses £1.00 for 
ten assorted. Bargain bags £2.00. Mr. 
CR Brown, 7 Mayfield Drive, Buckley, 
Clwyd CW7 2PL. 
Newbrain computer manual wanted. 
Reasonable price paid or photostat. 
Tel: 0272 604947. MD Turner, 20 
Lavington Road, St. George, Bristol 
BSS OSG 
Spectra physics multiline Argon laser 
with variable current supply, model 
162C, good condition £1500 call John 
Spang, 47 Carleton Road, Chorley, 
Lancs PR6 8TQ Tel: 02572 75831. 
Epson FX1000 printer. New still sealed 
£380. Also Dowty Quattro Modem 
V21/V23/V22/V22BIS £175. Tel: 0703 
265344. 
Books, 1948 BBC year book £10, 1929 
electrical wiring diagrams by W. 
Perren Maycock £10. P&p 75p. Phone: 
0908 564635. R and BA Foskett, 2 
Boswell  Lane,  Deanshanger, 
MiltonKeynes, MK19 6HE. 
Wanted: circuit diagram and operating 
instructions for 'Pye' Lynx camera. 
Phone: 0222 750008. 
Transformer 2X 15-0-15V secondary 
350VA eight tappings - primary 
suitable for amplifier power supply 
£14 inc. p&p. Mr. CA Lloyd, 22 
Westwood Park, Newhall, Burton-on-
Trent, Staffs DEll ORS. 
UHER universal 5000 tape recorder 
solenoid operated remote controllable 
40HZ 16KHZ plus teacher track, 
unused £30. R. Campbell, 7 Green Lane 
Street, Hereford HR1 2QG. 
Twenty 2764' Eproms - unused £1.50 
each or £20.00 the lot! (p&p free) 68 
Pelham  Road,  Alum  Rock, 
Birmingham B8 2PB (Tel: 021 328 6032) 

Name & Address 

Wireless World back copies, various 
issues from 1945 to 1980, 304 copies in 
all. £100 plus p&p. Phone: 0908 564635. 
R and BA Foskett, 2 Boswell Lane, 
Deanshanger, Milton Keynes, MK19 
6HE. 
Very cheap ICs. Memory peripheral, 
computer, UPs, Op-Amps, 4000s 
74LS/HC, standards, unusual, rarities. 
SAE for lists. Mr. J Snow, 10 Goodings 
Green, Wokingham, Berks, RG11 1SB. 
Tel: 0734 790589. 
Wanted: circuits and any GEM of the 
Armstrong Superegen, and other 
unusual receivers of the 1920s. LA 
Wilkinson, 2 Cragside, Lower Contour 
Road, Kingswear, Devon, TQ6 OAL. 
Studio talkbac.k system, rack mounted 
amplifiers, producers panel with 
microphone, remote speaker station 
£20. Buyer collects. Phone: 0908 564635. 
TV tubes, two new Mullard AW21-11 
in original boxes with guarantee cards 
£15 each. Buyer collects. Phone: 0908 
564635. R and BA Foskett, 2 Boswell 
Lane, Deansanger, Milton Keynes 
MK19 6HE. 
Wanted: laser tubes 10MW or over, 
visible light, Neon, Argon etc. or info 
on possible source. Nicholas Butler, 47 
Bannard Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 
4NP. 
Wanted: ZX81 interface for disk drive 
and parallel Centronics type for 
printer. Mr. Dussiot, 25 Rue de 
Chanteloup, 91180 St. Germain les 
Arpajon, France. Tel: (33)-1-60833812. 
Onyx s-ware, h-ware WANTED. 
Please contact Nick Hacking 9A 
Bowmont Terrace, Glasgow G12 OLP. 
Tel: 041-339 1575. 
Wanted: circuit diagram or full info on 
voice synthesiser for use on car with 
interfacing. C J Jones, 187 Pullman 
Court, Steatham Hill, London SW2. 
Tel: 01-674 3365. 
Wanted: Marconi TF1064 signal 
generator. Mr. A. Holmes Tel: 01-
9778938 (Teddington) 

Please publish the following small ad. FREE in them. ' 
next available issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or 
associated equipment. I have read the rules. 
Signature  Date 

RULES  Maximum of 16 words plus address and/or 
phone no. Private advertisers only (trade or business ads. 
can be placed in our classified columns). Items related to 
electronics only. No computer software. PE cannot accept 
responsibility for the accuracy of ads, or for any transaction 
arising between readers as a result of a free ad. We reserve 
the right to refuse advertisements. Each ad. must be posted 
within one month of cover date. (One month later for 
overseas readers). 
Send this form (or a photocopy of it) to: 
PE Bazaar, Practical Electronics, 193 Uxbridge Road, 
London W12 9RA. 

M lle =III MIMI  MI = 
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PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONICS 

ARMCHAIR BOOK SHOP 

INTRODUCING DIGITAL AUDIO 
A non-mathematical introduction to the new digital technology. 
Ian R. Sinclair. 112 pages.  £5.95 

PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK 
For enthusiasts, technicians and students. With nine constructional 
projects. 
Mike Tooley. 208 pages.  £6.95 

PRACTICAL MIDI HANDBOOK 
For musicians and electronic enthusiasts: a practical how-to book. 
R.A. Penfold. 160 pages.  £5.95 

ELECTRONICS: BUILD AND LEARN 
An introduction to electronics for the first timer. With constructional 
projects. 
R.A. Penfold. 128 pages.  £5.95 

BOOK ORDER FORM 

Remittance should be sent to: 
PE Book Service, Practical Electronics, 
Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA. 
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to 
Intra Press. 

Please supply the following books: 

BOOK DESCRIPTION CODE QTY PRICE 

UK ORDERS ADD 50p POST PER BOOK 

OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD 70p POST PER BOOK 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

NAME AND ADDRESS 

Order code BP195. 

ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS HANDBOOK 
Provides a source of information that the amateur enthusiast is likely 
to need for day-to-day pursuance of hobby electronics 
R.A. Penfold. 88 pages.  £4.95  Order code BP233. 

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING 
Essential reading for anyone who wants first-time success in project 
assembly. 
R.A. Penfold. 81 pages.  £2.50  Order code BP110. 

ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 
Full of ideas and examples for keeping your property safe. 
R.A. Penfold. 102 pages.  £2.50  Order code BP56. 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 
24 Simple music projects for the creative musician. 
R.A.1Penfold. 106 pages.  f2.50  Order code BP74. 

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 
A companion book to BP76 and of interest to anyone who needs 
information on recent psu developments. 
R.A. Penfold. 92 pages.  £2.95  Order code BP192. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION 
Informative answers to many of the questions about the fast arriving 
communications revolution. 
F.A. Wilson. 104 pages.  £5.95 

An  ion to 
Satellite Television 

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER 
R.A. Penfold  £2.95  Order code BP239 

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONICS 
PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfold  £1.95  Order code227 

IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS 
KG. Rayer  £1.95  Order code BP97 
340 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfold Books 1 and 2 £2.25 each  Order codes BP107 and BP113 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS—BOOK I 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS—BOOK 2 
R.A. Penfold. Book 1 128 pages, Book 2 128 pages, £1.95 each 

Order codes BP117, BP118. 
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
ARMCHAIR BOOK SHOP 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK 
A useful and carefully selected collection of standard circuits rules-of-
thumb, and design data for professional engineers, students and 
enthusiasts involved in radio and electronics. 
This revised edition contains more details on computers and 

microprocessors and has been brought up to date throughout. 
Ian Sinclair. 1986 Revised Edition. 

£7.95  Order code NT1. 

OSCILLOSCOPES (HOW TO USE THEM, 
HOW THEY WORK) 
This second edition has been updated to cover new techniques and 
new instruments which have been introduced since the publication 
of the first edition in 1981. Illustrated with diagrams and photographs 
of many more oscilloscopes than the first edition, the book will appeal 
to everyone who wants to know about oscilloscopes, from the school 
student to the graduate, from the hobbyist to the technician. 
Ian Hickman. 2nd Edition 1986. 

£6.95  Order code NT3. 

OP-AMPS (THEIR PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS) 
This edition provides a source of practical circuits using both new 
devices and well-established ones like the 741, and including all 
component values. Written in a simple, non-mathematical style and 
specifically directed to the non-academic reader. 
Brian Dance. 2nd Edition 1986. 

£6.50  Order code NT2. 

Linear IC 
Equivalents 
and Pin 
Connectio 

00' 

polrel° 

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS 
A. Michaels. 256 pages.  £5.95  Order code BPI40. 

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS 
A. Michaels. 320 pages.  £5.95  Order code BP141. 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 
A. Michaels. 320 pages.  £3.50  Order code BP85. 

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfold. 96 pages.  £2.50 

MIDI PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfold. 96 pages. 

Order code BP76. 

£2.95  Order code 8P182. 

MORE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfold. 128 pages.  £2.95  Order code BP174. 

MODERN ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
The subjects covered include analog and digital meters, oscilloscopes, 
signal sources, frequency, time and event counters, spectrum and 
logic analysers, displays and automatic test equipment. 
Keith Brindley.  £6.95  Order code NT4. 

NE WNES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK 
Despite the increasing emphasis on microcomputers, the aims of the 
book are unchanged; namely the presentation of all aspects of 
electronics in a readable and largely non-mathematical form for both 
the enthusiast and the professional engineer. 
E.A. Pam 5th edition  £9.95  Order code NTIO. 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
An outstanding book for the beginner to electronics. 
Ian R. Sinclair. Second edition 

£5.95  Order code NT8. 

INTRODUCTION TO 6800/6802 MICROPROCESSOR 
SYSTEMS, HARDWARE, SOFT WARE, 
EXPERIMENTATION 
"This book is very thorough." (Electronics and Computing) 
"This text has long been needed ... essential reading." (Micro 
Forecast). 
R.J. Simpson & T.J. Terrell New Edition 

£10.95 Order code NT9. 

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PRINTER 
A guide to making the most of your printer. 
J.W. Penfold  £2.95  Order code BP181 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS BOOK I 
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS BOOK 2 
R.A. Penfold. Book 1 112 pages £2.25, Book 2 112 pages, £2.75 

Order codes BP130, BP131. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 
J.W. Penfold. 80 pages.  £2.50  Order code BP170. 

MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITS 
F.A. Wilson. 256 pages.  £2.95  Order code BP77. 
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READERS' LETTERS 

READERS' 
LETTERS 

HOT DOGGITTY 

Dear Mr. Becker, 
Just a short letter to thank you 

for helping my master Ted 
Conolly build some car fans 
which attach to the window and 
switch on automatically when 
the car interior gets hot. (Clever 
these humans)! Please find 
enclosed a picture of one of the 
fan kits in the design stage. 
Yours, Rufus of Haverfordwest. 

Dear Rufus 
Please congratulate your 

master on his ingenuity in 
devising such a hi-tech mod-con 
for your well deserved comfort. 
Now you've well and truly been 
given board and lodging. 
This cool cat sends his best 

wishes to an ex-hot dog and his 
talented best friend. Perhaps 
others may be encouraged to 
follow his lead—it looks like Jim 
Naylor might... Ed. 

MICROWAVE LEAKS 

Dear Ed, 
I am looking for information 

that will help me build a device 
for detecting microwave leakage 
from microwave ovens. Can you 
help? 

Christopher Law, Doncaster. 

I have heard that a Geiger 
counter may be able to detect 

microwaves. However, I cannot 
confirm this for although I have 
tried to monitor my own 
microwave oven with a Geiger, I 
have found no response. This 
could either mean that Geigers 
are not suited to the task, or that 
my oven is extremely well 
protected. 
I wonder if any readers know 

the answer? 
Ed. 

PERFORMING RIGHT 
Dear Editor, 
In your Editorial "Scotch the 

Notch" of the July 88 issue you 
say that the PRS is snubbed by 
amateur disc jockeys who are 
supposed to make payments to 
us for public performance of 
recorded music but the 
requirement is blatantly ignored. 
This is news to us. Our policy 

is to licence premises rather than 
people wherever possible and so 
we have licences for thousands 
of village halls, clubs, pubs and 
otheer places where disc jockeys 
perform. 
There are a few occasions 

when disc jockeys give public 
performances in places which 
cannot hold our licence. For 
instance, a club function in a 
private home. For disc jockeys 
who undertake this sort of work 
we have a licence at a flat royalty 
of £47.90 (plus vat) per annum. 
This licence protects the dj. and 
the people who hire him, against 
accidental infringement of our 
rights, and quite a number of djs 
have one. 
I must stress, though, that the 

licence will not cover a dj 
performing in a regular club, 
pub. hotel or other nomal place 
of entertainment. 
It is also appropriate to point 

out the penalties for not 
complying with the regulations. 
Where we approach the dj for a 
licence before he has 
spontaneously asked for one. the 
royalty for the first year is 50% 
greater (£71.95). But if the dj is 
infringing our rights blatantly we 
may seek an injunction 
preventing the dj from further 
performances, and we may claim 
damages as well. It may also be 
of interest to your readers to 
know that the deliberate 
infringement of the copyrights of 
others can be criminal offence. 
although the PRS has never 
invoked this sanction and would 
need a great deal of provocation 
before doing so. 
Frankly, it has been our 

experience that mobile djs are 
among the most law abiding 
music users. However, if there 
are any djs who still need a 
licence we will be glad to do 
business with them. 
Michael Hudson, Licensing 

Controller, The Performing 
Rights Society Ltd, 29/33 Berners 
Street, London, WIP 4AA. Tel: 
01-580 5544. 

I am sure that the majority of 
djs who carry out their work on 
a regular basis know and abide 
by your regulations wherever they 
are working. However, I had in 
mind those who make money as 
a side-line by performing in 
unusual locations. Over the years 
it has periodically come to my 
attention that some of these djs 

neither respect copyright nor 
Inland Revenue requirements. 
From these observations it 
appeared that the practice was 
widespread. I also understand 
that in some cases the music 
performed has even been lifted 
direct from radio broadcasts — 
another area which I can see is 
hard to monitor, and which I 
wholeheartedly condemn. 
I hope that any delinquent djs 

may be persuaded to regularise 
the administration of their 
activities.  Ed. 

PHONE TIMER 
Dear Sir, 
I am a student at Huntcliff 

Comprehensive School and for 
my 5th Year GCSE Technology 
project I intend to design and 
make a telephone timer.This will 
time how long someone has 
spent on the phone and, at the 
same time, display an 
approximate cost of the call using 
a digital display. 
Have you ever published 

anything that might hetp me on 
this? 
Lorraine Ketley, Gainsborough. 

I regret to disappoint you but 
there are regulations which 
prohibit the connection of any 
unapproved equipment to 
Telecom's telephone lines. I have 
for some time been trying to 
discover just what specifications 
are required for equipment to 
qualify for approval and so far 
have drawn a blank. 
In theory it is quite simple to 

detect the pulse from a telephone 
dial, and, with the aid of a 
computer and an electronic 
interface decode the dialled 
number and determine the 
duration and cost of a call. I have 
in fact designed one but until I 
can get an answer to the specs 
problem regret that I cannot 
release details of it. 
In the circumstances your best 

solution is probably to use a 
computer as the timer and the 
calculator, manually keying in the 
dial code and then keying in the 
start and end of the call. A 
software look-up table can then 
identify the correct charge rates 
for the number dialled and the 
call duration. However, be 
prepared for a lot of thinking 
about the program, as I 
discovered when writing my own 
there is far more to the procedure 
than immediately meets the eye. 

Ed. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY 
COMMENT, CRITICISMS 
OR SUGGESTIONS, WRITE 
AND LET US KNOW. WE ARE 
INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU 

THINK AND SAY. 
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INDUSTRY NOTEBOOK 

44 U ngineers  and  scientists  who 
JL:dintroduce technologies do have a 

profound responsibility took at the 
social multiplier effects and propose 
constructive alternatives" writes Mike 
Cooley in the 1988 National Electronics 
Review. In an article entitled 'Using 
electronics to help society' he gives 
examples of how the technology is being 
used in socially beneficial projects. But 
this is not the main thrust of electronics 
in its impact on society, as Mr. Cooley 
points out. It is one of the technologies 
which affect us mainly through the 
economic  mechanisms  of  the 
industrialised state. 
"The gap between the potential of 

these technologies and the realities is 
developing into a chasm" he says, "as 
resources  are  concentrated  on 
developing technologies which meet the 
sectional needs of the vast multi-national 
corporations and the military-industrial 
complex, while on the other hand the 
wishes, the needs, the aspirations and 
the dreams of ordinary people are 
increasingly ignored". By the term 
"social multiplier effects" Mr. Cooley 
means the effects in society brought 
about by technological change which 
multiply  among  themselves,  like 
bacteria, seemingly out of proportion to 
the original cause. He gives as an 
example "... the drug-taking neurosis, 
interpersonal violence, the decline of 
inner city areas, and the illnesses which 
are directly related to unemployment". 
Whether  engineers  do  have  a 

"profound  responsibility"  to  pay 
attention to social consequences as Mike 
Cooley asserts is a matter for debate in 
the electronics sphere. I don't think this 
question can be settled by any objective 
enquiry because essentially it is not 
about facts but about values, not the 'is' 
but the 'ought'. 
Some workers in this branch of 

technology, including myself, hold that 
each person is uniquely responsible for 
his/her own acts. Even if the person is 
physically or mentally deprived — say 
chronically ill or lacking in motivation 
or intelligence, or held captive by 
economic or psychological pressures — 
that person is still the author of what 

SHOULD 
ENG   RS CARE? INEE 

BY TOM IVALL 

BLIND MENS' BLUFF IN THE RAT RACE 

Pressures of life make it simpler for engineers to feel that they 
are "only responsible for the job" — but how for can this go 
before all eyes are closed to the consequences? 

he/she  chooses  to  do  in  these 
circumstances.To believe otherwise is to 
deny human dignity to the person, who 
thus becomes a passive object, a mere 
thing. And this point of view obviously 
extends  into the  realm of work. 
Undoubtedly  many  workers  see 
themselves as mere cogs in the machine, 
without power or responsibility with an 
abstraction — the organisation, the 
system, the company, the powers-that-
be etc — rather than with the reality of 
their own lives as sentient beings. 
From this point of view the engineer 

is clearly responsible for his own work. 
And since engineering is essentially the 
practical application of science to human 
purposes  he  must  therefore  be 
responsible for the social consequences 
of his work. Even if he does a very 
specialised job as part of a large team — 
a common situation with the division of 
labour in modern industry — he is still 
the  originator  of  that  particular 
contribution.  If the result of the 
collective engineering effort is a mass-
produced object like a tv set, or a single 
system which is used by many people 
over a long period of time like a radar 
installation, the effect of the specialised, 
individual engineering contribution is 
magnified many times. 
The opposite point of view is that 

electronics engineers are required to 
engineer nothing else. The individual is 
hired by a company to perform a specific 
task and his responsibility is confined to 
doing the job properly to a professional 
standard. His duty is first and foremost 
to his employer or client and is totally 
defined by the laws of commercial 
contract. He is paid a certain salary or 
fee and the hirer expects a fair return 
for this expenditure at the current labour 
market rates. Any responsibility for the 
effects of the engineering work on 
society must be shouldered by the 
company  or  other  employer who 
supplies the product or system to society. 
Engineering ethics are seen here as 
matters like conforming to engineering 
codes of practice and not stealing ideas 
from other firms. 
In situations where this second point 

of view prevails, the individual engineer 

who expresses concern about the wider 
effects of his work is regarded as a 
nuisance or a trouble-maker by his 
employers.  If he  discovers  some 
technical or commercial deficiency and 
seeks to correct it by individual action 
he is branded as a whistle-blower or 
traitor to the collective interest. It's quite 
possible that the debacle of the Nimrod 
airborne early-warning radar project, 
which wasted about £1 billion of public 
money on an inadequate system, was the 
result of individual engineers fearing to 
step out of line and voice their 
misgivings. Those involved were bright 
enough to know what was going wrong. 
These two opposed attitudes about 
responsibility seem to spring from two 
different ways of looking at the role of 
the engineer in society. The first 
emphasises that the engineer is helping 
to design and manufacture objects or 
provide services which are intended to 
be useful or enjoyable to people. 
Although the actual processes are 
complicated and indirect, to engineer is 
providing  something  particular  for 
another person to use in a specific way 
— though this transaction may be 
multiplied  many  times  by  mass 
production. It can't be as direct as the 
independent craftsman making and 
selling a complete product to a customer 
whom he meets face to face. But 
underneath  the  complexities  of • 
manufacture  and  distribution  the 
exchange is essentially the same. 
In the second viewpoint the engineer 

is helping to increase general prosperity 
through commerce, by contributing to 
goods or services which can be sold. 
Basically he isn't interested in what is 
being sold as long as his employer 
succeeds in selling it, makes a profit, 
keeps the company in business and the 
engineer  and  his  colleagues  in 
employment. Even if the product is 
something trivial and customers have to 
be persuaded by advertising that they 
want it, the success of the business as 
such is the important thing because it 
increases the country's economic activity 
and so improves the material wealth of 
the community. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
I 

FULL-TIME 
TRAINING 
COURSES 

2 YEAR 
BTEC NATIONAL DIPLOMA 

Electronics and 

Communications 
Engineering 

(TV, Computers, Programming, IT) 

1 YEAR  

BTEC NATIONAL CERTIFICATE 

1.Electronic Equipment Servicing 

(TV, Video, CCTV) 

2.Computing Technology 
(Microprocessors, DataComms, Interfacing) 

3. Information Technology 
(Telecomms, Safe/lie Tv, CD, Networks) 

4. Software Engineering 
(Assemble( BASIC, PASCAL, CADCAM) 

COURSES COMMENCE 
Monday 19th Sept. 1988 

LONDON ELECTRONICS 
COLLEGE 

Dep: AA, 20 Penywern Road, 

London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY 

FIXED VOLTAGE DC SUPPLY PROVIDING +5V 
(750mA), +12V (200mA), -12V (200rnA) 
EUROCARD SIZED PCB FEATURING OVERLOAD AND 
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION PLUS MAINS ON LED 
INDICATOR. 
RIPPLE AT FULL LOAD TYPICALLY: 
3mV (+5V)) AND 20mV (+/-12V). 
INPUT VOLTAGE 240V AC 50Hz. 
PRICE £20 plus £1.20 p&p. 

FERNLEA CABLE ASSEMBUES, 
THE WYND, MILTON OF BALGONIE, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. KY7 6PY. 

D.O.S. TRAINING 
XT/AT and Amstrad Compatibles 
Works on any 51/4 floppy or/and hard drive comb-
ination. Disks and textbooks £18.00 + £1.25 p&p. 
Cheque or money order to: 
Shipman Company, 
Technical Training Centre, 3 Wilford Grove 
SKEGNESS, Lincs, PE25 3EZ. 

RECENTLY RETIRED ELECTRONIC 

DESIGN ENGINEER 
Healthy, active, not short of money but bored. Good 
at analogue/digital circuit design, (particularly 
microprocessor controlled equipment), Z80 & 6502 
assembly language programming, technical text 
wrildng/docurnentation, PC board layout/prototyping. 
Have reasonably comprehensive electronic and 
mechanical equipment. Low charges, prepared to 
work for payment on results. 

Tel: 0582 600913 (Dunstable) 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CLASSIFIED 

Reach thousands of serious electronic and computer 
enthusiasts. Advertise in PE Classified pages: Rates 20p per 
word or £8.50 per single column cm (pfus-VAT). Send your 
advertisement with your re mittance to PE, Intra House, 193 
Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA. Tel: 01-743 8888. 

LET PE WORK FOR YOU! 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS 
ICS transistors etc into cash, immediate 
settlement.  WE  also  welcome  the 
opportunity to quote for complete factory 
clearance. Contact: 

COLES-HARDING & CO. 
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 
ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS 

Tel: 0945 584188 
Fax: 0945 588844 

--
- 

ELECTRONIC 
CO MPONENTS 

• Velleman Electronic Kits 
• Test Equipment & Tools 
• instrument Cases 
• New 1988 catalogue £1.85 inc p&p 

(Mon-Sat. 9.30-5.30 Closed Thurs)  
Station Road, Cullercoats, North Shields, 
Tyne & Wear NE30 4P0. Tel. 091 251 4363 

SPECIAL OFFERS  
Cassette Motor large and Snail  2 for £1.00 
Mono raid stereo cassette heads  2 for £1.00 
Auto-Reverse heads. £2.00 each  &TIM speceers 2 for £1.50 
V mohone srncil for cast tel. etc  2 for £1.00 
;Tease add 75p peed VAT inc Access cord accepted Golden 
Orange Supplies, Brockhollands Road, Woodside, Bream, 

Lydney Glos. Tel: 0594-563009. 

Carbon Film Resistors 1/4W £24 series 0 51R tolOMO  - 1p 
100 off per value - 75s  1000 off in even hundreds per value - £7 
Metal Rim 1/4W 1000 to IMO 50,  E12 series - 2p 1% E24 series - 3p 
',Man metal carbon film E24 series 100 to 10510 -  114p 
1 Watt metal carbon film 012 series 407 to 10M0 -  Sp 
BC107 8 9 - 12p  8C547 8 9 - Itp  8C182L  184L - 10p 
BFY50 51 52- 20p 253055- 50p 1IP314,32A - 25p TIP,41,42, - 40p 

Tantalum head subminiature electrolytics (Midi/Volts) 
0,1 35, 022 35, 0A7 35, 3 3 16, 4.7 16 - 14p  47 35 - 15p 
2-2 35, 4-7 25. 10 5 - 15p  4 7 35, 6 8 16 - 16p  10 16,22 6 - 209 
22 16 - 30p  33 10 - 30p  47 10 - 35p  100 6 - 40p 

Aluminium Electrolytics (MidsNolts) 
1 50, 2-2 50, 4 7 25, 4 7 50. 1016, 1025, 10 50 - 5p 22 16, 22 25 - 6p 
22 50, 47 16, 47 25, 47 50 - Sp  100 16, 100 25 - 7p  100 50 - 12p 
100 100- 14p 220 16- Op 220 25. 22D 50 - 10p 470 16, 470 25 - 11p 
1000 25 - 18p  1000 35. 220 25 - 22p  4700 25 - 70p 

Miniature Polyester Capacitors 250V Wkg. Vertical Mounting 
01, 015, 022, 033, 047 060 -Op 0 1 - 59 015, 22 - 6p 0-47 - Op 

Mylar Capacitors 100V VVkg. Vertical Mounting 012 Series 
1000p to 8200p - 3p  Ot to 068 - Op  0 1 - 5p  0 15. 0 22 - 6p 

Subminiature Ceramic Plate 100VWkg. E12 Series Vertical Mounting 
2%. 1P8 to 47P - 3p  56P to 330P - ap  10% 390P to 4700P - 4p 
Ceramic plate disc E6 Series 50V 229 to 007-. 2p 

Polystyrene Capacitors 63V Wkg. E12 Series Axial Mounting 
109 to 820P - 3p  10009 to 10,000 - 4p  12,0009 - 5p 
154149- 2p  154002- Op  1N5404 -14p  WO1 bridge - 25p 
0A91 -Op M143 - Op  W005 - 20p  154006 - 6p 
Zener diodes £24 series 3V3 to 33V 4343mW -Op  1 watt - 12p 
LED's Red, Green & Yellow 3mm & 5mm -109  8mm - 35p 
20mm fuse 0.1A to 5A quick blow - 5p  Anti Surge - Op 
High Speed drills 0.8mm, 1-0mm, 1.3mm, 1.5mm, 2mm - 30p 
Expo Reliant drilling machines 12V d.c. with improved 3-jaw chuck 6.50 
Nicads AA - 80p HP11 -E2 993 - £4.20 Universal Chargers - £6.50 
Glass reed switches single pole make contacts - flp  Magnets - 12p 

VAT inclusive Return postage 20p (free over EST Lists free. 

THE C.R. SUPPLY CO., 
127 Chesterfield Road, 

Sheffield S8 ORN. Tel. 557771. 

Resistors 1/4W 59 carbon (E12) 1p metal film 1% (E)4)3p 
Resistor Pack 85 different E12 values - zero ohm link total contents 
1000 resistors is.95 
LEDs red/green 3/5mm 6p each. Yellow Ilp 
Cable ties 75mm 1p each £5.95/1,000 £49.50/10,000 
Power transistors 1IP35C (NPN), TIP36C (PNP) 
100v 25A TOF'3 plastic case f 1.56ea 
100dB Men buyer f 1.50 standard buzzer f0.80 
Solar cells 0.45v 100mA £1.48 700mA £3.50 
Stepping motor 4 phase 12v 7.5 step 50 ohms £8.95 
SAA1027 stepping motor driver chip £3.95 
Miniature FM transmitter ICA 100-108 Mhz high quality sound Ideal 
for cordless microphones or guitars etc f7.48 
Metal latching Xl.R line plug £1.35 line socket £1.48 
Ferric chloride pack for mixing with II2L water f1.40 
Automatic squeeze action wire strippers £3.45 

Special offers Limited Stock 
Computer Grade Capacitors with screw terminals 
58000uf 60v £4.00 47130uf 63v f 1.50 
38000uf 20v f 1.95 87000u1 10v f 1.50 
Stereo 1,W/MW/EM Tuner pre-amp assembly complete with 
volumeAone controls and tuning scale 
Brand new in makers carton f5.95, faulty £1.95 
Cimuit diagram description and setting up procedure for tuner 
assembly deschbed above £0.50 
I,CD display 16 digit 7s5 dots dot mans £2.50 
CMOS 71.7411C 74F linear transistors kits capacitors resistors tools 
etc always in sock 

Pleas add 75p P&P per order VAT included 
JPC, Electronics 276 Chatsworth Road Chesterfield 940 2BII 

Access orders (0246)211202. Callers welcome 

OMNI ELECTRONICS 
stock a wide range of electronic 

components at 

174 Dalkeith Road 
Edinburgh EH 16 5DX 
Tel: 031 667 2611 
Open Mon-Fri 9am-6pm 

Sat. 9am-5pm 
Send 2x18p stamps for NEW CATALOGUE! 

A & G ELECTRONICS LTD. 
If you are buying Electronic Components elsewhere 
you are almost certainly paying too much! Write to us 

for a free 1988 catalogue and start saving money. 
P.O. Box 443 London EIS 6JU Tel: 01-519 6149 

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LTD 

51/4 inch Disk Drives, 80 Track DSDD  £39.50 
51/4 inch Disks, DSDD 48TPI Boxed in 10s  £4.50 
Mono Monitors, Composite Video Input  £39.50 
Dot Matrix Printers, 80 Col, Parallel, PC Compatible £10500 
All items new and boxed. Add 15% VAT to ail prices. 

Postage included 
374 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1SU 

Tel: 0223 327602 
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CLASSIFIEDS] 

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS WANTED 

iCs - Tuners - Transistors - Valves - Diodes etc. any 
quantity considered - immediate payment. 

ADM ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
Tel: 0827 873311  Fax: 0827 874835 

DEANSGATE ELECTRONICS 

We stock a large range of electronic components, 
test equipment,telephone accessories, computer 
accessories, microphones, speakers, discolighting, 
mixers, meters, stylus, so call in and have a look 

around. 
263 Deansgate, Manchester 
Telephone: 061-834 1185 

CALIBRATION 
Need not cost a fortune. For a free quote on your 
D.M.M., oscilloscope or frequency counter. Send type of 
instrument, Make and Model details to:-

Calibration Lab, 
31/2 DIGIT  Blueharrow Limited, 
D.M.M. FROM  Brookside Cottage, 
£5.00 (calibrator  Main Road, 
to 8S5750)  BrIghstone, I.O.W. 

P030 ADJ 

HAVE YOUR ELECTRONIC IDEAS BECOME A REALITY! 
LET HIGHLAND ITEC DEVELOP and MANUFACTURE 
your circuits at a low cost for Proto-Type and Small 
Production runs with comprehensive documentation which 
includes: Silk Screen Layouts, Photo-Artworks, Pad. 
Masters, Solder-Masks, Bill of Parts. Manufacture indudes: 
sires up to 300x200 mm Single or Double-Sided. FINISII: 
Roller-tinned and drilled. For more details: Tel: (0463) 
226505 or FAX (0463) 226506. 

FOR SALE 
25614- 120nS  DRAMS  £4.50  EX-EQUIPMENT 
6414 - 150nS  DRAMS  £1.00  EX-EQUIPMENT 
6414 - 200nS  DRAMS  £0.60  EX-EQUIPMENT 
1614 - 2/3i4  DRAMS  £0.20  EX-EQUIPMENT 
6414- 120n5  DRAMS  f2.00  BRAND NEW 
ALSO EPROMS 8/1612/64 EX-EQUIPMENT 8080, 8086, 8088, Z80 CPU's 
& SUPPORT CHIPS 
APRICOT PORTABLE NO MANUALS OR SWARE  £190 
GRIDCASE 2 PORTABLE NO MANUALS OR SWARE  MOO 
ZENITH 210.9 AND Z151 MICROS FOR SPARES.  CAM. 
HUGE QUANTITY OF 'D'TYPE CONNECTORS, NEW. 9,15 AND 25 WAY 
MALE AND FEMALE. CALL FOR DETAILS. 

MINIMUM ORDER £50. VAT AND CARRIAGE IXTRA 
C.S.S. LTD., READING GT34441335. 

SERVICES 

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and service centre. 
Cedar Electronics, Unit 12, Station Drive, 
Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. Tel (0684) 73127 

Plastic cases or special shapes made to order. SAE 
for details. IMPEX Products, 59 Fakenham Way , 
Owlsmoor, Camberley, Surrey GU15 4YS 

PCB Services. PCBs draughted on Autocad. We will 
make drilled PCBs to your specifications. 1 offs to 
small production runs. Send your Artwork or circuit 

diagrams. Cost 6p/cm2 single sided, 12p/cm2 for 
Artwork production. For further details contact 
Tommy Knight, Production Dept., Intec 
(lnverclyde) Ltd, 5 East Blackhall Street, 
Greenock PA15 1HD. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT, tuneable 88-115 
MHZ, 500 metre range, sensitive electret 
microphone, size 25mm x 20mm. SPECIAL OFFER 
complete kit ONLY £3.95 POST FREE. Access 
orders telephone 021 411 1821 (24 hrs), 
cheques/P.0's to: Quantek Electronics Ltd., (Dept 
PE), 45a Station Road, Northfield, Birmingham 
831 3TE. 

Kits. Miniature Transmitter, VFO 70/150MHz, 
£3.99. Telephone Transmitter £5.99. AIR 
automatically records stops/starts cassette 
when telephone used, £6.99.  Signal 
Injector/Tracer AF/RF, £5.95. Convert 
Multichannel CB rigs to amateur band, 
instructions only, £2.50. Boxes for above kits, 
£1.25. SAE list. A.C.E. (PE) 99 Greenheath, 
Hednesford, Staffs. WS12 4AU 

CLEARANCE SALE of components, transistors 
capacitors, potentiometers transformers etc. Send 
large S.A.E for free list. M. Dziubas, 158 
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs. 

'Surveillance devices, lasers, testla coils, 
scramblers, ultrasonic and many more, over 150 
designs send sae to Plancentre, Old Wharf, 
Dynock Road, Ledbury H18 2HS 

Geiger counters, silicon slices, 60W IC amplifiers, test 
equipment, bridges, chart recorders etc.Tel: 040-376 
236. 

DON'T MISS A 
VITAL COPY! 

Ever been in the middle of a project only to 
find the next issue sold out? An annual 

subscription to PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONICS solves the problem. 
Wherever you live you'll receive a copy 
regularly each month. It's the quick, pratical 
way to solve the delivery problems. 
COMPLETE AND POST 

THIS ORDER FORM TODAY! 

You may send a photocopy of this form. 

PE 
SERVICES 

ELECTRONICS 

jimmg 
MEASURING 
TIME ANT, 
FREOUENer 

‘:,NANN!. 

r PRACTI C AL 

ELECTRONICS 
Annual Subscription Rates 
U.K.  £15.00 
Overseas  £18.00 
Students: Deduct El and quote 
Student Number 

Complete this form and post it, 

with payment to : Practical 

Electronics Subscriptions Dept.  Please Note: Subscriptions cannot be ordered by phone 

PO Box 500 Leicester LE99 OAA 

SUBSCRIPTION 
ORDER FORM 

POST COPIES TO 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

POST CODE   

BACK NUMBERS 
(Subject to availability) 
UK  OVERSEAS 
£1.50  £2.00 

PHOTOCOPIES 
(Price per article, per issue) 
UK  OVERSEAS 
£1.00  £1.50 

BINDERS 
(Each holds 12 Issues) 
UK  OVERSEAS 
£5.95  £7.95 

Prices include post and packaging 

I enclose my cheque/PO payable to Intra Press for £   

Signature   

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
AT PC SHOW 

MAKE THE PRACTICAL CONNECTION 
MEET US AT STAND 2055 AT THE 
PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW AT 

EARLS COURT 
14-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 

BACK ISSUES, BINDERS, PROJECTS 
AND FRIENDLY CHAT 
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BOOKMARK 

lour Ed looks at some of the new books recently received. 

Key Techniques for Circuit Design. G.C. Loveday. Benchmarks. 
£6.95. ISBN 1-871047-00-5. The Benchmark Book Company is 
a small publishing house formed this year. Their aim is to 
produce good quality books to fill the gaps that they say exist in 
the technical domain, particularly in electronics at technician 
and junior engineer level. This book is the first in a series on all 
aspects of the design of electronic hardware. It tackles the 
problems of designing circuits from scratch, introducing the 
concept of target specifications, the design sequence, device 
selection, rules of thumb, and useful equivalent circuits. Many 
reader design tasks are set, all with solutions provided at the 
end of the book. Some understanding of basic electrical and 
electronic theory is assumed. There are not many illustrative 
circuit examples given but the text goes into a lot of detail about 
the thinking that is needed in order to solve specific design 
problems. while avoiding too great an emphasis on 
mathematics. A useful first book from this new company, 
though I think they may need to examine their page binding 
equipment as my copy began to shed pages. 

Sensors and Transducers. Keith Brindley. Heinemann Newne, 
£12.95. ISBN 0-434-90181-4. A thorough examination of 
numerous ways in which transducers can convert non-electrical 
physical quantities (measurands) into electrical signals, and 
vice versa. The book looks at basic transducer principles, their 
characteristics and the engineering implications. It covers, in 
1;eparate chapters, thermal, solid, fluid, acoustic, optical and 
chemical measurands. A chapter on interfacing is included, and 
there is also a brief bibliography of related books. I welcome 
this book to my library. 

Using the Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope. Robert L. Goodman. 
Tab Books. £19.00. ISBN 0-8306-2853-3. This is a book for the 
really devoted electronics constructor who wishes to get the 
most out of a scope. The book heavily features the Sencore 
SC61 waveform analyser, but many of the applications 
discussed appear to be usable with other types of scope. It 
covers  oscilloscope  features  and  specifications,  and 
examination of the Sencore SC61, voltage measurement, 
several chapters relating to tv and video servicing, and a chapter 
on digital circuit trouble shooting. I recommend, though, that 
this book should be examined before purchase to ascertain 
that it is suited to your requirements. 

Electronics Display Devices. Richard A. Perez. Tab Books. 
£31.70. ISBN 0-8306-2957-2. At this price the book is obviously 
aimed at the professional electronics designer. As such it goes 
into levels of detail which give a clear understanding of not 
only the purpose of various display devices, but also the way 
in which they function. It claims to be the first complete study 
of its kind to review all display technologies currently on the 
market - analogue meters, crts, leds, incandescent lamps, lcds, 
vfds, elds, and plasma displays. It also looks at what is on the 
horizon of developing electronic display devices of the future. 
An extensive glossary has been provided, and over 250 display 
device manufacturers are listed. However, as I have come to 
expect from Tab Books, who are an American company, most 
of the addresses listed (with a few welcome exceptions) bear 
little direct relevance to those living in the Uk. 

Principles of Electronics. Barry Dowding. Prentice Hall. 
£14.95. ISBN 0-13-710104-X. The book sets out to develop, 
from first principles, an understanding of the properties, 
performance and operating capabilities of an extensive range 
of modern digital and analogue devices, circuits and 
subsystems. It is written by a senior lecturer at the City of 
Birmingham Polytechnic and is intended as an introductory 

electronics text for undergraduate students at colleges and 
universities. It requires a good knowledge of mathematics and 
is not an appropriate book for early beginners. 

How to lest Almost Everything Electronic — 2nd Edition. Jack 
Darr and DeltonT. Horn. Tab Books. £6.95. ISBN 0-8306-2925-
4. The title should not be taken too literally if you are wanting 
to find out why your diy-assembled project does not work first 
time. It is more a book on the use of test equipment generally, 
and a fair number of the examples given are related to testing 
valve-type equipment. Nonetheless it does give reasonable 
guidelines for using electronic test gear and discusses the basic 
principles of troubleshooting and interpreting test results. It 
covers psu and dc voltage tests, signal tracing, alignment, 
component and tv tests, in the course of which it looks at 
ammeters, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, logic probes and 
analysers etc. 

An Introduction to Basic 2 on the Amstrad PCs. J.W. Pentold. 
Babani. £5.95. ISBN 0-85934-174-7. The aim of this book is to 
teach readers to program the Amstrad PC1512 and PC1640 in 
Locomotive Basic 2. It assumes no prior knowledge of 
computers or programming and tries to show that programming 
is not difficult and that it can be interesting and enjoyable. It 
is intended as an introductory book and the example programs 
do not cover all Basic commands, but all commands are 
illustrated in some form. A useful book for the early starter. 

Build Your Own 80286 IBM Compatible and Save a Bundle. 
Aubrey Pilgrim. Tab Books. £13.20. ISBN 0-8306-3031-7. What 
a splendid title! This book explains how, if you are a real 
computer enthusiast, it is possilbe to buy a "bare bones" system 
of pre-assembled computer boards and hardware. Then, with 
the aid of pliers, screwdrivers and a set of instructions, the 
system can be assembled and tailored to your needs. UK 
readers should be prepared for detective work in locating the 
necessary parts, though the book quotes several addresses in 
the USA which may be helpful. 

101 Solderless Breadboarding Projects. Delton. T. Horn. Tab 
Books. £12.40. ISBN 0-8306-2985-8. An ideal book for the 
novice and semi-experienced constructor. It emphasises the 
versatility of breadboarding in experimentation, and also shows 
how successful projects can then be made more permanent 
and incorporated into larger systems. The general chapter 
headings  cover  basic  breadboarding,  timers,  opamps, 
comparators. audio amps, sound effects generators, digital 
gates and flipflops. It's 101 more ways of enjoying electronics. 

The Beginner's Handbook of Amateur Radio — 2nd Edition. 
Clay Laster. Tab Books. £13.20. ISBN 0-8306-2965-3. Contains 
detailed coverage of specific information about the history of 
amateur radio, principles of electricity andd magnetism, radio 
communications  theory,  valves  and  semiconductors, 
fundamentals of transceivers and aerials. There are also 
chapters on operating procedures and licences, though since 
this book is from the USA, the information may not be of 
total relevance to UK readers. 

No mal good book shops should be able to get the books for 
Jou, but in the case of difficult". these are the publishers 
addresses:-

Babani Books. The Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road, 
London, W6 7NF. Babani will also be pleased to send you a 
FREE catalogue of their entire range of books if you send 
them a stamped addressed envelope. 

Benchmark Book Company, 59 Waylands, Swanley, Kent, B R8 
8TN. Tel: 0322 64042. 

Heinemann Professional Publishing, 22 Bedford Square. 
London, WC1B 3HH. Tel: 01-637 3311. 

Prentice-Hall, 66 Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempsted, Herts, 
HP2 4RG. Tel: 0442 231555. 

Tab Books are imported from the USA by John Wiley and Sons 
Ltd, Baffins Lane, Chichester,W. Sussex, P019 I UD. Tel: 0243 
779777. 
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PE PCB SERVICE 

READY-MADE 
RC. BOARDS 
Simplify your project assembly - use a ready-made printed 
circuit board. All are fully drilled and roller tinned. Just slot 
in the components as shown in the project texts, and solder 
them. PCBs are the professional route to project perfection. 

MAIL ORDERING 
Select the boards you want, and send your order to 
PE PCB SERVICE, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, 
193 UXBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON W12 9RA. 

Prices include VATand postage and packing. Add £2 per board 
for overseas airmail. Cheques should be crossed and made 
payable to Intro Press. 
Quote the project name and PCB Code Number, and print 

your name and address in Block Capitals. Do not send any 
other correspondence with your order. 

TELEPHONE ORDERS (OPEN 24 HOURS) 
Use your Access card and phone your order to 

0268 289923 
clearly stating your name and address, card number, and 
order details. 
All orders receive priority attention, but allow 28 days for 

delivery in case a PCB is temporarily out of stock. 

WE CAN ONLY SUPPLY THE PCBS LISTED HERE 
CHECK LATEST ISSUE FOR 
PRICES BEFORE ORDERING 

PHOTOCOPIES OFTHE TEXTS MAY BE BOUGHT FROM TH I 
EDITORIAL OFFICE AT f1.00 EACH PART (f 1.50 OVER-
SEAS), P&P INCLUSIVE. 
COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ADVERTISERS. 

JUN 86 
GUITAR TRACKER - transforms a guitar for 
sound synthesis. 
THERMOCOUPLE INTERFACE - transforms a 
DVM into a thermometer. 
BBC LIGHT PEN - inhibiting, enhancing and 
visual feedback. 

III 

112 

114 

£6.98 

£3.90 

£3.90 

JULY 86 
PASSIVE IR DETECTOR - burglar detection 115 £3.90 
200MHZ COUNTER - professional specification OOD £30.88 

SEP 86 

FIBRE-OPTIC LINK - computer comms. ODE £10.14 

OCT 86 

DRUM SYNTHESISER - variable dynamic 
sound triggered effects. 121 £7.67 
MAINS DELAY TIMER - selectable 15 to 
120 mins. Set of 2 PCBs. 122 £7.92 
MAINS DIMMER - touch control up to 400 W 123 £3.90 

NOV 86 

REMOTE JOYSTICK - infrared computer 
controller. Set of 2 PCBs. 124 £10.86 
BABY ALARM - through-the-mains transceiver. 125 £10.71 

DEC 86 

VIDEO ENHANCER - manually adjustable 
video improvement. 126 £8.76 

JAN 87 

VIDEO FADER - simple inexpensive video mixer 127 £4.50 
VOICE SCRAMBLER - confidential trans. 128 £8.06 

FEB 87 

HI STAB - good variable workshop PSU 132 £8.79 

MAR 87 

4 CHANNEL ENHANCER 135 £4.60 
LIGHT PEN- uses fibre optics for accuracy 136 £4.10 
ULTRASONIC TAPE MEASURE 138 £9.50 

APR 87 

VIGILANTE CAR ALARM - keeps cars alert 
INDUCTIVE LOOP TRANSCEIVER - remote 
control for models: 

139 

143/144 

£5.90 

£7.80 
MAY87 
BRIGHT FUZZ - Foot operated overdrive 145 £3.90 

JUN 87 
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 146 £10.20 

JUL 87 

WORD GENERATOR - 16-bit binary words 147 £13.42 
SCOPE STORE oscilloscope add-on data storage 148 £11.94 

SEP 87 

SPEECH PROCESSOR - clarifies speech 150 £5.86 
GCSE TIMER UNIT- versatile variable delay 
AWD and switching 151 £5.18 
FUNGEN - triple waveform signal generator 152/153 £9.69 
LIGHT CONTROLLER - delayed switching 154 £4.64 

OCT 87 

TEACHER LOCKER- digital lock control 155 £7.50 
POWER SUPPLY - stabilised ± 15V 156 £7.50 
GUITAR TO SYNTH - music interface 157A/B £9.95 

NOV 87 

DUAL POWER SUPPLY-GCSE 158 £6.20 
MIDI EXPANDER - Music Interface 159 £5.04 

DEC 87 

RS 232C TO MIDI 160 £6.43 
TEACHER RADIO-GCSE 161 £5.58 

JAN 88 
EGG TIMER 162A-C £12.44 
LEGO BUGGY DRIVER 163 £6.42 

FEB 88 

TEACHER TALKBACK - GCSE 164 £6.36 
DC MOTOR SERVO 165 £7.53 

MAR 88 

APPLIANCE TIMER 166A/B £9.38 
TEACHER LIGHTSHOW- GCSE 167A £3.99 

167B £5.10 
LOGIC ANALYSER - Double-sided 168 £20.65 

APR 88 

LIGHT METAL EFFECTS 169 £7.10 
TEACHER COUNTER 170 £4.95 

171 £4.92 

MAY 88 

RF SPEECH PROCESSOR 172 £6.26 

JUN 88 
AMSTRAD ROM EXPANSION 173 £10.80 
MAINS MODEM 174 £4.27 

JULY 88 

VOCALS ELIMINATOR 175 £4.31 

A UGUST 88 

SPEAKING CLOCK 176 £10.50 

SEPT 88 

BBC MULTIPLEXER 177 £4.50 

OCT 88 

METAL DETECTOR 178 £6.50 
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SOFTMACHINE DISTRIBUTION LTD 
FOR OEMs/TRADE 

* EPROM WRITER 
* PC HAND TOOLS 
* COMPUTER CASES 
* MAIN BOARDS 

* EPROM ERASER 
* CPU STANDS 
* POWER SUPPLY 
* MONITORS 

TRADE HOURS: 1 0 - 6pm 
TEL: 01-8077644  FAX: 01-807 2748 

SOFTMACHINE DISTRIBUTION LTD 

r5 [C OV-111111 0 P-011 nri UNITS F18/F25, HARBET ROAD, 
DI S T RI B U TI O N. LT C E) LEA VALLEY, EDMONTON, 
  LONDON, N18 3LR ENGLAND. 

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY! 
More than 8 million students Mrougnout the world nave hound it worth their while , An 
ICS home study course can help yOu get a better Job make more money ancl have more 
fun out of life' ICS has over 90 years expenence in ho me study courses and is Me largest 
correspondence school in the world You learn at your own pace when and where you 
want under the guidance of expert personal tutors Find out how we can help YOU 
Post or phone today for your FREE information pack on the course of your choice (tick 
one box only) 

Electronics 
n 
—̀' 

Radio, Audio 
and TV Servicing El 

Basic Electronic 
Engineering (City & Guilds) 0 

Radio Amateur Ucence 
Exam (City & Guilds) 11) 

Electrical Engineering 0 Car Mechanics 0 

Electrical Contracting/ 
Installation 0 

Computer 
Programming Ill 

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects E 

c s Name 

A0OreSs 0 CO:le 

internetionei Correspondence Schools. Dept EDS AS. 312 314 High Si. 
Sutton. Surrey SM1 106 Tel 01-643 9566 or 041 221 2926 124 hrsi 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 

A & G Electronics  58 I.C.S. 

A.D.M. Electronic Supplies  59 J.P.G. Electronics 

Astronomy Now  47 Keytronics 

Barrie Electronics   45 Limrose Electronics 

B.K. Electronics   IBC London Electronics 

Blue Harrow Ltd. .  59  College 
Bull J.   48 Magenta Electronics 

Cambridge Computer  Maplin Electronics 

Science Ltd   58 Memory Maintenance 

Classified Ads  58,59 Number One Systems 

Coles Harding  58 Omni 

Computer Salvage  Pal, George 
Specialists    59 Phonosonics 

Cricklewood Electronics   31 Program Now 

C.R. Supply Co.  58  Service Trading Co. 

Deansgate  59  Shipman Co. 

Display Electronics  23  Soft Machine 

ESR  58  Specialist 
Fernlea Cable Assemblies  58  Semiconductors 

Golden Orange Supplies   58 Stewart of Reading   

Grandata   31 Tandy 

Greenbank Electronics Ltd  45 Technomatic   

Highland Regional Council  59 T.K. Electronics 
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58 

18 

41 

58 

32,33 

OBC 

67 

17 

58 

58 

34 

33 

33 

58 

62 

26 

34 

IFC 

10,11 
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PLEASE MENTION PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTS 

Otiose OW coso teoll 
Send 

foi 'OS 81. 

TN 
GOO? 00041 S . 

for C5 ZA*L&O- GSAUEE 

ORDERS RING 101) 567 8910— 24 HRS 

ELECTRONIC GUARD 
DOG KIT 

One of the best deterrents to a burglar is a guard 
dog and this new kit provides the barking without the 
Nei The kit when assembled can be connected to 
a doorbell, pressure mat or any other intruder 
detector and will produce a random senes of 
threatening barks making the would-be intruder think 
you have a guard dog and try his luck elsewhere 
The kit is supplied complete with high quality PCB 
mains transformer, all components and instructions 
The kit even includes a horn speaker which is 
essential to produce the loud sound required The 
'dog" can be arffusted to produce barks ranging from 
a Terrier to an Alsatian and contains circuitry to 
produce a random series of barks giving a more 
r . 11  I O C  effect Don I delay fit one before you go on 
• iday and let our dog help you guard your home 
01(125 Complete kit of parts  £24.00 

POWER STROBE KIT 

Designed to produce 
a high intensity light 
pulse at a variable 
frequency  of 1 to 
15Hz. this kit also 
includes circurtry to 
trigger the light from 
an external voltage 
source  leg  a 
loudspeaker) via an 
opto isolator 
instructions are also supplied on modifying the unit 
• , manual triggenng. as a slave Hash in photographic 
ippications or as a warning beacon in security 
applications The kit includes a high quality pcb. 
components. connectors. 5Ws strobe tube and lull 
assembly instructions  Supply  240V ac  Size 
75050x45 
EK124 Stroboscope Kit E13.75 

VERSATILE REMOTE 
CONTROL KIT 

This kit includes 
all components 
(+ transformer) 
to make a sensi-
tive IR receiver 
with 16 logic out-
puts (0-15V) which with suitable interface cir-
cuitry (relays. Macs. etc - details supplied) 
can be used to switch up to 16 items of 
equipment on or off remotely. The outputs 
may be latched (to the last received code) 
or momentary (on during transmission) by 
specifying the decoder IC and a 15V stabil-
ised supply is available to power external 
circuits. 
Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA. 
Size (excluding transformer) 9 x 4 x 2 cms. 
The companion transmitter is the MK18 
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery and 
gives a range of up to 6011. Two keyboards 
are  available  MK9  (4-way)  and  MK10 
(16-way), depending on the number of out-
puts to be used. 

MK12 IA Receiver (incl. transformer) £16.30 

MK 18 Transmitter  £7.50 
MK9 4- Way Keyboard  £2.20 
MK 10 16- Way Keyboard    £6.55 
601 133 Box for Transmitter  £2. 50 

SUPER•SENSITIVE 
FM MICROBLIG 

•1 •111 •11, 

Highly sensitive FM transmitter measuring 

only 45 x 25 x 15mm, including the built-in 
microphone  Frequency  88-100MHz 
enabling reception on a standard domestic 

FM  radio  Range  approximately  300m 

depending on terrain Powered by 9V PP3 
(7mA)  Its small size and highly sensitive 

electret  microphone makes  it ideal for 
surveillance, baby alarm. etc 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE  £5.50 

MICROPROCESSOR TIMER KIT 

Designed  to con-
trol 4 outputs inde-

pendently  switch-

ing on and off at 
present times over a 

7-day  cycle  LED 
display of time and 

day.  easily  parogrammed  via  20  way 
keyboard Ideal for cnetral heating control 

including  different  switching  time  Or 
weekends Battery back-up circuit Includes 

box 18 time settings. 
CT6000K   £47.20 
EK114 Relay kit for CT6000 includes PCB 

connectors and one relay. Will accept up to 

4 relays 3A/240V co contacts   £E4.30 
701 115 Additional relays  £1.80 

;If  

DISCO LIGHTING KITS 
011000K  This  value-for-money  4-way 

chaser features by-directional sequence and 
dimming 1 kW per channel  £19.25 

01.21000K — A lower cost unidirectional 
version of the above  Zero switching to 
reduce interference  £10.80 

D1A/1 Optional opto input allowing audio 

beat light response  77p 
013000K — 3-channel sound to light kit 
features zero voltage switching. automatic 

level control and built-in microphone I kW 
per channel  £15.60 

The 018000K is an 8-way sequencer kit with b, i• 

in opto-isolated sound 10 light input which cc-

complete with a pre-programmed EPROM cont.-
ing EIGHTY — YES 80 different sequences includ-
ing standard hashing and chase routines The KIT 
includes full instructions and all components i evr-
the PCB connectors) and requires only a box 

a control knob to complete Other features include 
manual sequence speed adjustment, zero voltage 
switching LED mimic lamps and sound to light 
LED and a 300W output per channel And the best 

thing about it is the pnce  ONLY £31.50. 

HOME LIGHTING KITS 
These kits contain all necessary components 
and full instructions E. are designed to replace 

a standard wall switch and control up to 300w 
of lighting 

TDR300K Remote Control Dimmer £18.00 
MK6  Transmitter or above  £5.10 
TD300K  Touchdimmer   £9.30 

TS300K  Touchswitch   £9.30 

TDEJK  Extension kit for 2-way 
switching for TD300K  £2.95 

LD300K  Light dimmer   £4.75 nil  ELECTRONICS  SEND9" x 6"SAE &50pFOR 
13 BOSTON RD.  CATALOGUE OR CALL AT 

SHOP Mon-Fri 9-5 pm 
LONDON W7 3SJ  Saturday 10-4 pm 
Tel: 01 567 8910 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

NSA 

FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add 75p + VAT. 
Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere £6.50. Send cheque/PO/ 

Barclaycard/Access No. with order. Giro No. 529314002. 

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
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ovr) POWER  AMPLIFIER  MODULES 
I MP P • IN  PL  -  I I U  Now enjoy a 
world wide reputation for quality reliability and performance at a realistic price Four models 
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i e Industry. Leisure 
Instrumental and Hi-F1 etc When comparing prices NOTE all models include Toroidal 
power supply. Integral heat sink. Glass fibre PC B and Drlve circuits to power compatible 
Vii meter Open and short circuit proof  Supplied ready built and tested. 

O MP100 Mk II 61-Polar Output po wer 110 

watts R M S into 4 oh ms, Frequency Res-
ponse 15Hz  30KHz -3dB. T H D 001 % 

S N R  -11 8dB, Sens  for Max  output 
500mV at 10K. Size 355 • 115  65 m m 

PRICE f33.99 • £3 00 P&P. 

O MP  MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 

watts R M S into 4 oh ms. Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz  100KHz -3dB. Da mping Factor 
80.  Sle w Rate 45V  uS. T H D  Typical 
0 002 %, Input Sensitivity 500 mV, S N R 
-125dB  Size 300  123 • 60 m m  PRICE 
PRICE f39.99 • £3.00 P&P. 

O MP/ MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 
watts R M S into 4 oh ms. Frequency Res 

ponse 1Hz  100KHz -3dB. Da mping Factor 
250.  Slew Rate 50V uS. T H D  Typical 

0 001 %. Input Sensitivity 500 mV, S N R 
130dB Size 300  150 • 100 m m PRICE 

PRICE f62.99 • f3.50 P&P. 

O MP MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 

watts R M S into 4 oh ms, Frequency Res 
ponse 1Hz • 100KHz -3dB. Da mping Factor 
350.  Sle w Rate 60V uS, T H D  Typical 

P 00008°o.  Input Sensitivity 500 mV, S N R 

-130dB Size 330 • 147 • 102 m m PRICE 

PRICE f79.99 • f4.50 P&P. 

NOTE Mos Fets are supplied as standard It OOKHzband,  .  SensitiLity500mV1 If requIren 
P A version (50KHz bandwidth 8, Input Sensitivity 775n,.  , .•  Standard or P A 

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above A 
very accurate visual display employing it I 6 0 di odes 17 green 4 
red) plus an additional on off indicator Sophisticated logic control 
circuits for very fast rise and decay times Tough moulded  List, 
case with tinted acrylic front Size 84 • 27 • 45mm 

PRICE f111.50 • 50p P&P 

PRICES INCLU DE V. A.T.  PR O MPT DELIVERIES  FRIEN DLY 

SERVICE * LARGE S.A.E. 28p STA MP FOR  CURRENT LIST 

BURGLAR ALAR M  IDEAL for W ork 
Better to be 'Alarmed' then teo.hed  shops. Factories, 
Thandar's famous 'Minder Burglar Alarm System.  Offices, Ho me. 
Superior microwave principle Supplied as three units 
complete  with  interconnection  cable  FULLY  etc  Supplied 
GUARANTEED,  ready built 
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range 
up to 15 metres adtustable by sensitivity control I 
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test 
armed 30 second exit and entry delay 

Indoor alarm  -  Electronic  swept  Rey  siren 
04dB output 7aeustdoor Alarm - Electronic swept treq siren 98dB 
output Housed in a tamper-proof heavy duty metal 

Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
hargeable batteries which provide full protection 
during mains failure Power requirement 200(260 Volt 
AC 50/60Hz Expandable with door sensors panic 
buttons etc Complete with instructions 

SAVE t 138.00 Usual Price f 228 85 
BKE's PRICE £89.99  £4.00 P&P 

Wily bin a  •  of sell assembb hoards. 

LOU DSPE AKER S 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R MS 
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie 
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans Large 
S A E (28p) for free details 
PO WER RANGE 
8 50 WATT R M S Hi-Fi Disco 
20 oz magnet 1  ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Res Frog 40Hz Frey Reso • 
6KHr Sens 92dB PRICE/10 99Available with black grille (ii 99 P&P fl 50 ea 
12" 100 WATT R M S. HP Fl Disco 
50 or magnet 2" ally voice coil Ground ally bung escutcheon Die cast chassis White cone Res 
Freq 
25E4z Frey ReS0 TO 4KHz Sens 9548 PRICE (2860 • £300 P&P ea 

McKENZIE 
12 85 WATT P.M S C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco. 
2" ally voice coil Ally centre dome Res Frey 45Hz Frey Resp to 6-5KHz Sens 98c113 
PRICE (29 99 + f3 00 P&P ea 
12- 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC PA /Disco 2' ally voice coil. Twin cone. 
Res Frey 45Hz Frey Resp to 14KH, PRICE £31 49 • (300 P&P ea 
15'150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco. 
3" ally voice coil Die-cast chassis Res Frey 40Hz Frey Resp to 4KHz PRICE E57 87 + £400 P&P no 
10 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A. 
2" voice coil Res Frey 75Hz Frey Resp to 7-5KHz Sens 99dB PRICE (19 99 + £200 P&P 
10- 200 WATT R. M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco. 
2" voice coil Res Frey 45Hz Frey Resp to 7KHz Sens 101dB PRICE (44 76 + E3 00 P&P 
15- 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass. 
Res Frey 40Hz Frey Resp to 5KHz Sens 101dB PRICE £6241 + £400 P&P 
15 400 WATT R. M.S. C15400 High Power Bass. 
Res Frey 40Hz Frey Resp to 4KHz Sens 102(18 PRICE £8952 + (400 P&P 

WEM 
5- 70 WATT R.M S Multiple Array Disco etc. 
r voice coil Res Frey 52Hr Frey Resp to 5KHz Sens 89dB PRICE £22.00 + El 50 P&P ea 
8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc. 
1" voice coil Res Frey 48Hz Frey Resp to 5KHz Sens 92d13 PRICE £32 00 + El 50 P&P ea 
10" 300 WATT R. M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc. 
1Y" voice coil Res Frey 35Hz Frey Resp to 4KHz Sens 92c18 PRICE £36 00 + £2 00 P&P no 

300 WATT R. M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc. 
1 voice coil Res Frey 35Hz Frey Resp to 4KHz Sens 94dB PRICE £4700 + £300 P&P ea 

SOUNDLAB lEull Range Twin Cone/ 
5 • 60 WATT R M.S lei-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc. 
1" voice coil Res Frey 63Hr Frey Resp to 20K1.11 Sens 86d8 PRICE (999 • f 1 00 P&P ea 
6 " 60 WATT R.M S Hi-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc 
' voice coil Res Frey 56Hr Frey Resp to 20KHz Sens 89d8 PRICE (1099-  1 50 P&P ea 
8 60 WATT R M S Hi-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc 
1 , voice coil Res Frey 381-1, Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89d8 PRICE (1299 • It 50 P&P ea 
10" 60 WATT R. M.S. 111-Fi Disco etc. 

coil Res Frey 35Hz Frey Resp to 15KHz Sens 89dB PRICE (1649 • (2 00 P&P 

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS 
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays 
need for compactness with high sound output levels Finished in 
hard wearing black vynide with protective corners. grille and carry 
handle All models 8 ohms Full range 45Hz  20KHz Size 20" • 
15 ' • 12  Watts R M S per ca toner Sensitivity 1W 1mtr dB 

O M P 12-100 W atts 100 dB. Price f 149 .99 
per pair. 
O MP 12-200 W atts 102dB. Price £1 99.99 
per pair  Delivery Secur icor £ 8 00 per pair 

4 

19  STEREO 

in-

Professional  19" cased M os-Fet stereo 
amps Used the W orld over in clubs, pubs, 
discos etc With twin Vu meters, twin 
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections 
MF600 Fan cooled Three m odeld(Ratings 

R M S into 4ohms) •  • •  
MF200 (100 + 100)W. £169.00  Securicor 

M F400 (200 + 200 M. £228.85  Delivery 

M F600 (300 + 300)W. £322.00  £1 0.00 

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TUR NTABLE 
• Electronic speed control 45 8, 33' r pm it Plus 
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven it Alu 
o•inium platter with strobed rim it Cue lever • Ant, 
skate (bias device> • Arbustable counter balance it 
Manual arm it Standard ',  cartrige fixings * 
Supplied complete with cut out template • D C 
Operation 9-14v DC  65mA 

Price £36 99  (3 00 P&P 

ADC 04 wag cartridge for above Price fit 99 ea  P&P 50p 

RACK AMPS  1 K-WATT 
SLIDE DIMMER 

it Control load, 
10 1Kv. 
it Compact S., 
4, ," • 
• Easy sn., 
,ng through pa 
cabinet cut OUT 
it Insulated pl,i-
case 
• Full wave 
trol using 8 .i-• 
triac 
• Confor ms 

B S800 
• Suitable for both re, 
once and inductive loads 
numerable applocations 
industry  the home  a 
disco's, theatres etc 

PRICE £13.99 • 75p P&P 

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS  M OTOROLA 
hurl The Pie, revolution The low dymiainii,. Mass Inc voice cod) of a Pie/0 tweeter produce.. 
,,nproved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordina.y dynamic tweeters A. • 
rossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 v., -

anore if 2 put in series) FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER 

TYPE 'A' (KS N2036A) 3" round with protective wire 
mesh  ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi f 
speakers Price (4 90 each • 40p P&P 
TYPE 'Er (KSN1005A) 3' " super horn For general 
purpose speakers disco and PA systems etc Price 
f5.99 each • 40p P&P 
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" • 5" wide dispersion 
horn For quality Hi Ii systems and quality discos etc 
Price /6.99 each • 40p P&P 
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" • 6" wide dispersion 
horn Upper frequency response retained extending 
down to mid range 12KHz) Suitable for high quality 
Hi fi systems and quality discos Price £9.99 each 
• 40p P&P 
TYPE 'E' IKSN1038A) 3i" horn tweeter with 
attractive silver finish trim Suitable for Hi Ii monitor 
systems etc Price f5.99 each - 40p P&P 
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount 
mg plate level control and cabinet ingnii lack socket 
85 • 85 mm Price /3.99  -1 

.  H OBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass 

k. fibre printed circuit board and high quality 
components complete with instructions. 

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz wrth very sensrtive 
microphone  Range 100/300 metres  57  • 46  . 14mm (9 volt) 
Price 18 62 • 75p P&P 
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controfled 
professional perfor mance Range up to 3 miles 35 • 84 . 12mm 
I12 vohl Price. f 14 49  75p P&P 
SINGLE  CHANNEL  RADIO  CONTROLLED  TRANSMITTER/ 
RECEIVER 27MHz Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation. 
Receiver output operates relay wrth 2amp/240 volt contacts Ideal for 
many applications  Receiver 90  • 70  22mm 15/12 volt)  Price: 
/17 82 Transmrtter 80 o SO  • 15mm 19/12 volt). Price: Eli 29 
P&P  75p each S.A.E for complete list. 

El Li - 
3 watt FM 
Transmitter 

STEREO  DISCO MIXER 
STEREO DISCO MIXER ow,th 2 • 5 band L & 
R graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment 
L E0 Vu Meters Many outstanding features 
5 Inputs with individual faders providing .i 
useful combination of the following 
3 Turntables Wag) 3 Mics 4 Line plus M,. 
with talk over switch Headphone Monitor 
Pan Pot L & R Master Output controls Out 
put 775mV Size 360 • 280  90mm 

Price £134.99  -(300 P&P 

MI M E POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER 11 00 minimum OFFICIAL 
\ P7SA  ORDERS WELCO ME, SCHOOLS. COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT 

BODIES. ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V A T SALES COUNTER 
VISA ACCESS C 0 D ACCEPTED 

4.4 a. a. 

Si  - 4 -  41 

B. K. ELECTRONICSDeptpE 
UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 

ESSEX. SS2 6TR  TEL: 0702-527572 
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SINGLE-ACTION 
WIRE-STRIPPERS 

Extremely quick and 
easy to use. Just place 
wire in jaws and  tri• 
squeeze handles. Wire 
is neatly stripped in 
one simple action. 
Also includes tension 
adjustment and cutter. 

NE W LO W PRICE 

YOU CAN'T 
BUY CHEAPER 

HELPING HANDS 
Remarkably low price on this most impful 
piece of equipment. Two fully adjustable 
crocodile clips hold polo's etc firmly and 
glass magnifier allows close inspection. 

-'71-...* ., 

l itil(  , 

SUPPLY THE 
TOOLS! 

SO YOU CAN 
FINISH THE 
JOB WITH 
EASE! 

El" SALES 0702 554161 

SOLDER byADEpir'i 
CREDIBLE LO W-PRICE 
HAL OFFER TO LAUNCH 
• •  W BRAND 

1/2 kg reel 18 swg 

89 
TJ9ZA 

(= £5.99+ VAT) 
PER REEL 

or in boxes of 
20 reels (10kg) 

Li4991 
(= £4.34,- VAT) 
PER REEL 
(SC2OW price £99.80). 

"The finest soldering irons in the world." - Maplin recommend Antex. 
Precision soldering irons that are a pleasure to use. Low leakage currents, ceramic 
element, shatterproof handle. It all adds up to the number one soldering equipment for the 
hobbyist. Use CS type for very  ITV/ TYPE CS 
fine work, XS for general use. 

SOLDERING IRON KITS 
CS or XS Iron complete with stand, solder 
and 'How To Solder' booklet 

tzi•-

CS KIT 

£  95 
FY68Y 

ri-1  15 
XS KIT 

L  FY69A 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 

SOLDERING 
IRON STAND 

Suitable for most 
soldering irons 

SUPER 
LO W 

PRICE 

CLI ME VAT 
LEASE ADD 500 
WARDS POSTA 
ORDER BELO 
ES PLEASE  . 

s ADD SOp 

HOBBY VICE 
Lever operated suction grip base holds 
tightly to smooth non-porous surfaces. Ideal 
for holding small components and 
assemblies. Metal faced jaws 37 x .11mm, 
open to 35mm. Base 60 x 60mm. Height 68mm. 

UNBELIEVABLE 
PRICE  ONLY   TP38R 

Top quality standard flux-cored solder 
designed for hand and machine soldering of 
electronic components. Manufactured to 
BS219 Grade KP, BS44 I Grade 2 and BS5625 
Class 5a. The solder is a 60% tin, 40% lead 
alloy containing a non-corrosive flux. Solder 
starts to melt at 183°C and is fully molten at 
188°C. Available on 1/2kg reels in 0.7mm dia. 
(22 swg) and 1.2mm dia. (18 swg). Perfect 
for use with all hand soldering irons 
including Antex, Weller etc, 

UNBEATABLE TRIAL OFFER 
PRICE ON ADEPTO FINE 
QUALITY SOLDERS. 

1/2 kg reel . 1. or in boxes of 
ONLY  20 reels (10kg) 

(-£4.99-4-VAT) 
PER REEL 

(SC21X price £114.80). 

DESOLDER 
PUMP 

Powerful pump 
action and 
plunger 
guard 

INCREDIBLE 
LO W PRICE 

NO W 
ONLY 

M a 0 lin ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR. 
MANY 
MORE 
PRODUCTS 
INSIDE! 

Pick up a 
copy of our 
giant 512 page 
catalogue from 
RHSNIIIH 

for lust El 50 

Shops al: Sutton New Road, Erdington Birmingham  33: 
Gioucester Road, Bristol. 159-161 King Street Hammersmith. 
London — 8 Oxford Road, MaNdiester. 7, 46-48  s  
Road Southampton.: 282-284 London Road Southend-on-Sea 


